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ABSTRACT
The total _(t) waveform of a square-loop core switched by an MMF
F(t) having a short rise time T t and amplitude F o is composed o£ elastic
¢(t) and inelastic ¢(t). The elastic ¢(t), ¢e(t), has two components:
a high-amplitude spike, ¢_r(t), due to rotation o£ magnetization, followed
by a low-amplitude tail, eel(t), due to domain-wall motion. When a
1200-Oe transverse field was superimposed, eel(t) disappeared. EachCe
component is described by a second-order differential equation of the
form CE + S¢c + _ = _F, where S, 7, and e are coefficients; the initial
conditions are Ce = 0 and Ce = O. For ¢_,, this equation results directly
by considering the stiffness, the viscous damping, and the mass of an
average domain wall. For Cet, the solution o£ this equation for a step
F(t) is shown to be equivalent to the component of ¢ along the applied
field which is obtained by solving Landau-Lifshitz or Gilbert equation
for a small angle of rotation and low viscous damping. A good fit is
obtained between the computed _t(t) + _,_(t) + _air(t) and the experi-
mental _e(t) of a thin ferrite core of nominal composition
[Mg0.32Zn0.10Mn0.sa]++[Mn0.52Fei.48]+++04 in the range F c _ F o _ 44 Fc,
where F = 0.9 At is the coercive MMF. The values S t = 0.28 ns,
Nr = 0.08 ns 2 (underdamped with 490 Mc/s oscillations), and c = 0.14.
(1 - 0.005 F D ) nH/t 2 were used to compute _er and the values S = 4 ns
%= = 2 ns 2 (overdamped), and c = 0.266 (1 - 0.008 Fo) nH/t 2 were used to
compute _ . Comparing ¢et(t) with the solution of the Gilbert equation
yields the damping constant a = 0.57 and the anisotropy constant
K 1 = -3.6 " 104 ergs/cm 3. For either component, _ + See = eF if Tt>> _/S,
e.g., if T r _ 5 ns. We have found that S t and S increase with T For
T r = 65 ns, _r = _u = 6 ns; hence, Ce= (_r + %)F = cF if T r _ 60 ns. A sche-
matic plot of energy gradient vs. wall position is used to explain the qual-
itative difference between elastic and inelastic wall displacements. Two
components of inelastic ¢(t) are distinguished: Decaying ¢(t), ¢i(t), due
to minor inelastic wall displacements of essentially constant wall area,
and the bell-shaped main ¢(t), ¢ (t), due to major inelastic wall dis-
_a
placements (involving domain collisions) of varying wall areas.
iii
Semiempirical models for @i and _ma were proposed previously:
_i(t) = k (F - Fi )vi exp [-(t - Ti)(F - Fi)/Ci] ,
where A i, Fi' _i' and C i are _i-switching parameters, and
_z=(t) = _p(F){1 - [(2q5 + q5 - gS, /(_r + qSd)]2} ,
where +p(F) is the peak of _,, and qba = qSd(F) is the q5 value on the static
¢(F) curve. A previous two-region curve fitting for @p(F) is extended by
m n
adding a third region for low F between the static threshold, F_ i , and
t*
the dynamic threshold F 0. A good agreement is obtained between computed
@er(t) + _e_(t) + _air(t) + +i(t) + _5 (t) and the experimental _(t)of the
above thin ferrite core in the range 0.67 F c _< F/) < 40 F An approxima-
tion of --q6i + _= a is used to compute F(t) of a core driven by rectangular
and sinusoidal voltage-drive pulses. The resulting F(t) waveforms have
not yet been verified experimentally, but they are very similar in shape
to published data on measured F(t of various core materials. Experiments
on switching from a partially-set state were performed for the case where
the TEST pulse, used for determin ng the switching properties, follows
immediately the rectangular PARTIAL-SET pulse. The slope and threshold
of the resulting +p(F) and the peaking time of +(t) were found to be
essentially the same as those obtained previously for a large separation
(50 /_s) between tile two pulses. It is concluded that the relaxation of
magnetization following the PARTIAL-SET pulse has a relatively small effect
on the properties of switching from a partially set state.
A computer-aided analysis was developed for worst-case analysis and
design verification of a core-diode-transistor binary counter. Each stage
is composed of two ferrite cores, two diodes, one transistor, one inductor,
and two resistors. The two cores are linked by three windings, and one core
is also coupled to the cores of a second stage behind. The operation of each
stage is divided into four modes, Modes I - IV; each of Modes II and IV
occurs twice in a row. Operation fails if the supply voltage, Vs, is below
Vs.mi n or above V ..... because of spurious transistor turn-off in Mode Ill.
Nonlinear models are used to describe each core, inductor, diode, and
transistor in the circuit. The core model includes elastic and inelastic
components, as described above. The inductor model is
L = L o exp (-i/Ieo )
n
iv
where L 0 and Ico n are constants. The diode model is composed of a resis-
tance B d in series with the following elements in parallel: a current
source if d = Isd [exp (Vd/_ d)-l] ' where Isd is the saturation current,
V d is the voltage across the source, and _ d is a constant voltage;
a leakage resistance, B_d; a diffusion capacitance
Cdd = kd(ifd + Isd) ,
where k d is a constant; and a junction capacitance
Cjd = Cjod[1 - (Vd/V_d)] -Nd
where Cjod, V_d , and N d are constants. The transistor model is composed
of two back-to-back diodes, each represented by a model similar to the
above diode model, which are shunted by forward and reverse current sources,
if_ and a if , and a base resistance, B bn i c . Measurement techniques, mea-
sured data, and computer programs for least-mean-square curve fitting of
these data are provided for determination of the parameters of these models.
The resulting parameter values are used in a computer analysis of the counter.
The analysis is based on general equations for all the operation modes, and
uses a simple predictor-corrector numerical method for solving a set of dif-
ferential equations and the Newton-Baphson method for solving a set of im-
plicit equations. The core and circuit parameters are read in by the computer,
and the time variables are computed at every time increment throughout the
four modes of operation. The resulting machine-plotted waveforms agree
favorably with experimental oscillograms in three cases: T = -IO°C and
Vs= 15 V (extreme low), r = 25°C and g s = 28 V (nominal), and r = 85°C and
V s = 50 V (extreme high). In case of an operation failure, the computation
terminates for the given V s. Computation of V s ain is done by repeating the
t
computation using increasing values of V s until a proper four-mode operation
is achieved. Computed and experimental V min were found to be 16.1V and
s
i5.0 V, respectively. Worst-case Vs,mi n is computed in a similar manner by
changing each parameter value by a given nonuniformity percentage in a direc-
tion to increase V It was thus found that V = 16.8 18 8, 19.8,
spmin* s_min ' "
21.3, and 23.3 V for worst-case parameter variation of 5, 10, 15, 20, and
25 percent, respectively. The specified minimum supply voltage of 22.4 V
requires that no parameter variation should exceed 23 percent. As a
safety factor, the variation limit should be lower than 23 percent.
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PREFACE
This report is a continuation of a series of four reports entitled
"Flux Switching in Multipath Cores." The first report deals primarily
with flux switching in multipath cores. In subsequent reports, however,
the emphasis is shifted gradually toward understanding and modeling of
flux switching in toroidal cores and the application of the resulting
models to computer analyses of circuits including square-loop magnetic
cores. Consequently, we have finally decided to change the report title
to "Flux Switching in Magnetic Circuits."
The report is divided into two sections. The first section deals
with the physics of flux switching and updates the resulting semiempirical
flux-switching models. These models are verified experimentally by
switching a thin ferrite core with step-MMF drives of very short rise
time (less than 0.4 ns) and different amplitudes (0.6 At to 40 At). The
second section employs a simplified version of these models in a computer
analysis of a core-diode-transistor binary counter. Here, the emphasis
is on the models of semiconductor elements as well as the ferrimagnetic
elements, the measurement techniques and data processing for evaluating
the parameters of these models, and the application of these models in
computing the circuit behavior under nominal, extreme, and worst-case
conditions.
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I INVESTIGATION OF FLUX SWITCHING
A. Elastic and Inelastic Flux Switching
1. Introduction
Elastic and inelastic flux-switching models have been developed in
the previous four reports I'2'3'4. of this project. A further investigation
in this area has resulted in a better physical understanding of these
models, improvement in the models themselves, and an experimental veri-
fication for the models using F(t) pulses with very short rise time
(0.4 ns).
The objectives of this section are as follows:
(i) To explain the different types of domain-wall
displacement in terms of the variations of energy
gradient vs, wall position, from which an elastic
wall motion was shown to be described by a second-
order differential equation
(2) To show that on the basis of the Landau-Lifshitz
equation or the Gilbert equation, the component of
M along the applied magnetic field, which is induced
by small-angle rotation of magnetization in a medium
of low viscous damping, is described by a second-
order differential equation
(3) On the basis of experimental observation and the
physical mechanism of wall motion and rotation of
magnetization, to present our latest semiempirical
flux-switching.models for the elastic and inelastic
components of _(t)
(4) To compare oscillograms of experimental $(t),
induced by rectangular F(t) pulses of 0.4-nanosecond
rise time and variable amplitude, with computed
$(t) waveforms.
References are listed at the end of this report.
2. Domain-Wall Displacements
a. Energy vs. Domain-Wall Position
Consider a 180 ° Bloch wall of area A in a ferromagnetic or
w
ferrimagnetic crystallite. The wall lies in the x-y plane and separates
two domains whose saturation magnetization vectors are along the +x and
-x directions. The total energy E of the specimen varies with the wall
position z because of inhomogeneities (impurities, strains, voids,
lattice imperfections, etc.) in the material, s Since these inhomogene-
ities vary randomly, we can only plot E vs. z schematically (see Fig. 1).
Z
TA-SG70-34
FIG. 1 SCHEMATIC PLOT OF ENERGY
vs. DOMAIN-WALL POSITION
We shall use the schematic plot
of E vs. z to explain qualita-
tively the mechanism of flux
switching by domain-wall motion.
However, let us first examine
the thermodynamic considerations
associated with this plot.
Following the first
law of thermodynamics,
dE dQ + #oHdM , (1)
where Q is heat (dQ > 0 if heat
is transferred into the system).
In general, E is a function of M, H, and the temperature T. However,
since M, H, and T are related to each other by the equation of state of
equilibrium, it is sufficient to express the change in E as
-- dT + dM
T
(2)
In an isothermal magnetic process, dT = O, and hence,
bE IM 3E= dM ,
0 T
(3)
where M0 and M[ are the initial and final values of M. Hence, the change
in E in an isothermal condition can be expressed by the change in M only.
Recall, however, that M is proportional to the wall position, z. Thus,
in examining the mechanism of flux switching in terms of E vs. z, we
shall assume a constant temperature. This assumption is justified by
the fact that the small amount of dissipated energy during the switching
time causes a negligible change in temperature. (However, the change in
temperature is not negligible for an alternate flux switching during
many cycles.)
b. Elastic and Inelastic Wall Displacements
In the absence of an applied magnetic field fl, the wall settles
where E is minimum, i.e., where dE/dz = 0 and dgE/dz 2 > 0. If H is now
applied along the g direction, a force 2poMsHA _ moves the wall along
the ±z direction, where M s is the saturation magnetization. Assuming an
isothermal condition, this motion is opposed by a restoring (or stiffness)
force dE/dz. It is convenient to examine the net effect on the wall
motion by comparing the applied H with c(dE/dz), where c = I/(2PoMsA ),
as functions of z. Schematic plots of c(dE/dz) vs. z are shown in Fig. 2
for two typical walls (in the same crystallite) whose positions at
Hth
V
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0
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(a) ELASTIC AND A MINOR
INELASTIC WALL
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(b) ELASTIC AND A MAJOR INELASTIC WALL
DISPLACEMENTS
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FIG. 2 SCHEMATIC PLOTS OF ENERGY GRADIENT vs. WALL POSITION
AND ELASTIC (Dotted Line)AND INELASTIC (Dashed Line) DISPLACEMENTS
OF TWO DOMAIN WALLS
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Points B and B', respectively, correspond to the remanent state M = -M r
of the crystallite. By definition, as H is applied, a wall is displaced
elastically if, upon removal of H, the restoring field c(dE/dz) returns
the wall to its original position; but if a new position is reached, the
wall displacement is inelastic.
Suppose that the wall of Fig. 2(a) is situated at Point B.
The threshold field imposed by the first energy hill is marked by Hth.
Three types of etastic wall displacement are distinguished:
(i) Due to a negative H pulse, e.g., Displacement B-S
(2) Due to a positive H pulse, provided that H < Hth,
e.g., Displacement B-T
(3) Due to a positive H pulse whose amplitude exceeds
Ht_ , provided that the pulse duration is short
enough to prevent z from exceeding the position
of maximum energy, zc, at Point C, e.g., Displace-
ment B-U.
If H > Hth and the pulse duration is not as short as in
Case (3) above, the wall overcomes its energy barrier, and its displace-
ment is inelastic. Here, we distinguish between minor and major wall
displacements. A minor inelastic wall displacement is short or local;
hence, the wall area is essentially constant during the switching time.
On the other hand, a wall experiencing a major inelastic displacement
travels a relatively long distance and thus may collide with other walls;
its area will vary during the switching time (increasing in the beginning
and decreasing in the end). A minor inelastic wall displacement results
from the obstruction of the wall motion by an energy hill whose
c(dE/dz)ma x > H in the vicinity of the initial wall position. For
example, Displacement B-V in Fig. 2(a) is composed of an elastic dis-
placement followed by a minor inelastic displacement. (In order to
avoid ambiguity, we might assume that the displacement is elastic if
z < z c and inelastic if z > zc. However, because of the effect of the
wall mass, the boundary value of z is smaller than Zc.) Upon termination
of the H pulse, the wall is pulled back (elastically) to Point W, and
the net &z is the difference between the z values at Points W and B. In
contrast, a major inelastic wall displacement is long because no obstruct-
ing energy hill is encountered by the wall in the vicinity of its
original position. For example, the larger of the positive H pulses of
Fig. 2(a) can force another wall in the same specimen to experience a
major inelastic displacement, such as Displacement B'-V' in Fig. 2(b).
c. Reversible and Irreversible Wall Displacements
To be exact, a distinction should be made between elasticity
and reversibility of a magnetic process (wall motion or rotation of
magnetization). Beversibility is a thermodynamic property: a magnetic
process is reversible if it is performed quasistatically (infinitely
slowly) with no energy dissipation; otherwise, it is irreversible. The
area enclosed between the transition path and the plot of c(dE/dz) is
proportional to the dissipated energy. Thus, all the elastic and
inelastic wall displacements shown in Fig. 2 are irreversible Only if
H were changed quasistatically would Displacements B-S and B-T be
reversible, because they would follow the plot c(dE/dz) (which thermo-
dynamically represents the equation of states of equilibrium at a
constant temperature), and would thus involve no energy dissipation.
However, if H reaches Hth , the wall will break free and move irreversibly
to a position between Points V and W, where c(dE/dz) = Hth. Note that
reversible tracking of H along c(dE/dz) in the region where dE/dz < 0 is
unrealizable, because wall positioning in this region is unstable.
d. Static M(H) Curves
Suppose that the magnetization M of a crystallite changes by
the motion of a single wall and, hence, AM is proportional to Az. In
Fig. 3, the major static M(H) curve of this crystallite is obtained by
essentially reversible and irreversible wall displacements as H is
changed by small increments in the negative and the positive directions.
The two extreme stable positions of the wa11, designated by B (-) and
R (+), correspond to the remanent values of magnetization -M and +M
r r _
respectively. For M between -M r and Mr, Hth may be smaller than Hth
near M = -M r . An example is shown in Fig. 3, where a minor static M(H)
loop is traversed. Furthermore, if the peaks of c(dE/dz) near B (-) are
higher than the following ones, the major M(H) curve is re-entrant.
So far we have examined the displacements of a single 180 °
domain wall. Usually, however, a square-loop specimen contains many
walls having different c(dE/dz) vs. z plots. The features of these
plots vary randomly. For example, the distribution of H
th may be
MAJOR STATIC M(H) CURVE
MINOR STATIC
M(H) LOOP
R(+)/ -z_M
FIG. 3 SCHEMATIC CONSTRUCTION OF STATIC M(H) MAJOR CURVE
AND MINOR LOOP DUE TO REVERSIBLE AND IRREVERSIBLE
DISPLACEMENTS OF A SINGLE DOMAIN WALL
described by a probability-density function f(Hth) with a mean value in
mthe neighborhood of the threshold Hain of the major static M(H) curve 6
as shown in Fig. 4. The length of an irreversible wall displacement is
also a random variable with a similar probability-density function. Due
to these random distribution functions, the static M(H) curve of the
specimen is smooth, as shown in Fig. 4. In addition to elastic wall
displacements and elastic rotation of magnetization, this curve results
from minor inelastic wall displacements in the region 0 < H £ H_ in and
ffifrom major and minor inelastic wall displacements in the region Hd i" £ H.
We shall next examine the equation of motion for elastic wall
displacements. The equations of motion for inelastic wall motion are
more complicated, and are beyond the scope of this work.
O-M r
T
f (Hth)
Hdmin ]1I Hc H
I
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0 Hth -_ TA-_70-3
FIG. 4 RELATION BETWEEN A STATIC M(H) CURVE
FOR POSITIVE H AND A PROBABILITY-
DENSITY FUNCTION OF Hth. Major inelastic
wall displacement occurs only if H _' H raind
e. Equation of Elastic Wall Motion
Consider a small elastic wall displacement in the z direction
as a result of an applied H field. Per unit wall area, the applied
force 2_oMsH is opposed by three forces: by dE/dz = kz, where
k = d2E/dz 2 is the stiffness coefficient of a restoring force; by _i,
where _ is the viscous-damping coefficient; and by m 2, where m is the
effective mass of the wall. The equation of motion of such a small wall
displacement from equilibrium is 7
kz + _z + mwz = 2#oM H (4)
Assuming that Eq. (4) describes the motion of a typical wall whose
properties are the average properties of all the walls moving elastically,
we may replace z by bM_w, where b is a proportionality constant and MEw
is the change in M due to the elastic wall motion. Thus,
Mz+ + _ _I++ + 77 M++ = X" 11 , (5
where
5a)
and
_w = m/k
2_oM _
kb
5 b
5c
. Rotation of Magnetization 8
a. Derivation of M(t) Along an Applied Field from
Landau-Lifshitz and Gilbert Equations
The spiral rotation of magnetization M of a crystallite (or a
domain) in a total magnetic field H t is described by the Landau-Lifshitz
equation
_! = -gAM x H, - --k(M x M x H t) (6)
M2
$
or by the Gilbert equation
= + (M x M) , (7)
where M = M • M is the saturation magnetization, T is the gyromagnetic
ratio, a is a unitless viscous damping, and k = aTMs[assuming that the
dissipative terms in Eqs. (6) and (7) are the same]. It can be shown by
using spherical coordinates M, 8, and _ that either equation becomes a
set of two differential equations,
and
1 sin _ (8)
T
q0 = _ , (9)
where
and
= { M_/(_Ht)
(l + @2)/(ayH t
(Landau-Lifshitz)
) (Gilbert)
(Landau-Lifshitz)
(Gilbert)
10
11
Here, H t designates the magnitude of the total field n t due to the
internal field, H i , and the applied field H.
and
The solutions of Eqs. (8) and (9) are
(;>= an
q) = _o + X_t ,
12
(13
where 80 and _0 are initial values. Equations (12) and (I3) define a
damped precession of M around Ht, as it spirals from its initial
orientation toward its final orientation.
Initially, M is along the internal field, H i = H k + Hd, where
H k is the anisotropy field due to crystalline anisotropy and strain
anisotropy, and H d is the demagnetizing field. An external field H is
now applied. Let the plane formed by H i and [] define the y - z plane,
and let the resultant total field n t = H i + H be along the z axis, as
shown in Fig. 5. the angle between H t and M0 (the initial M) is 80,
and the angle between H t and H is _.
Following the application of H, M spirals from its initial
orientation along H into alignment with H t. During the transient time
the component of M(t) along N is sensed. Defining the direction of H as
the y' axis (see Fig. 5) we wish to calculate Ma(t) , the component of
M(t) along the y' axis.
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FIG. 5 DAMPED PRECESSION OF A MAGNETIZATION VECTOR TOWARD
ALIGNMENT WITH THE TOTAL FIELD Ht
The components of M in the (x,y,z) coordinate system are
M, = Ms sin _ cos _ t
M = M sin _ sin
y s
M = M cos 8
Z S
(14)
Since the (x',y',z') coordinate system is obtained by rotating the
(x,y,z) coordinate system around the x axis by the angle _/2 ¢, we
obtain
M a = M s (sin _ sin _ sin ¢ + cos _ cos ¢). (15)
10
Substitution of Eqs. (12) and (13) into Eq. (15) yields the following
expression:
Ma(t) = M
_- e-e(t/'c)tan e (_)1 cos @- 2e-tt/r) tan (_)cos (f2t) sin_
1 + e-2(t/¢)tan2 (_)
(16)
b. Equations of Motion of Elastic Rotation
of Magnetization
If 80 is smaller than the angle between M0 and the nearest
hard axis, then the change in M is elastic. In ferrites, whose easy
axes are along the [111] body diagonals, the maximum value the latter
may have is 54.73 ° . Thus, for elastic switching of a polycrystalline
ferrite, the average value of 80 under elastic-switching conditions is
small enough to justify the assumption that tan2(_0/2 << 1. Hence,
Eq. (16) is reduced to the following:
M (t)= Ms cos _- 2Ms sin _ tan (_)e-t/_ cos (f2t) (17)
Differentiating Eq. 17) with respect to time, we have
(t) = 2M
a s
sin _ tan
7-2
sinlf2t + tan-1 (_7-)1
(18)
Consider now the second-order differential equation
M + _rMa + TrM = XrH + M o (19)
where H is the magnitude of the applied field and M=0 is the initial
value of M . If H(t) is a step function, then the Laplace transform of
Eq.. (19) is
11
M (s) = Mao
6
r
S 2 + S -- +
XrH + Mao
Mao_r
II 6_-12 1
S S + + -- -
The inverse function of Eq. (20) yields
M (t) = Mao+ XrH-
XrH
_1 62
r
477r
-(Sr/2"Or)t
¢ COS
(2O)
t - sin -1 i
(21)
where
_r -
6
r (21a)
Differentiating Eq. (21) with respect to time,
X H -($ /2"Or) t I
_a(t ) = r e r sin -
(22)
Equations (17) and (21) are of the same form, except for the
phase angle sin-l_r in the latter. The presence of sin-l_r in Eq. (21)
results from assuming the initial condition M 0 = 0 in deriving Eq. (20),
a
which agrees with Eq. (22). In contrast, according to Eq. (18),
0 = 2M sin _ tan (_0/2)/_. However, if _ << 2v_ r (low damping),
a $ r
then _r << i, and sin-1_r = 0. Under this condition, the expressions
for M(t) in Eqs. (i?) and (21) are equivalent, and by equating the
terms representing the decay time constant and the frequency of oscil-
lation, we obtain the relations
277r
6
r
(23)
12
and
Hence,
and
(24)
_qr = 1 (25)
__+fl 2
,7-2
2/_-
8 = (26)
r 1
-- +FZ 2
7-2
Using Eqs. (23) and (24), the condition 8 r << 2_J_7r is
equivalent to the condition _r >> 1. This is in agreement with the
condition required for the expressions for M (t) in Eqs. (18) and (22
a
to be equivalent. Beferring to Eqs. (10) and (11), the low-damping
condition of _T >> 1 amounts to k << TM s according to the Landau-Lifshitz
equation, and a << 1 according to the Gilbert equation. Note that in
Eqs. (10) and (11), since k = aTMs, AT >> 1 is also the condition under
which the Landau-Lifshitz and Gilbert equations become equivalent.
Substituting Eqs. (10) and (11) into Eqs. (25) and (26), we
obtain the following relations:
l + _2
H2_ 2
t /
(Landau-Lifshitz)
(Gilbert)
(27)
13
and
2(X/M)
(Landau-Lifshitz)
(28)
r
(Gilbert)
Usually H <x H and so H = H
£P t t"
Equating the initial and final values of M a
(21), we obtain the relations
in Eqs. (16) and
and
Ma0 = M s cos (80 + ¢) (29)
M cos ¢ = M + X H (30)
S aO r
Substituting Eq. (29) and the trigonometric relation H = H i sin _0/sin¢
into Eq. (30), we get
Xr 2H an ¢ + tan sin 2¢
(31)
Since ¢ >> 80/2, Eq. (31) is reduced to
MS
X _ sin 2 ¢ (32)
r H
t
We have seen that the second-order differential equation,
Eq. (19), may be used to describe the component of elastic rotation of
magnetization of a single crystallite (or a domain) along the applied
magnetic field that causes this rotation. If we now apply Eq. (19) to
every jth crystallite of volume v in a polycrystalline ferrite, theJ
overall M is still described by Eq. (19), except that X r represents an
average value:
14
_r
1 1 M s vj s in 2 _i
j J j J J j 'J
(32a)
4. Flux-Switching Models
a. Experiments
Consider the flux-switching experiment shown in Fig. 6(a). A
thin toroidal ferrite core is switched in the negative direction
(clockwise) by a CLEAR current pulse I e in N c turns to negative
remanence qb = -qbr, and then switched by a TEST current pulse I having a
rise time Z r in a concentric, single-turn winding.* An induced voltage
N @(t) is sensed and integrated during the switching time. typical
waveforms of Fit) and _(t) as well as the variations of qb vs. F and
@ vs. @ during a full switching cycle are shown in Fig. 6(b). In order
to assure a reproducible remanent state of qb = -qb r theCLEAB MMF Fe= -N Ic c
and its duration T c must be large enough to switch qb far into negative
saturation. In some cases, it is also necessary to switch qb into positive
saturation, before switching it into negative saturation, in order to
wipe out possible 360 ° domain walls. 9
The models proposed here describe the properties of switching
from q5 = -q5 r by means of positive or negative TEST current I. The same
properties, except for a change in sign, are characteristic of switching
from +q_r" The total _(t) is
@(t) = _E(t) + @inel(t) (33)
where ;e(t) is the elastic _(t , and $inel(t) is the inelastic _(t).
discussed in Reports 3 and 4, and as shown in Fig. 6(b),
As
_inel(t) = _(t) + _,(t) ., (34)
where _i(t) is the decaying inelastic _(t) component and _,(t) is the
bell-shaped, main inelastic @(t) component. _n3 The smaller the values
• Unlike T r in Report 4 (defined as twice the time it takes a current pulse to reach half of its
amplitude), T r in this report designates the time for a current to rise from l0 percent to 90 percent
of its amplitude.
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FIG. 6 FLUX-SWITCHING EXPERIMENT
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of T r and F are, the more distinguishable are the initial _(t) compo-
nents Se(t) and _i(t). Masking of these components by the main _(t)
component during the CLEAR time is due to the relatively long rise time
and high amplitude of the CLEAR MMF pulse.
If the flux-switching experiment in Fig. 6 is performed with-
out the CLEAR winding, application of repetitive F(t) pulses of
sufficient magnitude results in purely elastic flux switching from
remanence (4 = _r) further into saturation and back ("shuttle" switching).
Such an experiment was performed on a thin ferrite core using F(t)
pulses with very short T (0.4 us). The resulting elastic $(t) was
found 8 to be composed of two components, as shown in Fig. 7: an initial
_e(t) spike, _er(t), of high amplitude and short duration, followed by
a decaying $e(t), _ (t), of relatively low peak value and long duration.
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FIG. 7 POSTULATED WAVE.FORMS OF._¢(t) AND
ITS COMPONENTS _Er(t)AND _Ew(t), IN
RESPONSE TO APPLIED F(t) OF AMPLITUDE
F o AND SHORT RISE TIME T r
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Thus,
_(t) = _Er t) + _E (t) (35)
We shall next examine qualitatively the physical sources of
the various _ components and present a semiempirical model for each
component.
b. Models for the Two Elastic _(t) Components
As shown in Fig. 7, an experimental elastic _(t) waveform
induced by what is essentially a step Y(t) appears to be composed of two
components, _er(t) and _(t). The _er(t) component is generated by
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FIG. 8 SUPERPOSITION OF EXPERIMENTAL
WAVEFORM.S OF _<(t)WITHOUT A
MAGNET, ¢¢(t) WITH A MAGNET,
AND Cair(t), IN RESPONSE TO A
STEP F(t) OF.Tt = 0.4ns AND
AMPLITUDE F D = 4.0 At
elastic rotation of magnetization
and the De (t) component is
likely to be generated by elastic
domain-wall motion. These con-
clusions are based on the
following arguments.
First, the _e (t) wave-
form has a high peak and short
duration, whereas the _ (t)
waveform has a low peak and
relatively long duration. This
is typical for fast switching by
rotation of magnetization and
relatively slow switching by
domain-wall motion.
Second, when a field
of 1200 Oe, produced by a perma-
nent magnet, was superimposed
transversely to the circumfer-
entially applied field, the_ (t)
component disappeared, as shown
in Fig. 8. The demagnetizing
field was roughly 700 Oe, and so
the net transverse field of
about 500 Oe was high enough to
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annihilate the domain walls, which explains why _E (t) disappeared. For
higher transverse fields, _Er(t) became narrower and lower in amplitude
because of a higher _ [see Eq. (ll)] and a smaller 80 . See Eq. (18).
Third, as will be shown later, it was found that the _r
component is underdamped with 490 Mc/s frequency of oscillation (which
is in the microwave region) and that the _ component is overdamped for
positive switching from _ = _, but slightly underdamped with 82 Mc/s
oscillation (which is in the radio-frequency region) for positive
switching from _ = -_r" It is well known 14"17 from the frequency depen-
dence of the complex initial permeability, _ = _' - j_" , that a
resonance occurring in the microwave region is due to rotation of
magnetization. In the radio-frequency region, on the other hand, the
plot of (_' - l) vs. frequency (called "dispersion") may or may not
have a peak l_17 (resonance). Rado 14'16 showed that the radio-frequency
dispersion and the static initial permeability are due to domain-wall
displacements. Although his conclusions are controversial, no convinc-
ing arguments that contradict his statements have yet been presented.
For simplicity, suppose that the core is thin enough to assume
uniform circumferential M and applied H across it, so that H = F/l,
where F is the applied MMF, and M = _/(_oA).
i. Wall-Motion _(t), _c (t)
Multiplying Eq. (5) by _0 A and replacing H by F/l, we
obtain
where
c = Xw#oA/l (36a)
The term W_ew in Eq. (36) may be neglected if T is
much larger than _,/8 (more precisely, 2_/5 ), e.g., if T r _ 10 _ /8
Under this condition, Eq. (36) may be simplified to
(37)
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Furthermore, if T r >> 8 , then Eq. (37) may be simplified to
qSE w -- e F
(38)
obtain
ii. _otational _e(t), @er it)
Multiplying Eq. (19) by _0A and replacing H by F/l, we
qbffr fir r
(39)
where
4_ * /-LoA(Ma - MQO)
(39a)
is the elastic change in the component of flux along the applied field,
and
• r = X_oA/l (39b)
If T r >> Nr/_r, then
_er r er
e F
(40)
and if, in addition, T >> _r' then
PEr _rF
(41)
iii. Total _E(t)
The overall elastic _ is _E(t) = ;e (t) + _E_(t)
[See Eq. (35)]. The parameters _, _, and • corresponding to either
or CE may depend on T r, the rise time of Fit).
E_ r
If r >> max (_/_w; _r/_) and _ = _r _ _' then Eqs. (37) and (40)
may be combined to describe the overall _E:
(42)
¢, + _$, = eF ,
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where E = e + c . Furthermore if T >> max (8 ;
w r ' r w
and (41) may be combined to
8r), then Eqs. (38)
% = EF (43)
c. Models for the Two Inelastic _(t) Components
It was shown in Report 4, pp. 1-3, by means of an interrupted
that _i(t) is induced by inelastic domain-step-F switching experiment
wall motions. It was further suggested (Beport 3, pp. 11-12; Beport 4,
p. 6) that unlike the domain-wall motions generating 4ma(t), such
motions involve no domain-wall collision. Although this distinction is
valid, it appears that a more direct distinction between the sources of
the two inelastic _ components should be related to the length of the
wall displacement because the variations of wall areas depend on this
length.
As before, suppose that the core is thin enough to assume
uniform M and H across it; hence, F = lH and @ = _0AM. Upon appli-
cation of a step-H drive, a finite number n of domain walls will move
inelastically. A fraction p of these n walls will move locally, as in
Fig. 2(a), and generate the @,(t) component, while the remaining n(1 -p)
walls will experience major displacements, as in Fig. 2(b), and generate
@_ (t) component. The waveform of each of these inelasticthe
components depends on the average velocity, the expected number, the
average area, and the motion time of the corresponding wails. The first
two features affect @i(t) and _,a(t) in a similar fashion, whereas the
third and fourth features affect each _ component differently.
i. Decaying Inelastic _(t), @i(t)
The average velocity of walls moving inelastically is
proportional to the excess of the applied H over an average threshold,
%10 Denoting H corresponding to minor wall displacements by H iHth" th
_i is thus proportional to (H - H_). The magnitude of _ also increases
with the number np of the wails experiencing minor displacements.
Referring to Fig. 4, n increases with H because n is proportional to
f:f(Hth)dHth. Assuming that major inelastic wall displacements can
m
occur only if H _ H_ in, p is essentially unity in the region 0 < H _ He in
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As H increases beyond H_ in , p decreases gradually; but since n
increases with H, the product np continues to increase, reaches a peak,
and then decreases. For the _,(t) model proposed here, we shall assume
that H is below the value at which np reaches peak, i.e., that np
increases with H. It has been found experimentally that to a good
- > 1approximation @i is proportional to (H Hi) vt, where u t
(e.g., _i = 1.5). Since @i is proportional to (H - H i ) due to the
effect of wall velocity, the increase of np with H is proportional to
u -1
(M-H) t
Since _i(t) is generated by minor wall displacements,
the corresponding average wall area is likely to change by a negligible
amount, and so @ (t) for a single wail displacement should be essentially
rectangular. However, since the length of the minor wall displacement
is a random variable and since the wall velocities are not necessarily
the same, the termination times of these displacements will vary randomly
among the walls. When a step H is applied, all np walls begin moving
and generate $i; as one wall after another terminates its motion, $i(t)
decays in an exponential-like manner. The time constant r associated
t
with the @i(t) decay is assumed to be inversely proportional to the
average wall velocity; hence T_ = Si/(H - Hi), where S t is a constant.
Thus, _i(t) generated by a step H is proportional to
(H - H i ) ui exp [-t (H - H i )/S t] .
Suppose now that H(t) increases from zero to above H i .
Letting T i be the time when H reaches H i and replacing H by F/I then
during t _ T i
i t) = k_(F- F i) ' (44)exp [-(t - Ti)(F - Fi)/C i]
where k i is a constant of proportionality, F i = Hil , and C i = S l.
Equation (44) holds for an arbitrary waveform of F(t), provided that
F _> F ._ (During 0 _< t _< T_, $i = 0.)
It can be shown from the probability-density function
f(Hth in Fig. 4 that as the magnitude H of a step H(t) increases from
zero, H i increases from zero to an asymptotic value, which is denoted
by H 0 Since 1 _ p _ 0 if H _ H_ in, the averaging process of Hth
results in Hot < Hth = H$ in Furthermore, since H i _ H (the equality
sign corresponds to H = O, i.e., T, = 0), H i vs. H should start at the
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origin with a unity slope, and gradually approach Hoi. Letting
FOL = Howl, one function that satisfies this condition 4 is
F i = Fo, tanh (F/Foi) (45)
In order to obtain a satisfactory agreement between the
observed @i(t) and the model proposed in Eq. (44), it was necessary in
Report 4 (pp. 25 and 35) to use a smaller value of C_ for a shorter rise
time T r of Fit), whose amplitude is F o. This dependence may be par-
tially explained by the following argument: Assuming that minor and
major inelastic wall displacements are independent, the maximum flux
f_o dt of a given core is fixed for achange due to _i(t), AgSi(_) = _i '
given value of F D (but increases asymptotically with FD). If T r is
considerably smaller than the decay time constant _, then
= _&ip(0.5 T r + 7- i) = qbipr i, and since 9-i = Ci/(FD - Fi),
C i = AdPi(®)(F D - Fi)/@i p (46)
For a given value of F D , ;ipCi = constant, and since _ip increases as T r
decreases, C i must decrease as r r decreases. Although C i depends also
on F D [see Eq. (46)], the increase of @ip with F D is such that
@ip/(FD - F i) may be approximated by a constant in a wide range of F D.
This is evident from the plots of computed @i v VS. F D for different
values of T r in Fig. 14 of Report 4 (p. 40). As F D or T r or both
decrease, @ip vs. F v becomes less linear, and hence the dependence of
C i on F D increases.
It is proper at this point to show the significance of
the _i(t) component in connection with the signal-to-noise ratio of a
coincident-current memory. Consider two essentially identical cores,
one in an undisturbed ONE state (@ = @r) and the other in an undisturbed
ZERO state (@ = -@r). The difference between the $ outputs of the two
undisturbed cores, generated by a PARTIAL-BEAD pulse of amplitude around
F] in, is the maximum delta noise. Since the difference in @e(t) between
the two cores is considerably smaller than @i(t) of the core driven away
from saturation, this delta noise is essentially $i(t). Application of
a POST-WRITE DISTURB pulse decreases the delta noise appreciably by
causing minor inelastic wall displacements to new stable positions
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[e.g., from Point B to Point W in Fig. 2(a)]. The longer the duration
of this pulse is, the larger is the number of completed minor inelastic
wall displacements, and so the smaller is the following delta noise.
Furthermore, previous PARTIAL-HEAD and PARTIAL-WRITE pulses also affect
the delta noise by causing minor inelastic wall displacements in opposite
directions. Since $_(t) is due to domain-wall motion only, one could
possibly describe any delta noise by incorporating the switching history
into Eq. (44).
ii. Main Inelastic @(t), +_a(t)
Referring to Fig. 4, the average threshold H_h corre-
sponding to major inelastic wall displacements increases from a value of
H_ in to a finite value as H increases above H_ in The corresponding
number of walls,n(1 - p), increases with H from zero to a finite number
because n increases and p decreases as H increases. Thus, as in the
case of i(t), _a(t) is proportional to (fl - Hth '
However, unlike _i(t), @_a(t) is affected appreciably by a change in the
average domain-wall area vs. time. According to Menyuk and Goodenough,l°
this area increases in the early portion of switching, reaches a peak in
the middle of switching (while domains collide with each other), and
decreases with time toward the end of switching. The distribution
function of the switching time is more complex than in the case of @_(t)
because it depends on domain collisions. Haynes n extended Goodenough's
work by calculating a model for _,a(t) based on the assumption that the
nucleation centers (where major wall displacements begin) are distributed
randomly according to Poisson's distribution function. Independently,
Lindsey 12 calculated a model similar to Haynes', except that he assumed
the domains to be cylindrical. These types of models were treated in a
general way by Hilberg. 13 Each of these models for _ (t) yields a
ma
satisfactory agreement with experimental data. However, we prefer to
use the parabolic @ma(_) model (see Report 4, pp. 11-15) simply because
its agreement with experimental data of many square-loop materials is
the best (but not by far). According to this model, @ma is proportional
to a parabolic function of _ which reaches a peak in the middle of
switching. Thus, qualitatively, the parabolic model has the physical
features hypothesized by Menyuk and Goodenough. 1°
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Following Eqs. (18) and (21) in Report 4
{ (47)
where _p(F) is the peak _ vs F. The experimental Sp._ • F) curve may be
fitted by the following functions:
0 if 0 _< F _< F_ in
kd(F - F_in) ud if F_ in 2 F £ FdB
I; )_ -- --X(F - F o if FdB < F < F B
pp(F - Fo) if FB _ F ,
(48)
where \d' X., and /90 are proportionality constants, F_ in = Hmainl, F'o, and
F 0 are threshold constants, and FdB and F B are F-boundary constants. A
model for _d(F), based on the one in tteport 2, is given on pp. 82-83.
The expressions for Cp vs. F in Eq. (48) are identical
with the ones given in Eq. (19) of Beport 4 (p. 11), except that Eq. (48)
mincludes an additional expression for the very low-F region, Fdin< - F < FdB
II(e.g. , FdB = 1.1F 0 = 1.15 F c). The excess MMF in this region is so low
that the variations in threshold during the switching time become signif-
icant. The assumption in Eq. (48) that the MMF threshold for
F_ in < F < FdB is constant may result in an appreciable error. It is
more exact to replace F_ in by Fd(q_), where Fd(q_) is the F value on the
static qS(F) curve for a given 4. As a result, for a step F(t) of
amplitude F D •between F_ in and Fd_, _5 (t) peaks earlier than predicted by
Eq. (47) and _a(qb) is not parabolic. Further work needs to be done in
using Fd(dp) as a general threshold function instead of the threshold
values given in Eq. (48).
It turns out that Eqs. (47) and (48) are also applicable
for F(t) other than a step function. For example, a good agreement with
experimental data was obtained in Report 4 (pp. 91-106) for F(t) = kt
using the same switching parameters in a wide range of k, e.g., 100:1
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[k, F 0 and other parameters of the same nature in Eq. (48) are smaller
for ramp F(t) than for step F(t by about 30 percent].
5. Experimental Verificatlon
a. Applied F(t) Pulses with T = 65 ns and T = 13 ns
r r
The experimental data in Report 4 (pp. 18-42) were obtained
by driving Core E-6 (see Report 3, p. 23 or Report 4, p. 25), as shown
in Fig. 6, with constant-amplitude F(t) pulses of several values of
amplitude F 9 and two values of rise time, T r = 65 ns and T r _ 13 ns.
(Recall that, unlike T r in Report 4, T r in this report designates the
rise time of F(t) from 0.i F D to 0.9 F D. See the footnote on p. 15 .)
The computation of the _E(t) component was based on Eq. (43), but it
was concluded (Report 4, p. 35) that the short delay between the com-
puted and the observed $_(t) waveforms could be reduced by adding a
viscous-damping term into the model i.e., by using Eq. (42). This was
subsequently done, and it was found that for Tr = 65 ns, _w = Sr = 6 ns
and for r r = 13 ns, Sw = 3 r = 3 ns. Thus , the use of Eq. (43 instead
of Eq. (42) is justified if r r _ 60 ns.
Using Eq. (42) for the $E t) component, computed inttial $(t
waveforms for F o = 0.8, _ = 1.2, and _= 2.0 At are compared in Fig. 9
(r r = 65 ns) and in Fig. 10 (T r = 13 ns) with the corresponding experi-
mental $(t) waveforms [see Figs. 10(b), (e), and (g) and ll(b), (e),
and (g) of Beport 4, pp. 27-34]. The agreements between experimental
and computed $(t) waveforms in Fig. 9 and especially in Fig. l0 are
better than the agreements in Beport 4.
b. Applied F(t) Pulses with T r = 0.4 ns
The use of Eq. (42) is not justified if T r is not much larger
than max (N_/S ; Nr/Sr). Thus, in order to observe the effects of the
inertial terms N_@e_ and N_$Er on the $(t) waveforms [Eqs. (36) and (39)],
F(t) drives with very short rise time (T r _ 1 ns) should be applied. In
addition, the sensed $(t) must be free of ringing and distortion pickup.
These conditions were achieved in the experimental setup discussed next.
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FIG. 9 EXPERIMENTAL (Solid Line) AND COMPUTED (Dashed Line) _5(t) WAVEFORMS
OF UNLOADED CORE E-6 DURING THE BEGINNING OF SWITCHING, USING F(t)
WITH T r = 65 ns AND VARIOUS VALUES OF AMPLITUDE FD
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FIG. I0 EXPERIMENTAL (Solid Line) AND COMPUTED (Dashed Line) _(t) WAVEFORMS
OF UNLOADED CORE E-6 DURING THE BEGINNING OF SWITCHING, USING F(t)
WITH T r = 13 ns AND VARIOUS VALUES OF AMPLITUDE F D
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i. Experiment
The experimental measurements consisted basically of
setting the core with a TEST F(t) pulse having a short rise time and a
variable amplitude, clearing the core with a high-amplitude pulse, and
photographing the resulting $(t) during the setting time. The TEST
pulse had a rise time T of slightly less than 0.4 ns a fall time less
r
than Ins, and a maximum amplitude of 40A; its duration was adjusted
from less than 1 ns to almost 1 _s at the lower amplitudes by changing
the length of a 50 _ transmission-line cable. The CLEAN pulse used for
these experiments had an amplitude of 20A, a duration of 0.5 _s, and
rise and fall times of less than ins.
The major difficulty in the experiment was the attainment
of a fast-rise TEST pulse free of reflections or other irregularities,
and the sensing of the true $(t), free of ringing and distortion. It
was desirable that the rise time and rise shape of the TEST pulse be
relatively independent of the amplitude of the TEST pulse in the entire
range of amplitude (zero to ¢0A). The noise problem increased because
the observations were made during and immediately following the rise,
and because the decaying tail of the initial spike is small compared to
the main $(t) component.
The short-rise-time TEST pulse was generated by dis-
charging a coaxial 50 _ transmission line into a 50 fl termination via a
mercury-relay switch. The core was mounted coaxially in a section of
the 50 _ transmission line, as shown in Fig. 11. The core was cleared
by sending a CLEAN pulse through the same transmission line. This
technique, which is described below, obviates the need for a separate
CLEAN winding which would be very troublesome with regard to reflections
and ringing. The _ was sensed by a one-turn winding made of a short
(1.1 cm) fine (Awg. No. 48) wire. A wire of such a small diameter
(about 1.2 mil) has a very small capacitance by itself and with the
central conductor of the core holder. The central conductor carried
a voltage pulse of 50"F D volts.
The circuit is shown in Fig. 12. The 20 dB high-power
attenuator absorbs most of the short-duration power to protect the
signal sampler, attenuates the signal for observation (at maximum output
of 40A, the voltage pulse before attenuation is 2000V), and attenuates
reflections from the signal sampler before they reach the core. The
29
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MERCURY-RELAY
PULSER
THIN FERRITECORE
SENSE WINDING
(I.I cm Iono, Awg.No. 48 wire)
FIG. 11 CUTAWAY VIEW OF A COAXIAL CORE HOLDER
TO
TERMINATION
circuit produces a positive TEST pulse and a negative CLEAN pulse in
the following way: Delay-line 1 is charged to +V 1 through the 2 Mfl
charging resistor, R 1. At the same time, Delay-line 2 is charged to
-V 2. Mercury-relay 1 is then closed by means of a solenoid exterior to
the outer conductor. This initiates the TEST pulse by discharging
Delay-line l, and triggers the sampling oscilloscope. The duration of
the TEST pulse is determined by the length of Delay-line 1. After the
TEST pulse is completed, but while Mercury-relay 1 is still closed,
Mercury-relay 2 is closed. This discharges Delay-line 2, thereby
generating a negative CLEAN pulse which passes through Mercury-relay 1,
through the core (thus clearing the core) and then to the attenuators
and termination. The duration of this pulse is determined by the length
of Delay-line 2. Following the CLEAN pulse, both relays open and the
two delay lines recharge for the next cycle.
The primary advantage of this technique for generating
bipolar pulses is that the 50 _ system need not be disturbed with extra
switches in the system or an extra core winding that can cause trouble-
some reflections. In this way a smooth and clean rise can be achieved.
The primary disadvantage of this method is that the fall of the TEST
pulse is not smooth; however, by careful construction of Mercury-relay 2,
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this drawback can be minimized. Furthermore, for the measurements
described in this report, the fall time was of little concern.
The F and $ signals were observed on a Hewlett-Packard
Model 185A sampling oscilloscope with a Model 187B vertical amplifier.
The oscilloscope response time was 0.4 ns. The acutal 10 to 90 percent
rise time, T r, of the TEST pulse was calculated to be slightly less
than 0.4 ns by using a Hewlett-Packard 188A vertical amplifier with
90 ps response time. There is about a 3 ns delay between the points at
which $ and F are monitored. This delay was eliminated by shifting the
horizontal position on the sampling oscilloscope. The trigger signal
was obtained across a S-turn winding of half a ferrite core located
near the center conductor at the output of Mercury-relay 1 (see Fig. 12).
This trigger output was switched off during the CLEAR pulse to avoid
undesired triggering of the sampling oscilloscope. The 100 ns delay
line was required in order to trigger the oscilloscope before the $ and
F signals arrived. The mercury-relay pulser (comprising the + V1 supply,
R1, Relay 1 contacts, Relay 1 solenoid, and the trigger core) was a
modified version of the Model-961 Nanosecond Pulser, made by a Menlo Park
Engineering company (now made by Huggins Laboratory, Sunnyvale,
California).
The output current pulse from the mercury-relay pulsers
contains a small step-up on top of the pulse about 4 percent of the
pulse amplitude) for part of the range. This is presumably due to the
mechanical closure of the relay, because the initiation of the pulse is
started by an arc discharge in the mercury relay capsule, prior to the
mechanical closure. (The Model-961 pulser used here has a small window
on the side for obtaining nanosecond light pulses from the arc discharge.)
At low current amplitudes, the arc discharge never occurs. At high
current amplitudes, the mechanical closure occurs after the pulse {s
completed. The current step-up occurs in the middle range. For the
Model-961 pulser used here, with a 630 ns pulse width, this middle
current-amplitude range was from 1.SA to 3.6A (this corresponds to the
voltage range of 75V to 180V in the 50 _ system). This range can easily
be avoided by using a 10 dB microwave attentuator ahead of the core
holder. It has been noted that the time jitter in the output pulse and
the exact voltage for which the step-up occurs (also the time of the
step-up in the middle range) are influenced by the angle of the
a2
mercury-relay from the vertical, A 30 ° angle was optimum for minimizing
the middle range given above.
The high-power attentuator was a Weinschel Model 693,
rated at 10 kW peak power (for microwaves). The peak pulse power used
here is 80 kW; therefore, it was necessary to limit the duration of the
pulse at the maximum amplitudes. (An exact specification cannot be
given, but 10 ns at 40A was not too long.) The signal sampler used was
a Microlab AB-20N. The temperature of the coaxial core holder was
regulated at 30°C.
ii. Elastic Flux Switching
The elastic flux-switching parameters were determined by
fitting the sum [_er(t) * _ew(t) + _air(t)] tO the observed _e(t) in
response to F(t) drives of different values of amplitude F 0. The values
of _r(t) and _w(t) were computed by numerical integration of the
second-order differential equations, Eqs. (36) and 39), respectively.
The _ due to air flux was computed using the simple relation
air [
49)
where A is the projection of the sense-winding area normal to the
applied field H = F/l. The value of _oAs_/l was determined by dividing
the peak values of the observed /(t) and @air(t) waveforms in Fig. 8.
All the computations were performed on a Burroughs B-5500 digital
computer. The computer program, written in the Burroughs extended
version of ALGOL-60, was similar to the one given in Appendix E of
Report 4 (pp. 141-145) in which _i and _ma were set to zero, except for
the addition of a PROCEDURE for solving second-order differential
equations using the Kutta-Merson method.
We found that the same values of _r ' _r , _, and 7. can
be used for all F D values but that the c and c values decrease with
r w
Fo. These values are given as follows:
= 0.28 ns _r 0.08 ns e
r I r = 0.14 (1- 0.005 FD). lO-9H/t 2 ;
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and
u. = 4.0 ns, _,,, - _').ll ns_ ¢_ = 0._966 (1- 0.008FD)" lO-9H/t 2
Additional parameters of Core E-6 are _r = 3.45 Mx and @s = 3.726 Mx.
Experimental and computed F(t) and _e(t) waveforms are compared
in Fig. 13 for F o = 0.9, 4.0, 8.0, 20.0, and 40.0 At. The oscilloscope
response time was accounted for by assuming the computed F(t) to rise
earlier than the experimental F(t) according to the relation
V
T = /T 2 T 2r obs r + (50)
• r_osc
where T obs is the observed T and T is the response time of the
, r rbosc
oscilloscope. It can be seen in Fig. 13 that T 0 56 ns for all
values of Fv, and since Tr.os _ = 0.4 ns, T r _ 0.4 ns for all values
of F D. As expected, the experimental @E(t) waveforms lag behind the
computed waveforms due to the oscilloscope response time. For the same
reason, the peaks of the computed @E(t) waveforms are intentionally
higher than the observed @e peaks. These peaks were obtained by
adjusting the value of _ so that the ratio of the computed and the
experimental @e peaks was equal to the ratio of experimental peaks of
the same @_(t) pulse obtained by using vertical amplifiers with response
times of 0.09 ns and 0.4 ns, respectiveIy.
iii. Elastic and Inelastic Flux Switching
The elastic and inelastic flux-switching parameters were
determined by fitting the sum [@Er(t) + @6w(t)+ @air(t ) +@_(t)+ @ma(t)]
to the observed _(t) waveforms in response to F(t) drives of different
F o values. It may seem that the fitting job is very difficult because
the number of the parameters involved is large. However, most of these
parameter values were known a priori from the simpler cases of waveform
fitting described earlier. The rotational parameters Sr and Wr were
found to have the same values as for elastic switching only, but
_ and _ were found to have somewhat different values. The values of
the inelastic switching parameters were close to the ones used in
Beport 4 and in Figs. 9 and 10. The values of all the parameters of
Core E-6 at 30°C for switching under step F(t) with T r = 0.4 ns are
listed on page 36.
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FIG. 13 EXPERIMENTAL (Dotted and Solid Line) AND COMPUTED (Dashed Line)
F(t) AND _)_(t) WAVEFORMS OF UNLOADED CORE E-6, USING F(t)
WITH Tr = 0.4 ns AND VARIOUS VALUES OF AMPLITUDE FD
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(e) FD = 40. 0 At
TC- 56"r0- 42
FIG. 13 Concluded
Parameters of Core E-6 at T : 30°C
Dimens ions : l = 22.19 ram; l ° = 23.54 ram; A = 0.1486 ram2 .
,Static _(F) parameter.s: +, : 3.45 Mx; q5s : 3.726 Mx; Ha = 950 Arm-l;
tlt : 35.0 Atm-l' H = 30 0 Arm-1
_F parameters:
_ partlmeters :
t
5 = 0.28 ns; _Tr = 0.08 ns 2. e = 0.127. 10-9Ht -2.
r P r
5 = 1.8 ns; _ = 1.2 ns 2. e = 0.127' lO-91tt -2
Fo, = 0.55 At; u = 1.33; L_ = 0.013 i_t-2"33A-°'33;
C: : 0.1 At tzs
t
_bma parameters," F_ i': 0.781 At; v d : 2.5; ad : 0. I24 _t-3.SA-l.5;
_H
bo = 0.92 At; _ = 1.33; k = 0.069 _t-2"aaA -o. aa;
F o _ 1.45 At; pp = 0.1132 _t-2;
FdB : 1.078 At; F_ = 3.12 At.
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The parameters above were used to compute the total _(t)
on a Burroughs B-5500 digital computer, where
The computer program was the same as given in Appendix E of Report 4
(pp. 141-145), except for the addition of the Kutta-Merson PROCEDURE
for numerical solution of second-order differential equations. The
computed and the experimental _(t) waveforms are compared in Fig. 14
for F v = 0.6, 0.9, 1.5, 4.0, 8.0, 20.0, and 36.0 At. The waveforms of
F(t) are not shown because they are very similar to the ones shown in
Fig. 13. In the cases of F o = 20.0 At and F D = 40 At it was found
necessary to equate _i(t) to zero in order to obtain a satisfactory fit
between the computed _(t) and the experimental _(t).
6. Discussion
a. Elastic Switching Coefficients
We found that the values of Sr and _r are the same regardless
of whether inelastic switching takes place. This is possible because
the anisotropy field that opposes the rotation of magnetization is
essentially independent of the inelastic switching. In contrast, the
values of S and _ for (elastic) switching toward saturation were
found to be different than for (elastic and inelastic) switching away
from saturation. This is possible because the restoring forces in the
two cases may be different (see Fig. 2). For the same reason _ and
_ for switching from a demagnetized state (_ = 0) should be the same
for positive and negative switching.
1 o
The _Er component is underdamped with _r = _°r_r = 0.495= 0.5,
and its frequency of oscillation is (_:1 _ ¼ _ _2)_/(2_ ) = 487 Mc/s.
For switching toward saturation, the _e,, component is overdamped with
_ - 21 _ _-_ = 1. 414; however, for switching away from saturation, _
is slightly underdamped with _ = 0.822, and its frequency of
oscillation is (_1 _ 41 _2_-2)_/(2_ ) = 82.5 Mc/s. These results are
consistent with magnetic spectra (plots of the real and the imaginary
components of the complex permeability vs. frequency) of polycrystalline
ferrites, which exhibit resonance in the microwave region but may or
may not exhibit resonance in the radio-frequency region. 14a7
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FIG. 14 EXPERIMENTAL (Dotted and Solid Line) AND COMPUTED (Dashed Line)
_(t) WAVEFORMS OF UNLOADED CORE E-6, USING F(t)
WITH T r : 0.4 ns AND VARIOUS VALUES OF AMPLITUDE F D
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b. Determination of Viscous Damping and
Anisot ropy Constant
Following Eqs. (27) and (28),
and
r
=
/ 47, - _2
F
H = H
t t
(51)
2 (52)
V/4V r _ $2
r
Substituting S r = 0.28 ns and Nr = 0.08 ns 2 into Eqs. (51) and (52), we
. , >> H and 7 = 1 76" 107 (Oe-s) -1 thatfind that a = 0 57 and since Ht • ,
fl = 232 Oe. Fhe anisotropy constant K 1 of materials whose easy axes
t
are body diagonals, such as ferrites, is given by
3
K1 - 4 HAMs ( 53 )
For Core E-6, whose nominal composition is
[Mg0 .....32Zn0 loMno 5a]++[Mn0 52Fel ¢a ]+++04' Ms = 208G, and if H a << H k ,
then H = H k = 232 Oe, and K 1 = -3.6" 104ergs/cm 3 • This value lies
40
between values of K 1 for magnesium and manganese polycrystalline
ferrites measured by other methods. _,17 Using the technique presented in
this report, magnetic coefficients may thus be measured in the time
domain, in addition to the frequency domain. _'17
c. Magnetic Spectrum
Equations (36) and (39) may be used to calculate the magnetic
spectrum (the complex permeability _ = _' - j_" vs. the frequency f)
due to elastic rotation of magnetization and elastic wall motion. Let
us drop the corresponding subscripts r and w in the following derivation
because the resulting expressions are valid for either rotation of
magnetization or domain-wall motion. Dividing Eq. (36) or Eq. (39) by
A and replacing F by Hl, we obtain
Be + _BE + _Be = (cl/A) H, (54
where both B_ and H designate changes from zero values. The Laplace
transform of Eq. (54) gives
_(s)
B E (s) c l 1
H(s) A
1 + s5 + s2_
(55
Letting s _ jw, where w = 2_f, Eq. (55) becomes
_(jco)
= _(o)
I - _2_ _ j_
(1 - _2_)2 + _282
(56
where
_(o) = cl/A (56a)
Following the definition
= , _ j/'
_z fz (57)
equating Eqs. (56) and (57) gives
t
# = /_(o)
I - w2_
(1 - _2_)2 + _2_2
(58)
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and
w8
#" = ALTO) (59)
(1 - m277) 2 + 6)28 2
I/2
1
#(o)
J (1 - co2_)2 + co282
(60)
Note that as w _ O, fz' _ _z _ _{0) and _z" _ O, and that as co - m,
t II
/z 4# _ _ O.
Equating d_'/dco, d_"/dco, and d)#}/dco to zero, we find that
#', #", and I#1 peak at the following resonance w values respectively'*
co' = - (1 - )
r
(61
and
u
r
/2 7 " 8 2 + /(2T - _2)2 + 12_2t_-_- (62
% = _- 1 2
Examining Eqs. (61), 62), and (63), we find the following:
(1
(2
If 8 = 0
If_< 1
I
(2) I_then co = m 7)-_
r r r
i _ then co < co <
where _ = _ 8r 7- ' r' r CO".r
(3 By equattng m' _ and co" to zero we find that
r _ r _ r 7
if { > 0.5, then >'(co) has no resonance peak,
that if { > 0.707, then I#(co) l has no resonance
peak, and that w" always has a resonance peakr
unless W = O.
* The subscript r in w_, aft and w r denotes resonance, not rotation. Thus, m' " and are
r, rr' _rr, _rr
resonance _'s due to rotation of • • i Ct
magnetization, whereas _rw, mrw, and mrware resonance w's due to wall
motion. Similar subscripts will be used to denote the frequency f = w/(277) at resonance.
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Substitutions of Eq. (61) into Eq. (58), Eq. (62) into Eq. (59),
and Eq. (63) into Eq. (60) give the peak values of #', _", and ]_l,
respectively, at resonance. Thus
and
#(0)
_; = (64)
[_rl = _¢o) (65)
The rotational coefficients of Core E-6 were found to be
r = 0.28 ns, 7?r = 0.08 ns 2, and er = 0.14 nH/t 2. The magnetic spectrum
due to rotation of magnetization only may thus be computed by substi-
tuting these values into Eqs. (58) through (65). In so doing we find
that f;r = 56.3 Me/s, frr = 402 Mc/s, and f;r : 495 Mc/s. We also find
that /l'rr is very slightly above /Zr(O) (because _r = 0.495 is very close
/!
to 0.5), ¢zrr = 1.07 /Zr(0) , and ]_z r [ = 1.162 #r(0)' where
/Zr(0) = _rl/A = 17.17 }% = 21.55 /_H/(m-t2). The value of f'rr relative
to f'¢r is small compared with measured magnetic spectra. 14"17 Referring
to Eq. (61), SrY?r i/22= 0.28/_0.08 = 0.99, which is close to unity;
hence, w' is very sensitive to any errors in $ and_ . In contrast,
rr r r
W"rr, Eq. (62), is not so sensitive to these errors. For example, a
decrease in S r by 5 percent and an increase in 7?r by 5 percent will
result in the values f;r = 157 Mc/s and /;r = 492 Mc/s, which are quite
reasonable 14-17
Using Eqs. (61) and (62), one may compute _r and _r from the
values of f;r and f;r in the microwave region of measured magnetic
spectrum. If there is also a resonance in the radio-frequency region,
then Eqs. (61) and (62) may also be used to compute _w and _w from the
values of f;_ and f; .
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d. _r/_s Ratio .
Referring to Eqs. (36) and (39), as t _ _, the total elastic
flux change in response to a step Fit) of amplitude F D is (e + ._ )F D
r w '
where _rED and _ f o are the contributions due to rotation of magnetiza-
tion and domain-wall motion, respectively. A drive of F D = 40.0 At,
which is 44.5 times larger than the coercive MMF Fc, is high enough to
saturate the core material. 8y fitting the computed SE(t) to the
experimental $e(t), we have found empirically that er = 0.14(1-0.005 _)'10-9H/t 2
and _ = 0.266(i - 0.008 FD). 10-9H/t 2. Thus, for F o = 40 At,
_ = 0.I123" 10-9H/t 2 and % = 0.1814" 10-gH/t 2. The corresponding
elastic flux changes are A_E r = 0.45 Mx, A_E w = 0.725 Mx, and
fkq5E = 1.175 Mx. Since _ = 3.45 Mx, we find that the true saturation
flux is _s = _r + _4b_ = 4.625 Mx, and hence _r/_ = 0.746. Theoretically,
in polycrystalline ferrites with no domains of reverse magnetization,
@r/_ = 0.8?. This value is close to the value of (@r + _E )/@_ = 0.90
that results from the empirical approximations for e and e at F = 40 At.
W
In the calculation of inelastic flux switching we have assumed
that _:/_s = 0.9 in order to obtain a good agreement between the
computed and the measured static _(F) curve for practical F values,
e.g., F _ l0 F c. This approximation is invalid if F is considerably
larger than l0 F c because _r/_s may be appreciably smaller than 0.9.
For example, as was shown above, _r/_ = 0.746 for F D = 40 At = 44 F .
It was similarly found that _r/_ s = 0.83 for F D = 20 At = 22 F. Since
the main inelastic flux switching [see Eq. (47)] terminates when
reaches _d' and since _d _ @s as F _ w (see Report 2, pp. 3-6), the flux
change A_,_ = f_, dt computed from Eq. (47) will be too low if @_ is
lower than the actual value. This explains why the computed f_6 and the
computed +(t) waveforms toward the end of switching for F D = 20.0 At and
F o = 40.0 At in Figs. 14(f) and (g) are lower than the experimental ones.
e. Disappearance of _ (t) at High F
The fact that _(t) had to be equated to zero in order to
obtain a reasonable agreement between the computed and the experimental
_(t) waveforms in the cases of F o _ 20 At and F o = 40 At is not
surprising. This behavior was predicted in the past (Report 3, p. 12
and Ref. 18, p. 224) on the basis of the interpretation of the physical
mechanism of the _i component. As F exceeds a certain value, the
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contribution of @i(t) to the total @(t) starts to diminish because the
decrease in the portion p of the minor wall displacements outweighs the
increase in the total number n of inelastic wall displacements. If F
is high enough, the contribution of @i(t) becomes negligible compared
with _a(t). It appears from the results of Fig. 14 that _i(t) of
Core E-6 becomes negligible if F > 20 F c.
B. Voltage Drive
1. Introduction
Computation of flux switching has so far been based on evaluation
of @ for given values of F and 4- In this way, the voltage induced
across a core winding is computed as a function of the driving
current(s). However, in many applications, a core is driven by a
voltage source rather than a current source, and there is a need to
compute the corresponding net magnetizing current. The same switching
models used so far are applicable in this case of voltage drive. In
other words, the models used for computation of @(F,_) are also
applicable for computation of F(_,_) [or _(f,_) for that matter]. This
is so because the functional relationship among the three variables F,
_, and @ is the same regardless of which variable is solved for. Thus,
if two of these variables are given, we can solve for the third one.
2. Computation of F(@,@)
As an illustration, let us consider the approximation for the
total inelastic _ given in Eq. (22 of Report 4, p. 14:
Sp(F) 1 - _ + q5d(F)
(66)
where
H
0 if 0 <F<F 0_ _
k(F F 0
p'p(F - F 0 )
II
if f o <_ F _< F 8
ifF B iF (67)
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For given _ and _, Eq. (66) is an implicit equation in F. We shall
use the Newton-Raphson iterative method to solve for F transcendentally.
At each jth iteration F will be corrected according to
where, following Eq.
g(F s )
= F
Fj s-1 g (F))
66) ,
g(F) = _piF) 1
% + CdiF)
(68)
(69)
and g'iF)
gives
dg(F)/dF. Differentiation of Eq. (69) with respect to F
g'iF)
4_p(F)_'d(F)
+ [_s +_bd(F)]3 (_ + %)[2@ + g_s - _ba(F)] ' (70)
• I • t
where @p(F) = d@p(F)/d F and @d(F) = d@d(F)/dF. The expressions for
°t 0
_p F) and _d(F) are given in Beport 3, pp. 19-20. See also p. 148.
The time increment, At, is chosen to be a small fraction of the
switching time r • e.g. ht = 0 002 r Thus for a given waveform of
the @it) drive, we need to estimate r
$
For given initial values of @ and @, the initial value of F F
Y Z _
may be solved for explicitly using Eq. (66). This solution will depend
on the waveform of @it).
3. Examples of _(t) Drives
Bectangular and sinusoidal _(t) drive pulses of width T and
amplitude @, are considered as examples. Assuming that initially
= -_r and finally _ = _r' _(t), rs' and the initial Y are calculated
for each case as follows.
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Hence,
a. Rectangular _(t)
A rectangular _(t) pulse is defined as
_(t)
(_ if 0 < t < T
m
0 otherwise
(71a)
4(t) = -@. + q5 t (72a)
Since the core may reach saturation at t < T,
T otherwise
(73a)
Initially ¢ = -%, and as _ jumps from zero to $,, F jumps from
zero to a value high enough to assume that @d(F) = @s" The initial
value of Sp(F) in Eq. (66) is, therefore, @v = _,/[1 (@r/@s)2].
Equating this value to each of the expressions for Sp(F) in Eq. (67),
the initial value of F is found to be
fZ =
{ }1IIF° + _[I- (@r/@s)2 ]
f 0 +
_m
pp [l (@r/@s)2]
if 0 < $_ I ;p(FB - Fo)[1 - (¢_/¢s)2]
otherwise (74a)
b. Sinusoidal @(t)
A sinusoidal @(t) pulse is defined as
_(t)
sin (cot) if 0 < t < T
otherwise
where co = _/T. Time integration of Eq. (71b) gives
(71b)
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#J(t)
m
-@r + -- (1 - cos _t) (72b)
Since the core may saturate at t < T,
T
s I i -i [i - (2q5 a:/@ )]
-- COS m
&)
T
(73b)
Initially, _ = -@r and _ = 0. Following Eqs. (66) and (67),
the initial value of F is simply
s_
F = F ° (74b)2
4. Computation of F(t) for Given @(t
a. Computer Program
A computer program for computat on ofF(t) for a given @(t
form was written on the basis of Eqs. (66)through (74). The program was
written in the Burroughs extended version of ALGOL-60, and is given n
Appendix A for the case of sinusoidal @(t). The outline of this program
is given as follows:
(1) Declare global identifiers of core parameters,
circuit parameters, time variables, miscellaneous,
input-output lists and formats, and PBOCEDUBEs.
(2) Bead in the core parameters.
(3) For a given $(t) drive:
Ca) Declare $(t) and ¢(t) PBOCEDUBEs, Eqs. (71)
and (72).
(b) Set @m and r values; compute _ = wiT if
_(t) = _m sin (_t).
(e) Compute _s and F z, Eqs. (73) and (74).
(4) Set At = 0.002 _ .
(5) Print the core parameters, the _(t) parameters,
and output heading.
(6) Set and print the initial conditions of the time
variables.
wave-
4B
(7) For every At during flux-switching time, compute
the following:
t = t_ 1 + At; @[call @(t) PROCEDURE];
_b [call qb(t) PROCEDURE]; Approximate F,
AF = 2F_ 1 + F_2; F[call MMF (@,_b,AF,_5 d) PROCEDURE];
reset F 2 to F_ 1 and F_ 1 to F.
Flux switching terminates (@ = 0) if ¢ > 75d or
n
F> 5F 0 .
(8) Print output (t,_,dp,F,_bd, and the number of
iterations) every, say, 10th At.
The outline of the PROCEDURE MMF (@,_,AF,_ a) which
is called in Step (7), is as follows:
(a)
(b)
Set F to Approximate F, AF.
Compute the following in a loop until
convergence is achieved: .@a and _ [Report 3,
Eqs. (30) through (35)]; _p an d $; [Report 3,
Eqs. (36) through (39)]; g(F) [Eq. (69)];
g'(F) [Eg_ (70)],' F!Eq. (68)] Repeat the
 oop ,g(F)/g (F) I > 10.000ill.
b • Results
Computed F(t) waveforms for rectangular and sinusoidal @(t)
drive pulses, both of amplitude @m = 0.05 V/t and of maximum duration
T ; 3.0 /.cs, are shown in Fig. i5. The assumed core was Core E-6, and
the core parameters for inelastic switching used in the computation
tl
included dpr, _bs, Ha, Hq, H , L, Fo, v, pp, Fo, and F 8. The values of
these parameters are given on p. 36.
c. Discussion
The computed F(t) waveforms in Fig. 15 are very similar in
shape to typical experimental F(t) corresponding to rectangular and
sinusoidal @(t) drives. However, it would be more convincing to compare
these computed results with F(t) waveforms observed on Core E-6 itself.
Because of other commitments, such an experimental verification was
deferred to the future.
An additional computer program was written for computation of
flux switching in a core driven by a voltage source in series with a
4O
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variable internal resistance, R . This drive is an intermediate case
between voltage and current sources. Here, again, the switching models
were found to be valid.
C. Flux Switching From a Partially Set State
I. Introduction
The properties of flux switching from a partially demagnetized
state (i.e., one where the initial flux level is not ±_r) are history-
dependent: they depend not only upon the initial flux level, but also
upon how that flux level was attained. Considerable data have been
obtained 3'19'_ for the special case in which the core is partially
demagnetized by a rectangular PARTIAL-SET current pulse of amplitude F
ps
and duration Tps. These data clearly demonstrate that there are several
very significant effects [e.g., reduction of the threshold and slope of
the _p(F) curves, and anomalous variation of the peaking time, t ] that
P
have not yet been satisfactorily explained on the basis of the physics
of magnetization reversal. Most of these data were taken with a large
time duration, T b (relative to the relaxation of the magnetization, e.g.,
>> i _s), between the PARTIAL-SET pulse and the subsequent TEST pulse used
to determine the resulting switching properties.
The limited data for T b << 1 #s indicated, but did not conclusively
prove, that the anomalous partial-setting effects result from the partial
setting itself and not from the cessation of switching (e.g., relaxation
effects) during the T b period. It is the primary purpose of this
section to demonstrate that, indeed, the anomalous effects of partial
setting exist also for T b = 0. In the previous experiments a small T b
was achieved by bringing the two pulses together. This required that
the rise of the TEST pulse be adjusted to match the fall of the PARTIAL-
SET pulse, which is a troublesome task. Another difficulty was the
measurement of the partially set flux level, _ps" The value of _ps was
measured for large To, after which r b was reduced to zero without
adjusting the PARTIAL-SET pulse to keep _p_ precisely constant. Thus it
could not be determined how much of the effect of reducing T b to zero
was due to the small increase in Cp_, and how much was due to the
elimination of the T b period. The experiments to be described here
achieved a T b = 0 condition by superimposing a shorter positive or
negative pulse on top of the latter part of a longer pulse. The value
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of F of the TEST pulse is thus the algebraic sum of these two pulse
amplitudes, and T is the time duration between the beginnings of these
ps
two pulses. In addition, the value of _ps was measured at the beginning
of the TEST pulse to eliminate the ambiguity in @p . A secondary
purpose of these experiments was to include measurements of peaking
time, tp. It was noted in Refs. 3, 19, and 20 that tp was affected in
an anomalous manner by partial setting. However, only very limited
information was obtained on how t varied with F and T ; furthermore,
p p s
this information was limited to T_ >> 1 #s only.
No attempt will be made here to develop switching models to
describe these experimental results because there are still too many
unresolved problems. Instead, the experimental data will be given in a
form which can be readily used for any future attempts at modeling.
2. Experiment
The experiments were performed on the same polycrystalline ferrite
core that }lad been studied for T_ >> 1 _s so that direct comparisons
could be made. It was desirable to use a thin-ring core (OD/ID = i) so
that complicating geometric effects would not be introduced. Core E-6
(see p.36 ) was thus chosen. Since only one core was tested, the
results cannot be considered to be general, but only a measure of one
possible set of partial-setting effects.
The experiments consisted of clearing the core to a reproducible
reference state, -@r' and then applying the two superimposed pulses
which make up the PARTIAL-SET pulse and the TEST pulse. See Fig. 16.
A particular partially set flux level _p_ was established by adjusting
Fp held fixedFps for the desired Tp_ value. Then, with @p,, _, and Tp_
F was varied and @p and tp were measured for each F value. Oscillograms
of @(t) were taken for several F values. These measurements were then
repeated for different Tp, and F values. Only one _ps value wasps
studied, 4p_ = -0.46@_ This corresponds to the value used for much of
the data of Ref. 19 (T b >> 1 _s) to be used for comparison. Three Tp_
values were studied, 0.5 #s, 1.0 #s, and 10 _s. For much smaller T ps
values _ and t could not be determined because t became very small
' p P P
or nonexistent and the tail of the initial spike increased somewhat
(see Fig. 6, p. 16, Ref. 19), thus obscuring the peak in _(t).
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FIG 16 PULSE SEQUENCE FOR PARTIAL'SETTING EXPERIMENT
The core was mounted coaxially in a section of 50 _ transmission
line so that pulses with short rise times could be applied. The core
holder used was the same as that described on p. 85 of Report 3 except
that the four-conductor one-turn winding was changed to a ten-conductor
one-turn winding, and the number of turns of the sense winding was
increased from five to ten. The integrator used for flux measurement
was that described on pp. 86 and 8? of Report 3. The integrated $(t)
waveform was observed on the oscilloscope and the flux change produced
by the PARTIAL-SET pulse was measured using a voltage reference and a
chopper.
The oscilloscope had a response time of 15 ns. The.response of the
oscilloscope was checked for overshoot and rise time by using a mercury
relay pulser with a rise time less than 1 ns. The horizontal calibration
factors for each horizontal scale of the oscilloscope were determined
with a time-mark generator. The negative CLEAR pulses were supplied
from a vacuum-tube pulser having a 0.i ps rise time. The positive CLEAR
pulse and the PARTIAL-SET pulse were supplied from transistor pulsers
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having 50 ns rise times. The TEST pulse was made up by adding or
subtracting a pulse with a 15 ns rise time to the latter part of the
PARTIAL-SET pulse (see Fig. 16).
3. Results and Discussion
.. 4(F)
The _p(F) curves with Tps as a parameter are given in Fig. 17.
The curve for no partial setting is included for reference. These _p(F)
19
curves are very similar to the ones previously obtained for T b >> ll_s.
The two major effects of partial setting seen in Fig. 17 are the reduc-
tion in both k and F0, i.e., the redtiction in the slopes and thresholds
of the _p(F) curves. The redtiction in k tends to decrease the switching
speed, and therefore to decrease @p, whereas the reduction in F 0 tends
Since T b = 0 for these curves, @pto increase @p. is unchanged for
F = Fps because this corresponds to the no-partial-setting case.
Therefore, each @v(F) curve must cross the no-partial-setting curve at
Y = Fps This is not the case for T a > 0.
It can he seen in Fig. 17 that 2k and > are not much affected
/i
by changes in Tv_, whereas F 0 is significantly reduced as Tps is
decreased. This was also the case for T b >> 1 /xs, as shown in Ref. 19.
One curve (T -- 1.0 #s) for r b = 50 /zs is included in Fig. 17 to
ps
clearly illustrate the effect of reducing T b to zero. (The general
effect is nearly the same for T -- 0.5 _zs and 10 /as.) In every region
ps
of F where data points were taken, _p was increased by reducing T b to
zero. This means that the major effect of reducing T b to zero (with
ii
qSo, held constant) is to increase k and not to decrease F 0. This
clarifies the uncertainty expressed on p. 124 of Report 3 where it was
stated that reducing T6, with qSp_ actually maintained constant, must
ii
result in either a reduction of Fo, or an increase in k, or both.
IJ
Apparently, the reduction in F 0 when T b is reduced (see p. 122 of
1/
Report 3) is due to the small decrease in _Sp . The values of F o, k,
and w are plotted vs. T in Fig. 18 Corresponding values from fief 19
pS " "
for T a = 50 /zs are also included for comparison. Note that X and z_ are
more nearly constant for T b = 0 than for T a -- 50 /zs. Thus, the curvature
in t and v vs. Tps for T 6 = 50 /zs must be due mostly to relaxation
e. ffects following the PARTIAL-SET pulse. Figure 18 shows that k for
I/
T b = 0 is consistently above the values for T b ; 50 /xs, whereas F 0 is
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i/
not much different for the two extreme values of T b. The value of F 0
at Tps = 0.5 ps has large error bars because the _p(F) data points could
/s
not be taken to very low F values. The difference indicated in F 0 at
T = 0.5 #s which is comparable to the error bars, results in the two
ps
@o(F) curves for T = 0.5 Ks crossing below any data points e g at
p$ _ _ • ._
about F = 0.9 At.
Shahan and Gutwin 21 studied the effects of T b on the threshold
of the qS(F) curve of a copper-manganese ferrite. Their results showed
a large asymptotic decrease in threshold as T b was reduced to 10 ns.
This apparent disagreement in the effect of T b may be due to the
difference between the types of measured threshold [the threshold of
the static qS(F) curves vs. the threshold of the $p(F) curves]. The fact
that different ferrite materials were used may also have contributed to
this apparent disagreement. Further investigation is needed on this
I!
point. It is not surprising that the large differences in F0, k, and v
occur for small values of T because these values correspond to largeps
Fps values which are generally associated with the generation of many
domain walls. The large number of domain walls will probably have a
large relaxation effect following the PAttTIAL-SET pulse. If T b = 0,
then these relaxation effects cannot occur.
The major conclusion to be drawn from these results is that
for T b = O, just as for T b >> 1 ps, large effects are produced by partial
setting. Thus, the source of these effects cannot be explained by any
kind of relaxation occurring after the PAHTIAL-SET pulse. One might
have attributed these partial-setting effects to the relaxation of
noncoherent switching to a different configuration at the termination
of the PABTIAL-SET pulse. The above results rule out this explanation.
The explanation for these partial setting effects is not likely to be
associated with rotational switching anyway, since these effects occur
at very low H values for which switching is generally assumed to be by
domain-wall motion.
b. t-l(F)
P
The measurement of tp has been included because the data of
Hefs. 3, 19, and 20 shows that tp varied drastically with Tps, even
though F and _ps were kept constant. However, these references included
only limited data on the variations of to, and for T b >> 1 _s only.
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Curves of t-l(F) with T as a parameter and T8 = 0 are shown
p ps
in Fig. 19. The no-partial-setting curve is included for comparison.
In order to interpret these curves with reference to the parabolic
model, consider Eqs. (66) and (6?). If these equations are solved for
" F Ba step Fit), one obtains for Y 0 < F <
2X(F F o t
-- iJ )_
Sit) = K(F - F 0 sech 2 (@s + _d )
- t anh- 1
From this equation we can obtain tpl(F) by equating the argument of the
,, )vX(F- F o
t-1 = (76)
sech to zero:
1
-_(q5 s + @a) tanh-1
We see from Eq. (76) that t_l(F) is proportional to @v(F) by a factor
equal to the reciprocal of the denominator. For F _ 1.5 F 0, _d is
ii
roughly constant (i.e., independent of F). Thus, for F _ 1.5 F 0 and a
constant @p_' the denominator of Eq. (76) is roughly constant. As Tp_
is decreased, the numerator of Eq. (76) varies in the same way as @p(F),
i.e., the slope is nearly constant and the threshold decreases.
Roughly, these are the effects observed in Fig. 19; however, the slope
is not as constant as for the @p(F) curves (see Fig. 17), and the
threshold decreases as Tps increases far more for t_l(F) than for _p(F).
This demonstrates that this switching model is no longer valid for
switching from a partially set state. One possible solution to consider
is the introduction of a new parameter, _c' into the model, as was done
in Befs. 19 and 20. Equation (93) on p. 95 of Report 3 gives @(t) for
-1iF)this modified parabolic model. Solution of this equation for tp
gives
-1t
P
K(F - F o)"
qbc + -_(q5s + qba) tanh -I 2q_ + q_ + q_d
(77)
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If this modified model describes t-l(F) of Fig. 19 properly, then @c
P
should be a function of T because T does not appear in Eq. (77).
ps' ps
More investigation needs to be done before it can be determined whether
the ©c modification is valid for the modeling of switching from a
partially set state, or whether some other modification will be
necessary.
c. Waveforms of _(t)
The shape of the _(t) waveform has been compared to a sech 2
function of time in order to determine whether the basic part of the
parabolic model, the parabolic function _(_), is valid for positive
switching from a partially set state. Comparisons made in Report 3
(p. 96) and in Ref. 19 (p. 17) for T b >> 1 _s indicated that the
parabolic W(_) was still valid for positive F[i.e., _(t) has the shape
of a sech 2 function of time for a step-F drive]. This was now repeated
for T b = 0. It was found that the _(t) is still sech 2 in shade. Two
comparisons are shown in Fig. 20, one for F = 2 At and Tps = 10 ps and the
other for F = 3 At and T : 0.5 ps. Since the shapes ofthe _(t)waveforms
ps
are in good agreement with a sech 2 function of time, it might be possible
to modify the parabolic model so that it can describe switching from a
partially set state.
A general idea of the kind of waveforms obtained for switching
from a partially set state can be obtained from the family of curves in
Fig. 21. The left part of this oscillogram shows $(t) during the
PARTIAL-SET pulse. The remaining curves show $(t) during the TEST pulse
for various F values of the TEST pulse. The area of the left part of
_(t) corresponds to A_p s which is constant (A@ps = 0.54 _r ) for this
oscillogram. Note that for low F values the peak becomes obscured. It
is for this reason that the curves in Figs. 17 and 19 are truncated at
the low-F end.
values isA comparison of two (t) curves for different T s
shown in Fig. 22 for fixed values of F and _ps The results are very
similar to Fig. 34(a), p. 100 in Beport 3 and Fig. 6, p. 16, in Bef. 19,
both taken with r b >> 1 ps. The switching for Tp_ = 0.5 _s is nearly
undisturbed by the TEST pulse because F is nearly equal to Fv, Note
that _(t) for Tp, = 10 ps is very low during the PARTIAL-SET pulse
because Fp, is so low (only the last part of this switching is included
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FIG. 21 FAMILY OF G ( t )  WAVEFORMS WITH F AS A PARAMETER 
(+ps  = -0.46-+r; T P S  = 1.0 p s ;  F 
of decreasing q5 
P '  
= 2.02 At; Core E-6; i n  order 
F = 2.22, 1.84, 7.70, 1.59, 1.47, 1.33, 0.95, and 0.35 At) 
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FIG.22 COMPARISON OF $ ( t )  WAVEFORMS FOR TWO T P S  VALUES 
(F  = 2.00 At; d,, = - 0.46 dr; Core E-6) 
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in the figure). The important result of this figure is that even though
f and @ps are constant, @p and tp change significantly as Tps varies.
Similar comparisons for higher and lower F values are given in Fig. 23.
The curves are not superimposed in this figure but are shown side-by-side
for easy comparison.. Note that for F = 1.2 At and T = 0.5 #s no
ps p
is obtained during either the PARTIAL-SET or the TEST pulses, whereas
for F = 1.2 At and Tps = i0 _s a peak in _ is obtained during both
pulses. A peak is obtained during the PARTIAL-SET pulse for T = i0 #s
ps
even though _ps < 0 because Fps is low enough to result in a _d consid-
erably less than _ . This corresponds to a parabolic $(@) with a peak
at _ < 0. Notice that tp is much smaller for T = 0.5 #s than for
ps
i0 #s for both F = 3.0 At and F = 1.2 At [For F = 1.2 At and Tp, = 0.5 #s,
@p does not appear to exist; however, tp must certainly be less than the
1.8 #s value observed at Tps = i0 #s.] This is consistent with the curves
of Fig. 19, where the Tps = 0.5 _s curve is well above the i0 #s curve.
All of the data discussed so far havebeen for _p_ = -0.46 @r"
One exception to this will now be given. It was observed during the
course of the experiments that if Tps is increased to allow complete
switching to occur during the PARTIAL-SET pulse, additional switching
can still be obtained during the TEST pulse if F > Fp . This is shown
in Fig. 24, where Fp_ = 2.0 At and F = 3.9 At. This additional switching
during the TEST pulse is not surprising if it is recalled that @d is an
increasing function of F even if F is well above the F threshold (see
Fig. I2, p. 37 of Report 3). The interesting factor in this oscillogram
is the shape of the $(t) during the TEST pulse. It is very similar to
the initial spike and decaying tail obtained for switching from @ = -_
for F below the threshold [see Fig. 10(b), p. 27, Report 4]. In the
situation of Fig. 24 no domain-wall collisions are likely to occur
during the TEST pulse because most of the ferrite grains are already
switched. Thus we can expect to have a certain number of domain wails
moving at first, and then, as some of these terminate because of energy
hills with steep slopes or because of completion of local switching, the
number of moving walls gradually decreases. This accounts for the
decreasing $ in a manner very similar to the explanation given on pp. 11
and 12 of Report 3 for switching from -_r" Thus, that physical
explanation is substantiated.
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I I 
20 mv/t 
r 
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FIG. 24 WAVEFORM OF $ ( t )  FOR + p s  + q5r 
(Fps = 2.0 At; F = 3.9 At; Core E-6) 
4. C o n c l u s i o n s  
The  m a j o r  c o n c l u s i o n  t o  b e  d rawn  f r o m  t h e s e  p a r t i a l - s e t t i n g  
e x p e r i m e n t s  i s  t h a t  t h e  p h y s i c a l  mechan i sms  w h i c h  a r e  r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  
t h e  o b s e r v e d  e f f e c t s  o f  p a r t i a l  s e t t i n g  d o  n o t  o r i g i n a t e  f r o m  a n y  
r e l a x a t i o n  e f f e c t s  f o l l o w i n g  t h e  PARTIAL-SET p u l s e .  
A ,  a n d  z/ f o r  T ,  = 0 a r e  n e a r l y  t h e  same a s  f o r  T ,  >> 1 p s ,  i f  T p s L  1 ,us. 
Below T = 1 p s ,  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  v a r y i n g  T ,  becomes  s i g n i f i c a n t .  The  
p e a k i n g  t i m e  t p  i s  v e r y  s e n s i t i v e  t o  t h e  c h a n g e s  i n  T 
i n  t p  c a n n o t  b e  a c c o u n t e d  f o r  i n  t h e  p r e s e n t  f o r m  o f  t h e  p a r a b o l i c  
m o d e l .  More i n v e s t i g a t i o n  n e e d s  t o  b e  d o n e  b e f o r e  t h e  s w i t c h i n g  f r o m  
p a r t i a l l y  s e t  s t a t e s  c a n  b e  d e s c r i b e d  by s w i t c h i n g  m o d e l s .  H o w e v e r ,  
c o n s i d e r a b l e  d a t a  a r e  g i v e n  w h i c h  s h o u l d  b e  u s e f u l  f o r  f u t u r e  work i n  
d e v e l o p i n g  a p p r o p r i a t e  m o d e l s  f o r  s w i t c h i n g  f r o m  p a r t i a l l y  s e t  s t a t e s  
a n d  f o r  e x p l a i n i n g  t h e  p h y s i c a l  mechan i sms  t h a t  a r e  r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  t h e  
e f f e c t s  o f  p a r t i a l  s e t t i n g .  
The v a l u e s  o f  F i ,  
P S  
. T h i s  v a r i a t i o n  
P S  
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II COMPUTER-AIDED ANALYSIS OF A CORE-DIODE-TRANSISTOR
BINARY COUNTER
A. Introduction
The operation of a core-diode-transistor binary counter, to be em-
ployed in a future Jet Propulsion Laboratory spacecraft, was described
in Report 4 (pp. 49-56). The first of four modes of operation was
analyzed numerically (Report 4, pp. 56-61), and the computation was per-
formed on a digital computer (Report 4, pp. 61-68; 153-166). The results
were then compared with experimental waveforms of the currents and volt-
ages involved in the circuit (Report 4, pp. 65-66).
As pointed out in Report 4, the flux switching in Modes II, III, and
IV is slower than the flux switching in Mode I by about a factor of four.
To a very rough approximation, Modes II-IV may then be analyzed manually
by assuming that the net MMF of each core follows its static _(F) curve
(see Report 4, p. 56). However, the error involved in such an approxi-
mation is considerably larger than the error involved in a computer
analysis that takes into account the nonlinearities of the circuit ele-
ments. The success or failure of the binary counter's performance is
determined by its transient behavior, i.e., by the waveforms of the time
variable. Determination of such waveforms requires the accuracy of a
computer analysis.
In order to ensure that there will be no circuit failure within the
specified temperature range (-10°C to +85°C) and supply-voltage range
(28 ± 5.6V), worst-case analysis of the circuit is required. This require-
ment stems from the fact that although it is impractical to intentionally
build a circuit using components with worst parameter values, the prob-
ability that this will actually happen is nonzero. Thus, the objectives
in this section are twofold:
1) To extend the computer analysis of Mode I to all four
modes of operation
(2) To perform a worst-case analysis of the binary counter
for design verification.
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Tile circuit operation was described in Report 4. However, for the
convenience of the reader and since the description in Report 4 is incom-
plete, we shall describe this operation by referring to the first three
stages of the binary counter, before extending the computer analysis to
all the modes of operation.
B. Binary-Counter Operation
1. Circuit
The circuit diagram of the first three stages of' a core-diode-
transistor binary counter is shown in Fig. 25. (This circuit diagram and
the boundaries between adjacent stages are slightly different from the
ones given in Report 4, Fig. 17.) Each stage is composed of Besistances
R 1 and B 2 (R 3 and B 4 are inherent winding resistances), Inductor L,
Diodes d 1 and d2, an npn Transistor T, and Cores 1 and 2. A subscript in
parentheses attached to each component designates the corresponding stage
number. The unpaired Core D, Diode dl(o), Transistor T(0 ), Besistance
Rl(0) , and Inductor L(0 ) are part of a monostable COUNT-input driver
(most of which is not shown in Fig. 25), which feeds the input signal to
the first stage of the binary counter.
The supply voltage V is applied in parallel to all stages and to
St
the monostable input circuit. Beferring to Stage (2) as a typical stage,
the MMF drives applied to Core 1 are Nsli _ , NBli d , Nclic, and -NcLicL,
and the MMF drives applied to Core 2 are N 2i _, -N82i _, and -N 2i _. Cur-
rents i L and i s rise rapidly to peak values and then decay nearly expo-
nentially; Currents i and icL rise nearly exponentially from zero.
2. Modes of Operation
The circuit behavior may be examined by dividing the operation of
each counter stage during a complete cycle into four modes, Modes I-IV.
In every stage, except Stage (1), Modes II and IV occur twice in a row.
The drive currents and the inelastic flux changes during the four modes
of normal operation of each stage are shown in Fig. 26, and are summarized
briefly as follows by referring to Stage (2). (A more detailed description
is given in Sec. II-B-3, pp. 71-73.)
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FIG. 26 DRIVE CURRENTS AND FLUX CHANGES IN CORES 1 AND 2
DURING FOUR MODES OF NORMAL OPERATION
Mode I--As Transistor T(1 ) turns off, Current i L builds up to a peak
value It, from which it decays essentially exponentially. The portion i s
of i t sets Cores 1 and 2 simultaneously.
Mode II-1--The exponentially rising and falling current iCL clears
Core 1. The induced current i d may unset Core 2 by a small amount of 2xqS.
Mode II-2 (not shown in Fig. 26)--5ame as Mode II-1. If clearing of
Core 1 during Mode II-1 is complete, Mode II-2 has no effect.
Mode ///--Four submodes are distinguished:
A--Cores 1 and 2 are both switched positively by i s (as in
Mode I), while Transistor T(2 ) is cut off, until 42 ap-
proaches saturation, and the base current, induced by
NBI@I - NB2@2 , switches the transistor via the active
region into saturation.
B--The base current due to NBI_ 1 - NR2@2 maintains Tran-
sistor T(2 ) in saturation, and Core 1 is set by the drives
due to both i s and i c while Core 2 remains in saturation.
C--As @1 approaches positive saturation, 42 departs from posi-
tive saturation and there is a drop in NBI_ 1 - NB2_ 2. For
low V within the range of operation, the base current may
S
become negative (i a > 0); as a result, Transistor T(2 ) may
7O
shift from the saturation region (emitter and collector
forward-biased) to the active region (emitter forward-
biased; collector reverse-biased).
D--The excess of Nc2i ¢ over Ns2i s is large enough to clear
Core 2. The induced positive base current keeps Tran-
sistor T(2 ) in the saturation region. As _2 approaches
negative saturation, Transistor T(2 ) switches from satu-
ration to the active region and from there to the cutoff
region. [While Transistor T(2 ) is being cut off, i L
corresponding to the following stage rises to its peak
value and begins to set Cores 1(3 ) and 2(3).]
Mode IV-l--The exponentially rising and falling iCL clears Core 1.
Core 2 remains in negative saturation.
Mode IV-2 (Not shown in Fig. 26)--Same as Mode IV-1. If clearing
of Core 1 during Mode IV-1 is complete, Mode IV-2 has no effect•
3. COUNT-State Propagation
The propagation of the counter states as COUNT inputs are fed in is
described next by referring to Fig. 25 and to Table I and disregarding
Submodes III-A and III-C. Initially, all cores are in a CLEAR state (_ = -_r ) .
The first COUNT input sets Core D, and Transistor T(0 ) is turned on;
Current iCL builds up and helps the input current to set Core D (blocking-
oscillator action). Upon termination of Core-D switching, Transistor T(0 )
turns off, Diode d2(1) becomes unblocked, and the energy stored in
Inductor L(0 ) is dissipated in switching Cores 1(1 ) and 2(1 ) to the SET
states _ode I(1)] , and in Hesistances BI(0) and R2(1). A CLEAN pulse
from the driver circuit clears Core D and Core 1(1 ) [Mode II(1)].
A second COUNT results in Mode III(1 ) switching. Since Core 2(1 ) is
already in a SET state, following the turning off of Transistor T(0),
only Core 1(1 ) is set. As a result, Transistor T(1 ) is turned on and is
held on by the induced voltage NBI@I(1), while the collector current
builds up exponentially. Upon termination of Core 1(1 ) switching, the
net MMF of Core 2(1 ) is of sufficient magnitude to clear Core 2(1), and
Transistor T(1 ) is further kept on by NB2_2(1 ) . Upon termination of
Core 2(1 ) switching, Transistor T(1 ) turns off, Diode d2(2) becomes un-
blocked, and Cores 1(2 ) and 2(2 ) are set [Mode I(2)]. Cores D and 1(1 )
are then cleared by the driver[Mode IV(t)].
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A third COUNT input results in the same switching as the first COUNT,
except that in addition, while Core D is being set, Core 1(2 ) is being
cleared by the exponentially rising current iCL [Mode II-1(2)].
A fourth COUNT results in a similar switching following the second
COUNT. The exponentially rising Current ict constitutes a CLEAB MMF on
Core 1(2 ) . Hence, in addition to Mode II following the third COUNT,
Stage (2) experiences a second Node II following the fourth COUNT. These
modes are designated by II-1 and II-2, respectively (see Sec. I-B-2,
p. 70). If the flux switching is completed during Node II-1, then
Node II-2 has no effect. However, if h_l during Node II-1 is time-limited
(ict does not last long enough to complete the flux switching), then
Core 1 is cleared further during Mode II-2. When Transistor T(0 ) is cut
off, Transistor T(1 ) is turned on, and Stage (1) experiences Mode III of
operation. Then, when Transistor T(1 ) is cut off, Transistor T(2 ) is
turned on, and Stage (2) experiences Node III of operation. Finally, when
Transistor T{2 _ is cut off, Diode d2<a) becomes unblocked, and Stage (3)
experiences Node I of operation [Cores l(a ) and 2(3 ) are set].
A fifth COUNT causes a flux switching similar to that caused by tile
bIl_ ±v -± ±llo _Q_ of
_nlro uuul_l, except t Stage (2) experiences ......
Node II-1 of operation.
The flux switching following the sixth COUNT is similar to the one
following the fourth COUNT, except that Stage (2) experiences Nodes IV-2
and I instead of Nodes II-2 and III, and Stage (3) experiences Node II-i
while Transistor T(1 ) is on instead of Mode I after Transistor T(1 / turns off.
The changes in the flux states following the seventh and eighth
COUNTs are similar in nature to the ones described above, and are shown
in Table I.
Note in Table I that every COUNT is represented by the final flux
states of Cores 2.
It can be seen from Fig. 25 and Table I that every stage except
Stage (1} experiences two Modes II and two Nodes IV of operation. The
duration of each of these modes is determined by the on-time of the tran-
sistor of the stage before the previous one. It is desired to have the
same on-time for all stages.
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,$. Range of Supply Voltage
a. Minimum V
S
Operation fails when the supply voltage drops below a certain
minimum value, Vs.min. Such a failure occurs when the transistor turns
off during Submode III-C, as a result of which Core 2 cannot be cleared.
The net effect is that the normal cyclic operation (which is composed of
Modes 1-IV) collapses into a spurious cyclic operation (which is composed
of Mode I1 and Submode III-B) in which only Core 1 is switched while
Core '2 remains in positive saturation. This effect is shown in Fig. 27
by sketching the variations of 41(F 1) and 42(F2) superimposed on the
static 4(F) ioops for V s slightly above V and for V slightly below
s,min s
Vs,min. Note that, since Vs is low, the clearing of Core 1 in Fig. 27(a)
during Modes II-1 and IV-1 is incomplete and consequently a substantial
clearing is continued during Modes II-2 and IV-2.
The causes of the spurious transistor turn-off in Mode III-C are
summarized in a flow chart in Fig. 28, using the terms "low" and "high"
relative to the values of the corresponding quantities before V is lowered.S
A low V, results in a low Vs/B1, which is approximately equal to I c, ICL,
and I c the peak values of i t , ict, and i , respectively. The effects of
low I L IcL, and I are explained as follows.
A low I L results ina low iL, which in turn results ina low i , and
T I
hence n a low F 2 during Mode I. The excess charge-turns _ (F2I Fo)dt
is thus small, and hence _42i (the flux change of Core 2 during Mode I is
small (see Report 2, p. 18). Consequently, the initial 42 in Mode III is
low, and A42 during Submode III-A (while both Core 1 and Core 2 are sw tch-
ing simultaneously, as in Mode I, keeping the transistor off) is large.
A low Ict results in a low ict and, hence, in a low IFI I during
the composite Mode lI (Modes II-1 and II-2). Consequently, the excess of
rli
charge-turnsf ([FIlII Fo)dt is small and the total &41 clearing during
0
the composite Mode II is small. As a result, the initial 41 in Mode III is
high. This factor together with a larger A42III.A yield a small &41 during
Submode III-B. Since 41III.B is essentially fixed by Diode d 1, a small
_41iii. B results in a short duration of Submode III-B, and i c is not given
enough time to build up. This factor, together with a low I , yields a low
i during Submode III-C. Furthermore, a short TIII. B does not give i s a
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LOW Vs
LOW Vs/R1
tit
LOW t rL LOW ICL
LOW L LOW I C L
t t
LOW s LOW IFlZ I
t
LOW F2z SMALL TTr-( IFl-n-I - Fo)at
t t
TT
SMALL _" (F2z - Fo)dt SMALL I/_1.
t t
SMALL Aq52T
t
LOW INITIAL (_2-ilt-
t
LARGE A(_2-nT-A
I
tt
SMALL A_I_-e
I
t
HIGH i s-rn-_c
I
HIGH INITIAL _n-r
t
SHORT TTn- _j
I I
tt
LOW i c::__ c
I
tt
LOW tF2q.-nT,c
LOW I_l.-,-,-,-_,:
t
HIGH -ib lIE. c
(LOW ib _TI-_ c )
t
LARGE j _T-C-ib-nT_cd t
0
t
TRANSISTOR TURN OFF
IF Vs _ Vs,mi n
t
LOW 1"c
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FIG. 28 FLOW CHART EXPLAINING THE CAUSES OF SPURIOUS TRANSISTOR
TURN-OFF IN MODE III-C AS V s IS LOWERED BELOW Vs,mi .
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chance to decay to a low value. Both a low icIII-C and a high isIII-C
yield a low If2li,, c, and consequently 1 21 during Submode III-C is
low. With low _l and low I_ 2 I (_1 > 0 and _2 < 0), the positive
NBI$I - NB2@2 becomes smaller than the voltage across the base-emitter
storage charge, and the base current becomes negative. Consequently,
the base-collector storage charge is decreased: While this charge is
positive, the transistor stays saturated, but when the charge becomes
negative, the transistor enters the active region. For g s slightly
above V min' the transistor remains in the active region for only a
short time before I@21 increases and i b becomes positive again and
resaturates the transistor. However, if g s < Vs,min, the collector-
base voltage continues to grow, and 1@21drops as i c drops to zero,
and the transistor turns off.
It is evident from the discussion above that as V is lowered
below V several factors may cause an operation failure in a rather
s,min'
intricate way. Referring to Fig. 28, the failure may result primarily
because NCLICL is too low to clear Core 1 by a sufficient amount during
the composite Mode II. In this case, the sum
I_1 ii I : t_l ii. t t + I_@1 ii.2 I
could be considerably smaller than shown in Fig. 27(b); in the extreme
case, as /_@lii I _ 0, TIII. B _ 0, the transistor never turns on, and no
flux switching takes place.
A contribution to a failure may also stem from using a fast-
switching transistor whose diffusion and junction capacitances are too
small. In this case, I{_lii I may be essentially complete, but the base
charge during Submode III-C is too small to prevent the transistor turning
off as the base current becomes negative (for a limited time). It appears
from this argument that a slow-switching transistor (which costs less than
a fast-switching transistor) is preferred. On the other hand, if the
transistor switches too slowly, the long turn-off time at the end of
Submode III-D causes l L to be low, and following the explanation for oper-
ation failure given previously (see Fig. 28), Vs,min increases. We con-
clude, therefore, that for a given circuit there is an optimum transistor
switching speed.
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b. Maximum V
s
As shown ill Fig. 26, under normal operation conditions, Core 2
is unset slightly during Mode I[-1, while Core 1 is switched by tile CLEA_/
drive Ncticr (see Fig. 25). Such flux unsetting occurs while NB2i _ ex-
ceeds tile threshold of Core 2. The higher V s is, the higher are i cm and
ia, and hence the larger is the IAq52i[_]l unsetting. Since clearing of
Core 1 during Mode II-1 is complete, Aq51 = 0 during Mode II-2 and there
is no AqZ2 unsetting during Mode II-2.
If V is raised above a critical value g operation failure
s s n [ii a x _
will occur due to excessive ]2x_2[[.11 unsetting. In Fig. 29(a), the
]_52ii.11 unsetting is appreciable, but a proper four-mode cyclic opera-
tion is still maintained. However a slight increase in V to above
s
V causes the transistor to turn off during Submode III-C. As a re-
s , max
suit, the four-mode operation collapses into a two-mode operation: Mode II
followed by Submodes III-A and III-B.
The causes of the operation failure as V is raised above g
s s , max
are shown in a flow chart in Fig. 30. As with the case of V s < V .rain
(Fig. 28), a low initial q52iii is a factor in turning the transistor off
spuriously. However , the initial @2III is tOO lOW for Vs > V_,max because
of an excessive _2 unsetting in Mode II whereas for V s < V s the
' ,min
initial 4)2iiI is too low because of insufficient £_b2 setting in Mode I.
The effect of the magnitude of i on the transistor turn-off is
also different in the two extreme values for V : If V s < Vs,mi n , i s is
lOW and consequently Aq52-setting in Mode I is too low. On the other hand,
if' V > V ,m_x' i_ is high and the resulting IF2] in Submode III-C is
too low.
c. Conclusions
During Submode III-C of a proper four-mode operation, the func-
tion of keeping the transistor in the saturation region or the active
region is transferred from Core 1 to Core 2, while both cores are near
positive saturation. If 1@21 during Submode III-C is too small, Core 2
fails to prevent the transistor from turning off. As a result, Core 2 is
not cleared during Mode IIl (Submode III-D does not exist), and the four-
mode operation collapses into a spurious two-mode operation. Such a
failure occurs because the setting current i and clearing current icL
are either too small (V s < V ) or too large (V > V ) The causes
s,mln s s,max "
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and effects of spurious transistor turn-off are shown in Figs. 28 and
27(b) for V < V s and in Figs. 30 and 29(b) for V > VS ,min I s s,max"
In order to assure a proper binary-counter operation throughout
the specified ranges of temperature and supply voltage, it is necessary
to analyze this circuit under worst-case conditions of parameter values
because of component nonuniformity. Such an analysis must be quantitative;
i e the analysis should be able to compute V and V for given
• "_ s,min ,max
worst-case parameter values. It is evident from the above given qualita-
tive explanations for the transistor turn-off that several factors affect
this failure in a complex way. These factors can be accounted for quanti-
tatively in computation of V and V by developing a computer-
s,min s,max
aided transient analysis. Such an analysis must be based on mathematical
models for both the static and dynamic properties of every circuit com-
ponent throughout the specified temperature range• Our next topics are
these component models, the techniques of measuring their parameters, and
the resulting parameter values vs. temperature•
C. Device Models
In Fig. 25, the cores, the inductors, the diodes, and the transistors
are nonlinear devices. Mathematical models that describe the static and
dynamic behavior of these devices are needed for the computer analysis of
the binary counter. These models are described next.
1. Core Model
The total @ of a core is
= (_ + @ine 1 ' (78)
where @e and _inel are the elastic and inelastic components of $, re-
spectively. Since the rise of F(t) is slow enough to neglect the viscous
damping, following Eq. (43),
Ss = zF , (79)
where e = d_a/dF. Extending Eq. (34) of Report 1 (p. 23) to positive as
well as negative F, and ignoring the term due to air flux, we get
81
(zo - l_)uo FI + Holo
" + In
IFI +llol, + II a
(79a)
Although @inel = _i _ @_a it was shown in tteport 4 p. 14) that to a
good approximation,
@i ne I 2_ + 4_, - %(f)t 2 }
1 ..... (80)
4% + @a(F)
Following Eq. (48), four-region analytical expressions for _p(F) are
based on tile curve fitting of experimental @v vs. step-F amplitude:
_p (F)
0 if 0 < F < F rain
-- -- d
Xd(F - F_i,, )Vd if F mi < F <a - Fds
A(F - f"o )_' if fas 2 F <_ f R
¢)p (F - F O) if F B 2 F
(81)
Tile three-region analytical expressions for qSd(F) are based on
Eqs. (12) (18) in Report 2:
if F <_f_ in
@d(F) = , V 2
p
-q5 r if F_ in <F <ll_i'[o (82)
V 2 -l +F
o i HHq
In if ll_in[ o 2 F
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where
V 1 =
(l ° - li)H °
(82a)
V 2
(Os + Cr)Hq
=
(l o - l_)tt
(82b)
and
min
F d
H_ in
min l
= Hd i '
IIH _H_ _ dP<l4 _ - - 8 + HaH q
r
+ H +-- (H + H - H )
H s = H + Hq n _s q
(82c)
(82d)
(82e)
Thus, sixteen parameters are needed for this core model:
¢r' ¢o' Ha, Hq, H k a va, FaB F_' _, v, FB, Fo, and pp. nl _ ; , .
2. Inductor Model
_i' _O _
The inductor used in this circuit includes a ferrimagnetic material;
thus, the inductance decreases nonlinearly with the current. The experi-
mental flux linkage _b vs. i may be fit by the exponential function
( -'// _)
_b = _at 1 _ e co , (83
where ¢sat and Ico n are two parameters, one describing the saturation
flux linkage and the other the rate of rise of @ with i, as shown in
Fig. 31.
Differentiation of Eq. (83) with respect to i gives
-i/I
L = Loe con (84
where
sat
Lo icon (84a
Thus, L is described by two parameters, L 0 (initial inductance) and Ico n .
83
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FIG. 31 EXPONENTIAL MODEL FOR ¢1(i) AND INCREMENTAL L(i)
OF A FERRIMAGNETIC INDUCTOR
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Alternatively, the nonlinear _(i) curve might be described by a
polynomial of a suitable degree. However, unlike the exponential func-
tion of Eq. (83), its application beyond the region of the experimental
data may be erroneous, e.g., it may yield a negative inductance. For
this reason, we have chosen not to use a polynomial fit.
The winding capacitance of the inductor is not included in our
model because the high-frequency components of the voltage across the
inductor in this application are negligible.
3. Diode Model
An equivalent circuit for a p-n junction diode m,_ is shown in
Fig. 32. It is composed of static and dynamic components.
--= Pc >
I
I(
Cia
_(
Caa
,-........aVVV......_
R,_a
' Q : 'VVV---._N
Ra
Ifd
+ <----v,_ ---_-
+ < Vpn ) --
TA-5670 -14
FIG. 32 AN EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FOR A pn JUNCTION DIODE
a. Static Properties
The current generator lid represents the static currents due to
minority-carrier diffusion and minority-carrier recombination in the
junction. On the basis of the relationship between the junction voltage
V d of an ideal diode and the excess concentration of the minority carriers,
it can be shown 23 that
v /
if a : isd( e d O_d _ 1) , (85)
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where Isd is the saturation current of the diode, and
kT
_d -- m d = 0.86 lO-4Tmd
q
85a)
In Eq. (85a), k is Boltzman's constant (k = 1.381 • 10 .23 J/°K), q s the
charge of an electron (q = 1.602 • 10 -19 C), T is the absolute temperature,
and m d is the diode m factor, which varies between I and 2. (The diffusion-
current component is governed by md = 1; tile current component due to re-
combination in tile junction space-charge layer is governed by m d = 2.
Tile overall md is thus between 1 and approximately 2.)
The shunt resistance R_d represents tile surface leakage resis-
tance. Its magnitude is several megohms, and may be neglected when the
diode is forward biased. The converse is true for the series resistance
Rd: Its magnitude is of the order of one ohm and it should not be ne-
glected when the diode is forward-biased. Using Eq. (85), tile forward
static V-I characteristic of a diode is thus described by the equation
V = IB + In +
pn d _md is d
(86)
b. Dynamic Properties
In a transient condition, capacltive components are added to
the equivalent circuit representing the static properties of the diode.
The total capacitance is the sum of a diffusion capacitance, Cdd, and a
junction capacitance, Cjd. _ The diffusion capacitance is associated with
the minority-carrier currents, which are injected into the neutral regions
that sandwich the space-charge layer; _ it is approximately proportional
to the steady-state current of an ideal diode:
Cad = kd(ifd + Isa) = kdlde vd/O*d (87)
The junction capacitance is associated with the majority-carrier displace-
ment currents due to the changes in the dipole layer of the space charge
that straddles the metallurgical junction; m it is a function of the
junction voltage Vd:
Cj.d = C 0d[ 1 (Vd/Vcod)]-N_ , (88)
86
where Cj0d is the .junction capacitance for V d = O, V_d is the contact
potential (typically, less than I volt), and N d is a power coefficient
lying between 1/3 (graded junction) and 1/2 (abrupt junction). 22
Beferring to Fig. 32, the relations between the voltage across
a diode and the current through it are
and
Vp, = iB a + V d (89)
V d
+ _ + (Cdd + Cjd)V d (90)
i = i f d B_d
eters: I
Thus, the diode model in Fig. 32 is described by eight param-
sd' _,d (or md) , _d' _d, hd, Cjod, g_d , and N d .
4. Transistor Model
An equivalent circuit for an npn transistor 22-a is shown in Fig. 33.
It may be regarded as the equivalent circuits of two back-to-back diodes
plus forward-injected and reverse-injected current sources, _nife and
@iifc . The parameters a n and a i (sometimes denoted by _F and a B ) are
the forward-injection and reverse-injection common-base short-circuit
current gains, respectively. In addition, there is a base resistance,
Rb, between the junction of the diodes and the base terminal.
The relations between the emitter voltage and emitter current are
similar to those of a diode, gqs. (85) through (90), except for the addi-
tion of the reverse-injection current aiifc. The collector voltage and
collector current are also related in a similar way to those of a diode.
For future reference, these relations are given as follows: voltages,
currents, resistances, and capacitances are defined in Fig. 33; the base-
emitter and base-collector parameters corresponding to those of a diode
are designated by the subscripts e and c, respectively, instead of the
subscript d.
Base-Emitter Equations:
e ve/ O )ig, = I, "* 1 , (91)
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FIG. 33 AN EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FOR AN npn TRANSISTOR
where
and
me
Cde
C
] e
Vbe
0.86 " l O- 4Tme
ke(if_ + I
C
jOe
N
i R t + V t
i t = ire - _iifc +
VBE = Vbt + ibR b
Ve/_e
ktlste
Vt
+ (Cat + C. )V
R_ t jt
92)
93)
94)
95)
(96)
t
(97)
BB
where
Base-Collector Equations:
if c = is _ _,c _ 1
(? = 0.86 • 10-4Tm
mc c
(98)
(99)
C d = k (i +I )
c C fC SC = k le
v /_¢ C 100)
C .jc
Cj Oc
V b _ = -ic_B + V
101)
102)
and
C
-i = ifc - O_ ife +
. lt£c
VBC = Vbc + ibB b
+ (Cdc + Cj )V (103)
104
By inspection of Fig. 33,
and
i b = i e - i c
Vce = Vb, - Vb_ = i B + V + icB _ - V
105
106
The common-base parameters ct
n
common-emitter parameters by
and c_i are related to the corresponding
and
n
O_ .
t
_n
=
1+£ n
=
1 + fli
(107)
(108)
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where _n and /3 i (also known as hfe n and h/e i ) are the common-emitter
short-circuit current gains due to forward and reverse injections, re-
spectively. Both fin and _i vary with the collector or emitter current.
Since no models for calculation of _n and /3 i are available at the present
time, these will be computed by interpolation of measured data.
Under a static condition, V = V = 0 and so Eqs. (91) (96) (98)
and (103) can be simplified. Ignoring the negligible leakage currents
V /I:t4_ and V¢/B_, c, and using capital letters to designate a static state,
the simplified equations are known as the Ebers-Mo[1 model: 22'23
(vJ ) (vie )I+ = Is, e _,e - 1 - (_ilsc e .... 1 (109)
I c = C_nIs_ e me - ] Isc e .... 1 (110)
The transistor model of Fig. 33 is described by nineteen parameters:
Is_ , (? (or m ), R, R_, k, Cj o_ , Vq)_, N, Isc, (_ or me), R, R,_c,
k , Cjo _, Vq)_, N , Rb, e_ , and c_ i. As we shall see, c_ and _i are com-
puted from experimental data of fin vs. I and /3 i vs. I respectively,
using Eqs. (107) and (108).
D. Determination of Parameters
Each of the device models described previously includes a number of
parameters. There are sixteen parameters in the core model, two param-
eters in the inductor model, eight parameters in the diode model, and
nineteen parameters in the transistor model. Except for the static pa-
rameters of a diode and a transistor, these parameters cannot be measured
at the present time by standard, commercially available equipment to the
necessary accuracy and over the range required.
In this part of the report we wish to describe the procedure for de-
termining the parameters of each model. Such a procedure involves the
following steps: setting up the measurement equipment and housing the
tested device in an insulated enclosure whose temperature is regulated
automatically at T _+ 0.5°C; obtaining the experimental data and trans-
ferring these data to punched cards; and computing the parameters on a
digital computer by curve fitting based on least-mean-square error.
Repeating this procedure at various temperatures results in the plots of
these parameters vs. temperature.
9O
D
1. Core Parameters
Determination of the core parameters is based on measurements of
the dimensions, the static @(f) curve, and the @p(F) curve. The measure-
ments were performed on three Lockheed 100SCI ferrite cores (OD = i00 mils;
LD = 70 mils; h = 30 mils), referred to as Cores, A, B, and C. Cores A
and B were used as Cores i and 2 of the second stage of the binary counter,
Fig. 25.
a. Dimension Parameters
The parameters l i and lo are in general the short and long
lengths of a leg in a multipath core. In the case of a toroidal core,
l i = 2wr i and lo = 2_ro, where r, and r ° are the inside and outside radii
of the toroid, respectively. Due to the possible tapering of a core, r i
and r ° were measured on both sides and averaged. There is no need to
measure the core thickness for the core model because it is accounted for
in measuring the flux capacity of the core.
b. Static Core Parameters
i. Experiment
The main problem in the measurement of the static _(F)
curve is the integrator decay. In addition, it is economically desirable
to have an automatic or semiautomatic means for such a measurement. An
equipment that essentially overcomes these problems was built by person-
nel of the Magnetics Group of Stanford Hesearch Institute, and is pre-
sented briefly as follows.
The principle of operation is that of setting the core
with a very long SET pulse and clearing the core with a large-amplitude,
short-duration CLEAN pulse. The long SET pulse allows the core to switch
very slowly for the low F values so that essentially static properties
are obtained. The flux change is measured at the time of clearing, which
is reiativeiy fast, because this permits easy integration of @. A posi-
tive CLEAN pulse and another negative CLEAB pulse are also included to
assure adequate clearing (see pp. 83 and 84 of Beport 3). Figure 34(a)
shows the paths of operation in the 4(F) plane. The pulse sequence
is shown in Fig. 34(b).
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A block diagram for the static _(F) plotter is shown in
Fig. 35(a). The pulse sequence is generated in the logic blocks at the
top of the figure. The current driver converts these pulses into the
current-pulse program shown in Fig. 34(b). The amplitudes of the SET
and CLEAR pulses are controlled by the output voltages of the power sup-
plies at the left of Fig. 35(a). The N$ output of the core being tested
is integrated and then hulled in the flux reference. The oscilloscope
with an external amplifier is used for null detection. The dc output
voltage of the flux reference, which is proportional to the time integral
of N$ for a null condition, drives the Y-axis of the plotter. The X-axis
of the plotter is driven by the voltage across a 1 _ current-monitor re-
sistance in the current driver. This voltage is the same as the waveform
shown in Fig. 34(b), except that the positive CLEAN pulse is absent. The
repetition rate is very low, e.g., about 60 pps, so that the duty factor
of the SET pulse is nearly unity (=0.997). Therefore, by low-pass fil-
tering, a dc voltage is obtained which is very nearly equal to the ampli-
tude of the SET pulse (the minus CLEAR pulses are also removed by the
filtering).
The flux reference was described on pp. 137-141 of Report 2,
except for the dc output-voltage circuit. The source of this dc voltage
is a mercury-battery voltage reference which is ganged to the null con-
trols of the flux reference (by two ten-position switches and one one-turn
potentiometer). This voltage reference is calibrated to give a choice of
either 10 mV/Mx or 5 mV/Mx, so that the p-axis scale of the _(F) plot can
be labeled directly in maxwells with a convenient scale factor (e.g., 1,
2, or 5 maxwells/division).
The output stage of the current driver is shown in
Fig. 35(b); it is unconventional for two reasons: (1) the average dc
output current of the SET pulse is large (up to 3.4A), and (2) reverse
current spikes and spikes in excess of the SET pulse amplitude had to be
avoided. The problem of the high magnitude of the current was solved by
having the current turned off by turning the transistor on. Since the
off time of the current was small, the problem of dissipation in the
collector was negligible. This technique also solved the problem of re-
verse current spikes on the output-current waveforms. In the case of
turning on the SET current (turning off the transistor), a small spike in
the CLEAN direction is obtained because of the input pulse feeding through
the collector capacitance to the output, but this is in tile CLEAR
9a
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direction and the core has just been cleared anyway, so the spike does
no harm. In turning off the SET current (turning on the transistor),
two effects prevent any significant spike from appearing on the SET cur-
rent before it turns off: (1) the transistor has a lower collector
capacitance because the voltage on it is high, and (2) the diode in the
collector circuit blocks the signal which comes through the collector
capacitance.
The step-by-step instructions to the operator of the
static @(F) plotter are as follows:
(i)
(2)
Wire and mount the core in the temperature-
controlled oven.
Determine the plotter _ and F scale factors
by traversing through the _(F) curve.
(3) Adjust /SET equal to ICLEAB"
(4) Null the flux reference and divide the
readings on the dials (arbitrary units)
by two.
(5)
(6)
(7
(8
(9
Set the flux reference dials to these new
values. _his setting corresponds to
= 0 and is used to locate the origin on
the graph paper.
Set ISET to zero and adjust the zero-X and
zero-g positions (/SET = 0; @ = 0) of the
plotter at the desired point (e.g., inter-
section of left edge of graph paper and a
grid line half way between top and bottom
of sheet).
Set /SET = 0 and null the flux reference.
Plot this point by depressing a foot pedal.
This point corresponds to -@r"
Increase /SET to the next desired value and
null the flux reference. Plot this point.
The value of the MMF, F, applied to the
core is /SET times the number of turns of
the SET winding (typicaliy two).
Bepeat Step (8) for as many points as de-
sired between ISET = 0 and the maximum ISET
available (3.4A for the equipment being
described).
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(10
(11
(12
(13
(14
(15
(16
Label the _ axis in maxwel[s, using tile
mV/Mx calibration factor of the flux
reference, the Y-axis gain of the plotter,
and the number of sense turns. Also label
tile F axis using the X-axis gain of the
plotter, the number of turns in the SET
winding, and the 1.00 _ value of the
monitor resistance.
From the resulting qS(F) plot determine the
absolute value of c_)r as read at the -q5 r
point. Using this value, mark the +q5
point on tile graph sheet.
Set the flux reference dials on zero, and
adjust the Y-axis zero position control to
position the plotter pen at tile +q5 r point.
This prepares the plotter for plotting the
elastic oh(F) curve in positive saturation
[the top of the qS(F) curve].
Remove all the CLEAR pulses from the pulse
program. This can be accomplished by
opening Switches Sw 1 and Sw 2 in Fig. 35(a).
Set I = 0, null tile flux reference, and
mark tile point. This puts a data point
a t ÷q5 r .
Increase I to the next desired value, null
the flux reference and mark the point.
Repeat Step (15) for as many values of I
as desired.
The specifications of the static _b(F) plotter are given
in Table II.
Table II(a)
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE CURRENT DRIVER IN THE STATIC _b(F) PLOTTER
CURRENT DRIVER
Maximum
Pulse Amplitude Pulse Duration Rise Time Fall Time
(amperes)
5 _s 0.5 _sSET
SET OFF-
DURATION
-.CUSAB(1 )
-CLEAR(2 )
+CLEAR
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4
16.7 ms (@ 60 pps)
50 _s
10 _s
10 _zs
10 tzs
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"Fable II(b)
SPECIFICATIONS OF TIlE FLUX REFERENCE IN TttE STATIC _(F) PLOTTER
FLUX REFERENCE
Maximum Flux Capacity:
Resolution:
Calibration Factor:
Integration Time Constant:
dc Output Calibration Factor:
Reference Core Oven Temperature:
40 units = 120 maxwell-turns
0.03 units = 0.1 maxwell-turns
3.60 maxwells/unit
50 _s
10 mV/maxwell or 5 mY/maxwell
55°C
ii. Measured Data
Measured data of the static @(F) curves of Cores A, B,
and C at T = -10°C, 25°C, 55°C, and 85°C are shown in Fig. 36. The cores
m
appear to be quite uniform. As F reaches the threshold value Fdi" , _ is
unstable and jumps to around -@r/3.
The computed static @(F) curves of Core A are drawn as
solid lines, and wiI1 be discussed later.
The experimental data of the static _(F) curve of each
core at each temperature were read on an OSCAR Model N-2 machine. The
output of this machine was a deck of punched cards for each core at a
given temperature. Each card contained the @ and F coordinates of one
point on the static @(F) curve. The cards in each deck were divided into
two groups: the first group included the data in the positive-saturation
region (for computation of Ha), and the second group included the data in
the nonsaturation region (for computation of Hq and Hn). The data at
negative saturation for 0 < F < F_ i" were ignored because they included
the inelastic Aq5 i (see Sec. I-A-4-c-i, p. 21).
iii. Computation
The value of @r is readily available from the experimental
static @(F) curve, @d(f). We assume that @s/@r = 1.i because such a
ratio has been found to yield a good agreement between computed and mea-
sured static @(F) curves for F _ 10F c Thus, the only static @(F) param-
eters that need to be computed are H , Hq, and H n.
A computer program for computation of H_, Hq, and H from
measured static @(F) data is given in Appendix B. The program is based
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oil curve fitting by minimization o1' _ error 2, where the error is the dif-
ference between _ba computed from Eqs. (82)-(82e) and the measured q5 a for
a given F value used in tile experiment. The experimental data in the
positive-saturation region are first used to compute the optimum value of
H a. The rest of the experimental data (excluding the points at negative
saturation for 0 _< F _< F_ in) are then used to compute the optimum values
of Hq and H n . The resulting values of Ha, Hq, and H n are then used to
compute q5d vs. the values of F used in the experiment.
The computer printout includes the values of the param-
eters determined at each iteration and a table of F, experimental _ba,
computed qSd, and the percentage error [1 - (_Dd,comp/_d,exp)] 100.
iv. Results
Computed static _(F) curves for Core A, which lie between
the curves of the other two cores, are compared with measured static _(F)
data at T = -]0°C, 25°C, 55°C, and 85°C in Fig. 36. It can be seen that
except in the region F2 in _< F < F¢, the agreement is quite satisfactory.
, and H ofIn Fig. 37 the parameters _r' _s' Ha' Hq,
Cores A, B, and C are plotted vs. temperature. Except for Ha, the uni-
formity of these parameters among the three tested cores is very good.
The nonuniformity of H a indicates that the elastic switching properties
of these cores differ from each other both in magnitude and in their
change with temperature. Part of this nonuniformity stems from differ-
ences in air flux due to variations in winding configuration.
As pointed out in Report 4 (p. 111), the squareness of the
static 4(F) curve may be measured by the ratio Hq/H : the smaller Hq/H,
is, the sharper is the _(F) wing, and so the more square is the _(F)
curve. The ratio Hq/H is around 1.16 throughout the temperature range.
This is in agreement with the results of Core K-1 (which is of the same
type as Cores A, B, and C) in Report 4, Fig. 39.
c. Dynamic Core Parameters
i. Experiment
The dynamic parameters are obtained from the measurement
of the @p(F) curve. The experiment and measurement procedure were de-
scribed in detail in Report 2, pp. 151-152 and in Report 3, p. 83.
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Basically, the core is first cleared by a negative CLEAt_ pulse, a positive
CLEAR pulse, and a negative CLEAI_ pulse. After clearing, the core is set
by a positive SET pulse of short rise time and constant amplitude F, and
the peak of the main _, _;, is recorded.
Three different current pulsers were used in this experiment:
(1) The negative CLEAR pulse was generated by paral-
leling six vacuum-tube current drivers (Digital
Equipment Corp., Model 50), and had a 0.1 #s
rise time, a 30 _ts width, and a 5A amplitude;
it was applied to a two-turn winding.
(2) The positive CLEAB pulse was generated by paral-
leling four transistor current drivers (Digital
Equipment Corp., Model 62), and }lad a 0.1 /_s
rise time, a 35 _zs width, and a 2A amplitude;
it was applied to a two-turn winding.
3) Tile SET pulse was generated by a vacuum-tube
driver (ltewlett-Packard, Model 214A), and had a
20 ns rise time, a 500 #s width, and a variable
amplitude; it was applied to a two-turn
w i nd i ng.
i. Measured Data
Measured _v(F) data for Cores A and B at T = -10°C, 25°C,
55°C, and 85°C are shown in Fig. 38. The uniformity of these curves is
good. The solid-line curves are computed q_v(F) curves of Core A, which
will be discussed later.
The measured data were transferred to punched cards, each
containing one (_p;F) point.card
iii. Computation
We have seen in Sec. I-A-4-c-ii, p. 25, that the curve
fitting of qSv(F) for F _ F_ 'in is divided into three regions: Region I,
F_ in ....<F < FuR ; Region II, FaR < F < FB; and Region III, F B < F. Nine
H
parameters are used in Eqs. (81): ka, vu, FaR' X, F0, v, F B, f"v' and F 0.
However, in order to achieve a continuity of @v(F), four constraints are
" /dF at the boundaryimposed on these parameters by equating q_v and c/5v = d@ v
F = FdB between Regions I and II and at the boundary F = F B between
|legions II and Ill. Therefore, only five parameters need to be determined.
FdB " F BThese were chosen to be , X, F0, v, and .
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ii
A computer program for determination of FdB, _, F o _, and
F B from measured Sp(F) data is given in Appendix C. The program is based on
least-mean-square curve fitting of Eqs. (81) to the measured data. Ini-
tially, the parameter values are guessed. The data of Region II are then
ii
used to compute _, F0, and u, and the data of Region III are used to compute
F B. If the new value of F B requires data transfer between the two regions,
the above computation is repeated until no such transfer is necessary. A
similar procedure was first attempted in determination of FdB. This attempt
failed (FdB was too large) because of the inadequacy of Region I curve fit-
ting. Since Regions II and III are much more important than Region I, this
ii
procedure was given up and it was assumed that FdB =I.IF 0 . Such an assumption
is tolerable because the value of FdB is not crucial at all (similarly, the
value of F 8 is not crucial). However, the values of _d and _d were based on
°s "1
the constraints @p(I) = @p(II) and @p(I) = @p(II) at F = FaB.
The resulting values of the parameters are used to compute
@p vs. the F values used in the experiment. The computer output includes
the values of the parameters determined at each iteration, and also a
table of F, $p exp' @p comp' and the percentage error
[1 - ($p .... p/_p,_xp)] • 100.
iv. Results
A comparison between computed and experimental @p(F) of
Core A at T = -10°C, 25°C, 55°C, and 85°C is made in Fig. 38(a). The
computed @p(F) curve of Core B is not shown because it is too close to
that of Core A to be distinguishable graphically.
The linear scale in Fig. 38(a) prohibits a meaningful
resolution for the experimental and the computed @p(F) at low F values.
In order to increase this resoIution, the experimental @p(F) of Cores A
and B and the computed @v(F) of Core A are redrawn in Fig. 38(b) using a
semilog scale.
ii
The threshold parameters F_ in , Fo, FdB , Fo, and F B of
Cores A and B are plotted vs. temperature in Fig. 39(a). Except for the
plot of FB, these plots are close to each other. The rest of the dynamic
parameters of Cores A and B are plotted vs. temperature in Fig. 39(b).
These plots are very close for Ud and po, are close enough for v and _,
but have a very poor uniformity for k d.
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'2. Inductor Parameters
Inductors L(o ), L(l ), and L
to determine their parameters.
(see Fig. 25) were tested in order2)
a . Experiment
The circuit for measuring the parameters of Inductor L is shown
in Fig. 40. A one-ohm resistance R 1 was added ill series with L for mea-
surement of tile current i through L. The flux linkage @ = fVLdt, where
V t is tile voltage across L, was measured by means of the R2-C integrator.
VOLTAGE
PULSE INPUT
¢
L_ +VL
RI= ID,
< R2 A
-- TO DUAL TRACE
-_ OSCILLOSCOPE
B
_..._ C
TA-5670-55
FIG. 40 A CIRCUIT FOR MEASUREMENT OF THE PARAMETERS
OF A NONLINEAR INDUCTOR
Using a dual-trace oscilloscope (Tektronix Model 541 with
Type CA plug-in unit), the waveforms i(t) and @(t) were superimposed and
and photographed. Such oscillograms were obtained for each of the three
inductors at T = -10°C, 25°C, 55 oC, and 85°C.
b. Measured Data
Typical i(t) and @(t) oscillograms [for Inductor L(1 ) at
T = 25°C] are shown in Fig. 41.
The values of i(t) and _b(t) were read from each oscillogram
at fixed time intervals on an OSCAB Model-J Machine. The data were
punched on cards.
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c. Computation
Appendix D gives a computer program for least-mean-square curve
fitting of Eq. (83) to the experimental _ vs. i. Each data point was
corrected for the voltage across the one-ohm measuring resistance and for
the integrator decay. The computer output includes the values of _sat,
Ico,, and L 0 determined at each iteration, and a table containing the ex-
perimental and computed _ and the
incremental inductance
L = (111)
Ai
d. Results
Machine-plotted results
of measured and computed incre-
mental inductance L vs. current i
for Inductors L(0 ), L(I ), and L(2 )
at T = -IO°C, 25°C, 55°C, and S5°C
are shown in Fig. 42. The dis-
persion of the experimental data
is primarily due to inaccuracy in
data reading.
Plots of the parameters_sat,
7 7 LL
:i{{ti!{it{ii{!{ 7
TB-5670-56
FIG. 41 EXPERIMENTAL i(t) AND _(t)
OSCILLOGRAMS OF A NONLINEAR
INDUCTOR. i scale = 0.1 A/major cliv.;
_b scale = 10.26 V/ss/major div.;
t scale = 0.5/1s/major div.
L0, and Ico n vs. temperature for the three tested inductors are shown in
Fig. 43. Whereas _sat and fcoa drop slightly with temperature, L 0
remains essentially constant as the temperature varies.
3. Diode Parameters
a. Forward Static Parameters
i. Experiment
The forward voltage-current characteristics of a diode
are determined simply by measuring the current through and the voltage
across the conducting diode. Pulses, rather than direct current, must
be applied in order to prevent the generation of excessive heat at the
high current levels.
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ii. Measured Data
Measured forward V-1 characteristics of the diode FD643
[Diode dl(2) in Fig. 25] are shown in Fig. 44(a) for T = -10°C, 25°C,
55°C, and 85°C. Since the resolution for low values of current is low,
the data are redrawn in Fig. 44(b) on a semilog scale. The solid lines
in both parts of Fig. 44 are computed forward V-I characteristics, and
will be discussed later.
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The measured data were punched oil cards. Almost identical
results were obtained for Diode d2(21 of Fig. 25.
iii. Computation
Appendix E gives a computer program for least-mean-square
curve fitting of Eq. (86) to the measured forward V vs. I data. The com-
puter output includes the parameter values determined at each iteration
and a table containing I, experimental V, computed V, and the percentage
error [1 - (gcomp/Vexp)l " 100.
iv. Results
Computed forward V vs. I of the tested diode [FD643 type;
Diode dl(2) in Fig. 25] are plotted on linear and semilog scale in Fig. 44
for four temperature values: -10°C, 25°C, 55°C, and 85°C. The agreement
between tile computed and measured V for given I values is within one
percent.
Static forward F-I parameters are plotted vs. temperature
in Fig. 45. From the average plot of _,d us T and from Eq. 8Sa) it is
found that on the average, ma = 1.86.
b. Reverse Static Parameter
i. Experiment
The leakage current V/R£_ was measured by varying a reverse-
biased V and measuring I with a picoammeter Keithley, Model 410).
ii. Measured Data
A typical reverse V-I characteristic of Diode d
T = 25°C is shown in Fig. 46.
1(2) at
iii. Results
From the slope of the reverse V-[ characteristic of
Diode d1(2) in Fig. 46 it is concluded that B£a = 6.05 109 f_ at
T = 25°C. Values of Rd) a at T = -10°C and T = 85°C were obtained in a
similar way. A plot of l_£d vs. temperature using a semilog scale is a
straight line, as shown in Fig. 47. Similar plots for R_j, and B_c of a
transistor will be discussed later.
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c. Dynamic Parameters
i. Experiment
The experiment for measuring the junction-capacitance Cjd
t,s. reverse-bias voltage g, and the diffusion-capacitance coefficient,
k is the same as the one for base-emitter or base-collector junction
d'
of a transistor; it is described in Sec. II-D-4-b, p. 127.
ii. Measured Data
Measured Cjd vs. reverse-biased V could not be fit to
Eq. (88). The value of Cjo d was approximately 1.5 pF'. As Cjd is decreased
below 1 pF, the stray capacitance is of the same order of magnitude as
Cjd. This may explain why Eq. (88) could not be fit to tile experimental
data.
The diffusion-capacitance constant ka was not measured; the
reason is given below.
iii. Besults
The value of Cjd was found to be of the order of 1 pF.
Inclusion of such a low value of capacitance in the diode model may do
more harm than good. If V d < 0 and Cjd is very small, then Vd [Eq. (90)]
may become spuriously high and cause a computational divergence. On the
other hand, if convergence is reached, Cjd is too small to have any appre-
ciable effect. For these reasons it was decided to neglect Cjd in the
model. For simplicity and since the diode capacitance is not crucial to
the circuit operation, it was decided to neglect the diffusion capacitance
Cdd as well.
4. Transistor Parameters
The static and dynamic parameters of Transistor T(2 ) in Fig. 25
oc(Fairchild, npn transistor Type 2N956) were determined at T = -10 , 25°C,
and 85°C. The experiments and the computation procedures for determina-
tion of these parameters are described next.
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a. Static Parameters
i. Experiment
The static parameters are I , 0 , Re, _i' and R_, for
the base-emitter junction, and I c , _ c, R , ft, , and R_¢ for the base-
collector junction; the base resistance, Rb, is common to both. By
reverse biasing one junction, the other junction may be tested as a
diode. The measurement associated with determination of the parameters
Is, 0,, R, and fl of each junction may be obtained by forward biasing
that junction; however, the current injected into the reverse-biased
junction must be accounted for. For measurement of the leakage resis-
tances R_, and B_, both junctions are reverse-biased. Let us examine
the relations between voltages and currents in each case separately.
Active-Region Experiment--A measurement circuit for a
transistor in the active region (emitter forward-biased, collector
reverse-biased) is shown in Fig. 48(a). Capital letters designate de
values. The base-emitter junction is forward-biased by a voltage pulse
of about 100 #s width and variable amplitude Vp. The use of a pulse,
rather than a direct voltage, is to prevent the generation of excessive
heat, which will change the parameter values (see the effect of tempera-
ture on the static parameters of a diode, Fig. 45). The base-collector
junction is reverse-biased by adc or pulse source, whose amplitude V r
is high enough to keep the collector reverse-biased, yet low enough to
avoid excessive heating. External resistances R B and R r serve to measure
I b and I , respectively.
Since the transistor is in a static state of the active
region, the equivalent circuit of Fig. 33 is simplified to the one shown
in Fig. 48(b). _,24 FoIlowing Eq. (91), and since I = I b + I¢,
Also,
VsE; = IbR b ÷ (I b ÷ Ic)B _ + _
Ic
Ib
In ÷ --
I
(112)
(113)
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Inverse-Begion Experiment--The measurement circuit is
similar to the one in Fig. 48(a), except that the functions of the emitter
and collector are interchanged: B r is in series with the emitter, the
emitter is reverse-biased by V and the collector is forward-biased by
r
the voltage pulse of amplitude Vp. The transistor is in a static state
of the inverse region. The equivalent circuit is identical with the one
in Fig. 48(b), except that I c =-Ilc and I t = -_iIl . Following Eq. (98),
and since lie = -I C = I b - Ie,
I ib - IelVBC = [6Rb + (Ib-I )B e + _ In 1 + - (114)
e mc i._, C
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It is likely that IbB b >> lie IBc; if this is the case, then
Ib - 4)VBC = Ib (B b * B ) + 8 In 1 +
c me f s c
Also,
Ie
fii -
Ib
(115)
(116)
Cutoff-Region Experiment--In order to determine the leakage
resistance B_e , the collector is reverse-biased by, say, 2 volts, and the
emitter is reverse-biased by a direct voltage whose amplitude V is varied,
and the reverse current and V are measured. Care must be taken to prevent
a thermal runaway. This measurement is repeated with the emitter and col-
lector interchanging function in order to determine B_ .
ii. Data Measurement
VBe(Ib,I c) Data--Using the measurement circuit in Fig. 48(a),
V r was adjusted to keep Vcm = 2 volts. Varying the amplitude _ of the
voltage pulse, the voltages Vp, VBE , and VCE were measured. Given Vp,
V r, Vse, VCE, B B, and Rr, the base and collector currents can be deter-
mined from the relations
Vp - VBE
I b - (117)
BB
and
V - VCE
I c - (118)
B r
The data of VBe vs. I b and I c will be curve-fitted by Eq. (112) in order
to determine Bb, Re, P,e, and Ise. The data of I b and I c will also be
used to determine 2, vs. I , Eq. (113).
Measured I b vs. Vse at T = -10°C, 25°C, and 85°C are shown
in Fig. 49(a) using a linear scale, and in Fig. 49(b) using a semilog
scale. The computed solid lines will be discussed later.
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VBC(Ib,I e) Data--The above experiment for determination
of VBE(Ib,I c) was repeated, except that the functions of the emitter and
collector were interchanged. The data of VBC vs. I b and I e will be
curve-fitted by Eq. (115) in order to determine Rb+ Bc, 0 c , and Isc.
In addition, a_ vs. I e will be obtained from these data and Eq. (116).
Measured I b vs. Vt_c at T = -10°C, 25°C, and 85°C are shown
in Fig. 49(a) using a linear scale, and in Fig. 49(b) using a semilog
scale. The computed solid line will be discussed later.
iii. Computation
It is desired to determine the static forward parameters
by least-mean-square fitting of Eq. (i12) to the measured Vme(Ib,I _)
data, and Eq. (i14) to the measured Vec(Ib,I _) data. We have encountered
a difficulty with this method: Since IbR b >> II IRe, Eq. (114) is re-
duced to Eq. (115), and the latter may be used to solve for the sum
Rb c = Bb + Bc (119)
rather than for B b and R individually. If the value of B b obtained by
fitting Eq. (112) to the measured Vee(Ib,I c data is smaller than Rbc,
then all is well. However, because of fitting error, this was not the
case. This difficulty was overcome by assuming that either R e = 0
(Case a) or R c = 0 (Case b , and computing the parameters in the follow-
ing order:
(1)
(2)
(3
By least-mean-square fitting of Eq. (115)
to the Vec(Ib,I _) data, optimum values of
Rbc, 0 , and I s are determined.
C
Assuming that R = 0 (Case a) the values
e J
of /?b, d9 , and I_ are determined by
least-mean-square fitting of Eq. (112) to
the VBe(Ib,I) data.
If R b < Rbc , then the values of R b , _,_,
and I_ computed in Step (2) are accepted,
and the computation is terminated. Other-
wise, it is assumed that R = 0 and
R_ --Rbc (Case b), and the values of R ,
0 and I are recomputed by least-mean-
me I S e
square fitting of Eq. (112) to the
VBE(Ib,I _ ) data.
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D
On the basis of these steps, a computer program for determination of (Jm
I s ,, B_, _ c' I= c' B, and Rb from the measured VBC(I b , I) and Vse(I b , I)
data was written, and is given in Appendix F.
The computer output first lists Rbc, _mc' and I=_ at each
iteration, and a table containing I e, I b, _i, experimental VBC, computed
VBC , and the percentage error [1 - (gBc,comp/VBC,exp)] " 100. This is
followed by listing Bb, Re, _9 _, and I=_ at each iteration, and a table
containing I c, Ib, fin' experimental VBE, computed VBE, and the percentage
- /VBe )] • 100error [1 (VBE,com p ,exp "
iv. Results
Machine-plotted experimental and computed I b vs. VSE and
VIc at T = -10°C, 25°C, and 85°C are compared with measured data in
Fig. 49. The agreement for I b vs. VBC is better than for I b vs. VtE,
probably because the effect of I in the latter is more appreciable than
the effect of I e in the former. The computation resulted in Bc = 0 (Case b).
The effect of temperature on the forward static parameters
of the transistor are shown in Fig. 50.
Plots of measured fin vs. I and fli vs. I are shown in
Figs. 51 and 52, respectively, for T = -10°C, 25 °C, and 85°C.
From the slopes of reverse V(I) data, it was found that
R£_ = 3.23 106 , 3.0 • 105 , and 5.48 103 megohms and R£e = 1.43 106 ,
2.0 • l05, and 5.0 • 103 megohms for T = -10°C, 25°C, and 85_C, respec-
tiveIy (see Fig. 47).
b. Dynamic Parameters
The dynamic parameters are those required to calculate the
base-emitter and base-collector diffusion capacitances, Cd¢ and Cd¢, and
the junction capacitances, Cj_ and Cj . Referring to Eqs. (93), (94),
(100), and (101), these parameters are k , Cio _, V_, N , k , Cjo _, V_,
and N.
Consider first the base-emitter capacitances. Since Cd_ and
Cj_ are in paraIIel (see Fig. 33), one capacitance can be measured di-
rectIy only if the other is negligible. Fortunately, each of these
conditions can be achieved quite simply. If the emitter junction is
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reverse biased (V e < 0), then, following Eq. (93), Cde is negligible.
On the other hand, if the emitter junction is forward biased (V > 0),
<< because the total emitter current is dominated by injectedthen Cie Cde
minority-carrier currents 2%_ (see p. 86). The base-emitter dynamic pa-
rameters are thus determined in the following sequence: First, the
emitter is reverse biased (cutoff region), and Cj_ is measured vs. V .
Second, the measured Cje(V e) data are used to determine the values of
Cjo_, V_, and N e. Third, the emitter is forward biased (active region)
at a fixed, positive value of V and the transient waveform of i (t) in
el ¢
response to a small step change in base current is recorded. Fourth, k
is computed on the basis of the effect of the emitter-base capacitance
on the time constant of it(t).
Similar conditions and a similar method hold for the measure-
ments of Cje and Cat
i. Measurement of Reverse-Biased Cje(V _) and Cjc(V c)
The circuit used for measuring Cj_ vs. V_ is shown in
Fig. 53. The collector was kept reverse-biased by a voltage source o1'
amplitude V r = 2 volts. The emitter was kept reverse-biased by a voltage
130
source of variable amplitude V. The three 1-megohm resistors were added
for isolation of tile transistor from the biasing voltage sources.
While V was varied, the base-emitter capacitance was mea-
sured directly with a capacitance meter (Tektronix Inc., Type 130 L-C
Meter). The peak-to-peak signal voltage of the capacitance should be as
low as possible. Since V = V and C >> C d the measured data obtained
are essentially Cje vs. V e
CAPACITANCE ]METER ]
I!\ /
I M.Q, I M_ I M_
+ V -- -Vr+
TA-5670-64
FIG. 53 A CIRCUIT FOR MEASURING
Cje vs. V e
The measurement of Cjc vs. Vc was performed in the same
manner as above, except that functions of the collector and emitter were
interchanged.
Measured data of C. vs. V and C.
]e e jc
Fig. 54 for T =-10°C, 25°C, and 85°C.
vs. V are plotted in
c
ii. Determination of the parameters of C and C
Je JC
A computer program for least-mean-square curve fitting of
Eqs. (94) and (101) to the measured data has not been written yet. Con-
sequently, the parameters of Cje and C7c were determined manually.
Determination of Cj0 e, V_¢, and N is described first.
The measured Cje vs. Ve data at each temperature in Fig. 54 were extrapo-
lated to the V = 0 axis in order to obtain Cjo _. The accuracy of such
131
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an extrapolation suffers from the nonlinearity of Cjt vs. Vt " This draw-
back may be overcome in two ways: first, by using a capacitance meter with a
low peak-to-peak signal voltage (e.g., 0.i volt), thus obtaining reliable
data close to the V = 0 axis, and second, by iterative determination of
e I/N
Cjot, V_, and N and a linear extrapolation of (I/Cj) _ vs. Vt.21
The values of V_t and N e were determined next. Physically,
V_t increases linearly with temperature T. 22 However, for simplicity,
V_e was assumed to be invariant with T. After trying several values of
V_t below 1 volt, it was found that reasonable N t values (between 1/3
and 1/2) were obtained for all temperatures if V_e = 0.6 volt.
A similar procedure was used to determine Cj0c, V_c, and
N_ from the measured C_c vs. Vc data. A value of V_c = 0.7 volt was
found to yield reasonable N values for all temperatures.
C
The resulting values of Cjo_, V_t Nt, Cjoc, V_¢, and N C
vs. temperature are quite linear, as shown in Fig. 55. The inaccuracy
of these results is mainly due to the assumption that V_e and V_ do not
vary with T. An alternative way to determine these parameters, which is
physically more rigorous, is to assume that N and N are invariant with
t C
T, and to obtain linear increases of V_e and V_c with T.
iii. Measurement of i (t) and it(t) time constants
The circuit for measuring the i (t) time constant is con-
sidered first and is shown in Fig. 56(a). The collector was reverse-
biased by a direct voltage of amplitude V r = 3 volts. A rectangular bias
base current, Ib, was generated by a voltage-pulse source in series with
a high resistance, B B = 10 k_. The transistor was thus in the active
region. The bias voltage was adjusted so that I c was equal to the value
for which fin is maximum (i.e., I _ 40 mA, Fig. 51). A rectangular cur-
rent pulse of amplitude AI b much smaller than I b was superimposed in the
middle of the bias base-current pulse. The waveforms of the bias and the
incremental base currents and the waveform of the resulting collector
current are shown in Fig. 56(b). The effective time constant T associ-
C
ated with the response of it(t) to AI b was measured. This was repeated
at three temperature values: -10°C, 25°C, and 85°C.
Measurements of T t associated with the response of it(t)
to AI b were performed in the same manner as described above, except that
the emitter and the collector interchanged functions.
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iv. Computation of k and k c
Computation of k is discussed first. The equivalent cir-
cuit of the measurement circuit in Fig. 56(a) is shown in Fig. 56(c).
Those elements in Fig. 33 which have a negligible effect on tile transistor
behavior in the active region have been omitted in Fig. 56(c).
By inspection of Fig. 56(c , the emitter and collector
currents are
a nd
where
i v = ii_ + (ce¢ , cj )v¢ (]20
i -- _ if C V (121c n ¢ j c c
ye/8 )if ¢ = Is _ e .... 1 (122
134
_ t t ib
:RB = IOK _RT= IOK
(O) MEASUREMENT CIRCUIT
/klb_l I
0.632 AI¢ _Aic
(hi BASE AND COLLECTOR CURRENT WAVEFORMS
I
-_-.=.
-- .,._._..Ve _ ÷
._vc__i co.i r_J_
_t Ib AIb ---_-Vr
(C) EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
TB-5570-$5
FIG. 56 A MEASUREMENT CIRCUIT FOR DETERMINATION
OF EMITTER DIFFUSION CAPACITANCE
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Differentiating Eq. (122) with respect to time and substituting
I s e " "" = Cd,/k"
from Eq. (93) gives
= _mek,. dire
Cd_ dt
(123)
Substituting Eq. (123) into Eq. (120) gives
Cj_ dif_
d
+ + '/_ k (124)i = if_ e _ dt
Since the emitter junction is forward biased (V > 0) the
e
emitter current is dominated by the minority-carrier currents that are
injected across the space-charge layer into the neutral emitter and base
<< (see .regions, 22 and we may assume that Cje Ca, pp 127 and 130) The
larger V is, the more justified is this assumption. Thus, Eq. (124)
may be simplified to
dire
i = i +k_
fe e _ dt
125
Substitution of Eqs. (121) and (125) into i b = i e - i e gives
dif_
i b = (1 an)ife + k _ + Cj V .
e me dt c c
126
By inspection of Fig. 56(a),
Hence,
V : i R - V + [XV b - BTAIC C r r
127
di e
V = R -- (128)
c r dt
136
and Eq. (121) becomes
1(if_ - i C B C (129)
an r,c _7/
Substitution of V [Eq. (128)], if_ [Eq. (129)], and
dif_/dt from Eq. (129) into Eq. (126) yields a solution of i (t) which
is too complex to be correlated with the experimental ic(t) waveform.
Furthermore, R r may be made very small by using a current probe in order
to observe the i (t) waveform. Hence the effect of the component C V
j C C
on if_ may be neglected, and we may substitute i/, = i /a n and
dif,/dt = (di /dt)/a into Eq. (126). By the additional substitution of
Eq. (128), Eq. (126) is reduced to
l-a (kS )dii b - i + e e + RrCja : a _ --_ (130)
n n
Initially (when the step AI b is appiied), i b = Ib, and so i (0) = fl Ib,
where _, = a /(1 - a ). The solution of Eq. (130) is, therefore,
where
-t/'r
c = _nIb ÷ flnhIb (1 - e c) , (131)
'7-
C ( ke_'e c)
= ft. _ + R_C i •
(132)
Referring to Fig. 56(b), w was determined experimentally
at the I¢ value for which _, is maximum. Hence,
and
(_n = _n max/(/_n ma + 1) = 1
, , X
k = R C (133)
r j_ (9
n ax me
Oscillograms of it(t) transient waveforms in response to
AI b at T = -10°C, 25°C, and 85°C are shown in Fig. 57. These waveforms
are not exactly exponential, since Eq. (131) is only an approximation.
At T = -10°C, for example _ = 0.1 _S _n max = 76.5 8 = 0.0459V and
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Cj0 _ = 54 pF; hence, following Eq. (133), k = 28.5 nF/A. Similarly,
it was found that k e = 19.3 and 13.9 nF/A for T = 25°C and 85°C,
respectively.
Determination of k¢ was obtained in the same way as that
of k , except that emitter and collector functions were interchanged.
Besulting values of k e and k c vs. temperature are shown
in Fig. 58. In the absence of more than three points for each case, the
dashed lines should be considered as rough guesses only. However, it
may be concluded from these data that for this 2N956 transistor, k c is
about 6,000 (at T = -10°C) to 12,000 (at T = 85°C) times larger than k ,
and that an increase in temperature causes k e to decrease much more than k c.
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5 . Summary
The experiments, the data measurement, and the computation methods
associated with determination of the parameter values of the various
devices in the binary counter have been described in the preceding sec-
tions. The resulting parameter values of the cores, resistors, inductors,
diode, and transistor at T = -10°C, 25°C, and 85°C are summarized in
"Fable III. (Cores 1 and 2 were referred to as Cores A and B, respectively,
in Sec. II-D-1.) These values will be used in the computer analysis, which
is our next topic. Tile sign-S column will be discussed later.
E. Computer Analysis
Tile development of a computer program for analyzing the four modes of
operation of the binary counter will now be described. This program is an
extension of the computer analysis of Mode I only in Beport 4. The com-
puted results will be compared with experimental data in each of the four
modes of operation under three conditions: T = 25°C and V = 28 volts
$
(nominal), T = -10°C and V = 15 volts (extreme low), and T = 85°C and
$
V$ = 50 volts extreme high).
I. Circult Equations
The basic circuit equations for Mode I of operation were derived in
Beport 4, pp. 56-61. These equations will now be extended into a general
form, and thus be applicable in any mode of operation. We shall derive
these circuit equations for the second stage of the binary counter. For
this reason, the time variables of the second stage only are designated
in Fig. 25, p. 69.
By inspection of Fig. 25, the net MMFs acting on Cores 1 and 2 are
and
F 1 = N$1i $ + NBli d +Ncli c - NcLicL
F 2 = Ns2i $ - NB2i d - N 2 i¢
(134)
(135)
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Table III
DEVICE PARAMETER VALUES (IN MKS UNITS) vs. TEMPERATURE AND THE SIGN S
OF A CHANGE IN TIlE PARAMETER VALUE WHICH INCREASES V
s,min
OF A CORE-DIODE-TRANSISTOR BINARY COUNTER
Core 1
Core 2
DEVICE
lil
l
ol
_Sr 1
Windings
<bs1
Ha l
Hq,
Hn 1
Hdl
Pd 1
FdB 1
X1
Pl
F01
Pp1
li2
lo2
_)r2
_5s2
Ha 2
Sq2
Ha 2
Xd2
Ud2
FaB2
F'_2
X2
u 2
FB 2
F02
Pp 2
N
sl
Ns2
NB1
NB2
N
cl
Nc 2
NeE
T = -10°C
5.59 • 10 -3
7.98 " 10 -3
7.47 " 10 -8
8.217 • 10 -8
405. 096
52.094
44.847
7.7657
3.8851
0.5000
0.4348
0.5618
1.2689
1.126i
0. 5813
0.6455
5.59 " i0 -3
7.98 " 10 .3
7.525 • 10 -8
8.2775 " 10 -8
509. 094
51.302
43.118
29.64
4.70
0.4691
0.4079
0.6148
1. 4762
O. 8883
0.56 29
0.6401
11
12
16
20
12
12
5
PARAMETER VALUE
T=25°C
5.59 • i0-3
7.98 " i0-3
6.52 ' i0-8
7.17 • i0-8
306.885
40.809
36. 003
11 .4541
3.7095
0.3917
0. 3406
0. 6023
1.2667
0.8701
0.4521
0.6439
5.59 " 10 .3
7.98 " 10 .3
6.555 • i0-8
7.2105 " 10 -8
422.415
39.986
34.642
20.62
4.05
0.3714
O. 3230
0. 6594
1. 4223
O. 747 4
0. 4490
0.6531
11
12
16
2O
12
12
5
T = 85°C
5.59 ' 10 -3 +
7.98 ' 10 -3 +
5.O65 " 10 .8
5.5715 • 10 .8 -
101.516 +
21.718 +
18.839 +
10.6233
3.1159
0.2168 +
0.1885 +
0.6t 96
1.2583
0.7660 +
0.3071 +
0.6765
5.59 " 10 -3 +
7.98 " 10 -3 +
5.095 ' i0 -8 -
5.6045 10.8 -
127.337 +
21.157 +
17.817 +
17.95
3.41
0. 2228 +
0. 1937 +
0.6301
1. 2312
0.8254 4-
0. 3124 +
0. 6976
11 +
12
16
20
12 +
12
5
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Table III (Concluded)
DEVICE
Resi stors
Inductors
Diode
Transistor
R
1(o)
RI(1)
R
1(2)
B 2
PARAMETER VALUE
T = -10°C
104.75
104.75
105.0
206.4
T = 25°C
104. 3
104. 3
104.7
205. 3
T = 85°C
R 3
R 4
L o(o)
I
con(O)
L
0(I)
I
con(l)
L0(2)
I
con(2)
Isd
OMd
R a
Ise
C
70e
%
N e
ke
%
R
I$c
_C
Cj Oc
N c
k
C
B
B&
C
R b
0. 293
0. 457
0.3260 • 10 -3
0. 1451
0.3529 • 10 -3
0. 1607
0.3442 • 10-3
0. 1469
0.1307 • 10 -9
0. 0420
200 • 109
0. 382
1.01" 10 -9
0. 0459
54.0" 10 -12
0.6
0. 334
28. 446 " 10-9
1430 • 109
0.429
0.0183" 10 -9
0.0375
62.0" 10 -12
0.7
0. 442
1.729" 10 -4
323O" 10 9
O. 000
0. 490
0. 340
0. 530
0.3311 " 10 -3
0. 1340
0.3655 " 10 -3
0. 1419
0.3614 " 10-3
0. 1356
q.7465 " 10 -9
0. 0502
6.05 " 10 9
0. 360
54.01" 10 -9
0. 0543
57.0" 10 -12
0.6
0. 351
19. 343 " 10 -9
200 • 10 9
0. 430
2. 1964 • 10-9
0. 0450
65.0 " 10 -12
0.7
0. 452
1. 543 " 10 -4
300" 109
0. 000
0. 527
105.75 0
105.75 0
106.3 0
208. 1
0. 420 0
0.655 *
0.3190 • 10 -3 0
O. 1224 0
0.3469 " 10 -3 0
0. 1331 0
0.3362 " 10 -3 0
0. 12q2 0
242.2 • 10 -9 +
0.0553
0.0125" 109 -
0.415
3317.78 " 10-9 -
O. 0659 *
62.O" 10 -12
0.6 +
0. 364 ÷
13. 888 " 10 -9
5.0" 10 9
0. 450 *
237. 6442 " 10 -9 +
0.0531
70.0" 10 -12 -
0.7
O. 475 +
1. 706 " 10 -4 -
5.48 • 10 9 -
O. 000 *
0.652 *
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Tile core model to be applied is expressed in Eqs. (78) through (82).
Following Eq. (78), the q_ of each core is composed of an elastic com-
ponent _e, and an inelastic component @inel; thus,
@2 = @62 + gine 1(F2'@2 ) ' 137)
where, following Eq. (79), @El = cF1 and @e2 = _F2' and where
@i_el(fl,_51) and @inel(f2,42 ) are each evaluated by the use of Eqs. (80)
through (82).
By inspection of the loops containing inductors in Fig. 25, each of
the drive currents iL, iCL , and i c may be described by a general loop
equation,
V N@ + B 1 i + L di
= -- + V L , (138)
dt
in which i, V, N@, R1, L, and V L corresponding to each drive current are
given in Table IV. Since the voltage across Diode d2(2) is much smaller
than any other term in the corresponding loop equation, it need not be
exact and is approximated by iLB d + 0.6 volt. For the same reason, the
sum of the voltages across Core D and the collector and emitter of
Transistor T(0 ) is approximated by 1.0 volt. These approximations will
simplify the computer analysis without damaging the accuracy of the
computed results.
Table IV
VALUES OR EXPRESSIONS FOR THE TERMS IN THE GENERAL
LOOP EQUATION CORRESPONDING TO EACH DRIVE CURRENT
v N$
i L O Nsl$1 + Ns2$ 2
iCL V s -NcL_ 1
• °
i c Vs Ncl_l Nc2_2
R 1 L V L
BI(1) + R d L(1 ) 0.6 + isB 3
Bl(o) L(O ) 1.0
P1(2) L(2) VCE
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The values of L(0 ), L(1 ), and L(2 ), which are to be used in Eq. (138),
are determined as functions of iCL, i L, and ic, respectively, by using the
nonlinear inductor model, Eq. (84).
There are two more loop equations associated with the second stage,
which apply to all four modes of operation:
and
f = NB2_ 2 - NBI(_I - Vpn - idB 4 = 0 (139)
= Ns2qb2 + Nslq_ 1 + isR 3 - R2(i L - i ) = 0 (140)
The voltage Vp, appears across Diode dl(2) in parallel with the base
In Modes I, II, and IV, and in the be-
and emitter of Transistor T(2 ).
, > 0, and so the transistor is cut off while theginning of Mode III Vpn
diode is conducting; hence, Vpn is evaluated by ignoring the transistor
and considering the forward characteristics of the diode [Eqs. (85)
through (90)]. On the other hand, in Mode III (except in the beginning),
V < 0, and so the diode is reverse-biased while the transistor is
pn
either in the active region or in saturation; hence, Vp, is evaluated by
ignoring the diode and considering the transistor model [Eqs. (91)
through (108)].
Equations (134) through (140) plus the core, inductor, diode, and
transistor models [Eqs. (79) through (108)] will be used to obtain the
numerical solution of all the time variables. This solution employs a
simple predictor-corrector integration method and the Newton-Raphson
method for the transcendental solution of Eqs. (139) and (140). The ap-
plications of both methods are discussed next.
2. Computation Methods
a. A Simple Predictor-Corrector Integration Method
In the circuit analysis above, eight variables have been ex-
pressed in a differential form: _ and ¢2 [Eq. (80)]; i t , icL, and i c
[Eq. (138) and Table IV]; V a [Eq. (gO)]; V [Eq. (96)]; and V [Eq. (103)].
The differential equation describing each of these time variables is non-
linear, and will therefore be solved numerically. It was concluded in
Report 4 (pp. 68-70) that for this circuit, the results obtained by using
a simple predictor-corrector integration method (Report 4, p. 61) are
144
essentially identical with the results obtained by using the more sophis-
ticated Runge-Kutta and Adams methods (Beport 4, p. 67). Following this
conclusion, we shall use the former.
Letting y stand for @1, _2, iL, iCL' ic' Vd' V , and V at
time t, assume that Y(-2), Y(-1), and Y(-1) are known, where the sub-
scripts (-2) and (-1) indicate values at times (t - 2At) and (t At),
respectively, and At is a short time increment. First, y is predicted
from the integration formula
Y = Y(-2) + 2Ate(_]) (141
A correction for y is then obtained, using the differential equation
= f(y) (142
and the integration formula
Y = Y(-1) + 0.5At[y ÷ y(__)] (143
The various time variables depend on one another. Therefore
after Eq. (141) is applied to each variable, the iterative computation
of these variables should be performed sequentially in a loop, until a
general convergence is achieved. Within each computation cycle of this
major loop, one may be tempted to iterate Eqs. (142) and (143) in a
minor loop until convergence is achieved for one variable, before pro-
ceeding to do the same for another. Compared with the method of compu-
tation where no minor-loop convergence of one variable at a time is
allowed, this method is not only more costly, but may also result in a
wrong convergence of an individual variable. Such a danger exists if
the values of the other variables are not close to their true values.
In conclusion, following the application of Eq. (141) to all variables,
Eqs. (142) and (143) will be applied to each variable only once within
each computation cycle. The computation cycle will be repeated until
convergence is reached for the entire system of time variables.
In order to achieve convergence, Aty should be much smaller
than y; hence, At should be much smaller than ly/f(y)l. It turns out
that a reasonable value of At (from the point of view of computation
145
cost) satisfies this condition for all variables, except V d. Substituting
Vd/
Eq. (85) into Eq• (90), and since Vd/R._d << i and e 9"a >> 1, we obtain
V d
i - Isd evd/_r_a
Cad + Cjd
(144)
where Cdd and Cjd are expressed in Eqs (87 and (88) as functions of V d .
• Vd/@md t
Hence, At should be much smaller than (Cad + Cjd)Vdfli - I_de
The total capacitance (Cad + Cjd) of a d 1 diode used in this binary-counte
circuit was found to be very small (around 1 pF). Consequently, the At
required to achieve convergence is small enough to increase the cost of
computation appreciably. Since such a small capacitance has a negligible
effect on V a and i d and since i d >> Va/R,_a , Eqs. (89) and (90), when ap-
plied to a d 1 diode, are reduced to
V = idB + Inpn d _md
(145)
As expected, Eq. (145) is essentially identical with Eq. (86), which de-
scribes the static V-I characteristic of a diode• In conclusion, the
value of V in Eq. (139) will be computed from Eq. (145) in Modes I, II,
pn
and IV and in the beginning of Mode III, whereas in Mode III (except the
beginning), Vpn will be computed by appIying Eqs. (142) and (143) to the
dynamic model of the transistor, Eqs. (91) through (108).
b. Newton-Raphson Method for Transcendental Solution
of Currents
As described above, each of tile integrable time variables (@1,
_2, it' icL' ic' Vd' V , and V ) is predicted initially by using Eq. (141 ,
and then corrected by applying Eqs. (142) and (143) once in every cycle of
computation. Substituting these values into Eqs. (134) through (138),
Eqs. (139) and (140) become two transcendental equations with currents i a
and i as unknowns. These will be solved by the use of Newton-Raphson
method of successive approximation. _ At the end of each computation cycle,
corrections gi a and _i s are added to the values of i a and i s , respectively,
of tile previous computation cycle (see Report 4, p. 60), where
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and
and where
(,
= -- __ - g
Sis D f Di d
D
146
147
148
If f (or g) is oscillatory, the correction for i d (or i
0.58i s ).
s) is 0.58id(or
Differentiation of Eqs. (134) through (137), (139), and (140
with respect to i d and i s gives
_f
2 ", + V'
= -(NB22@'2 + NBI*I + t{4 pn
d
(149
_g
• t
= N22_2s + N2lqb'ls + R2 + B3 (150
and
Df 3g
?i s _i d
- N, 2N_2qS' 2 - NslNe,_; (151
where 4; = d41/dF 1, 4' 2 = d42/dF 2, and V'
pn
Let us consider 4; and 4; first.
= dVpn/di a .
Following Eq. (78),
• I
where 4' e = d4e/dF and 4_n_ I = d4inel/dF. Approximating F by
[F - F(_ ll]/At, the derivative of Eq. (79) with respect to F becomes
At ' (153
where e = ¢(F) [Eq. (79a)] Differentiating Eq. (80) with respect to F,
we get
147
2_b +4b -qDd_ I
"-h--I (2<#+ ¢_ - Cd)(<D+ ¢>)
(¢s + Cd)3
!
4_d , (154
!
where _p" = dCp/dF and @d = d@d/dF" thus, following Eq. 81),
• i
_p
0 if 0 <__F <F__ n
_dYd(F - F_in) vd-1 if F_ in <_ F <_ FdB
II
L v (F - F0 )v-1 if FdB < F _< F B
pp if FB 2 F
(155
and, following Eq. (82),
I F -f1 a lo 1 1
ft d n'
L
- ..71 +e
H (l o - li) q
(r- VoTCp:D.z,,J
mif F < Fdin
if F_ TM < F < H_in[
-- -- o
if H_in/o <F
(156
The expressions for V' are considered next. As explained
pn
previously, in Modes I, II, and IV and in the beginning of Mode III,
Vp. is expressed by Eq. (145), and so its derivative with respect to _d
is simply
dV 0
md
V' - P_ = B a + (157
pn di d i d + I_ d
148
D
During Mode III (except the beginning) determination of Vpn, and thus also
of V' is more complex. Differentiating the combination of Eqs. (95) and
pn _
(97) with respect to i_, and substituting i_ = i - ic, we get
di e
1 +B
" dVdVBe
' - - V' = R + (158)
VBe di _ _ cv. b di di
dV dV
e e
Note that V' = ' = and i = -i a The expression forpn VB_ because VBE -Vpn b •
di /dV is derived by substituting Eqs. (91), (93), (94), and (98) into
Eq. (96) and differentiating the latter with respect to V . Substituting
the approximations
dl ) _ V _ 1 1 " --
and
dV bV V - V
c c c c(-1)
=
dV AV V - V
e e e e(-1)
into the resulting expression for di /dV , the latter becomes
where
v /8
I e ' "" (Ca +Cj ) _) ""
i' s_ i _ e _ 1) _Ise4- -- + --- " 4.
(159)
N Cj, ). (160)
Applying similar substitution, differentiation, and approximation to the
collector junction, Eqs. (98) through (104) and Eq. (91 , result in
V lO
di anle
dV _
Vc - Vc (- I )
t
c Ve _ V (_1)
(161)
149
where
3. Computer Program
The development of a computer program for analyzing the four modes
of operation of the core-diode-transistor binary counter was based on
the circuit equations in Sec. E-1 and on tile computation methods in
Sec. E-2. The program is given in Appendix G. We shall first describe
the features of this program, then outline its organization, and finally
outline the computation steps at each time increment.
a. Program Features
The core and circuit parameters are read in from a deck of
input-data cards which corresponds to a fixed temperature and a specific
performance feature. Card decks for different temperature values differ
from each other primarily in having different nominal parameter values
(see Table III). Usually, evaluation of a specific performance feature
is the main objective of the computer analysis. For example, tile per-
formance feature may be tile minimum supply voltage V min' the maximum
supply voltage Vs,max, the maximum operation speed, etc. In the program
shown in Appendix G, V is the performance feature This choice is
s,min
based on the experimental observation that V min is determined by a
failure in circuit performance (see Fig. 27), whereas V .... is deter-
mined by Vce exceeding the specified Vce.max of the transistor, rather
than by operation failure (see Fig. 2q).
Each of the input-data cards corresponds to a single parameter
and includes tile following: the nominal value P at the given tempera-
Lure; the maximum percentage deviation from the nominal value dma x (due
to manufacturing nonuniformity, aging, etc.); and the sign S of a change
in the parameter value which causes a specific circuit-performance fea-
ture to become worse. The value P of each parameter to be used in the
analysis is then computed from the relation
dmax_
P = Pn_ *S 100/ 103)
W
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Since every parameter is assigned its worst value, a worst-case analysis
is thus likely to be achieved. Only a slight change in the computer
program will be required in future if a different method guaranteeing a
worst-case analysis is developed. The values of Pn, dmax, and S are
printed out at the outset of the computation.
After setting the core and circuit parameters, the initial values
of the time variables in Mode I must be established before running the com-
putation through the four modes of operation. These initial values are
zero for all time variables, except for _i and _2 and for the fact that
VCE = -V c = V s. Referring to Fig. 25, NCL is considerably smaller than
N 2 because Nct is Iimited by flux unsetting during Mode II (see Fig. 29),
whereas no such limitation is imposed on Nc2. In fact, referring to
Table III, N z = 12 and Nct= 5. As a result of this condition, the MMF
pulse Nc2i c is capable of switching Core 2 to essentially negative satura-
tion for V > V • in contrast theMMF pulse Nctict is not large enough to
s -- s,min'
switch Core 1 to negative saturation if V s is around Vs,mi n . Consequently,
whereas the initial value of _2' _20I, may be assumed to be -4r , the initial
value of _l' @10I' must be computed. Referring to Fig. 27, if the composite
duration of the ict pulses during Modes II-1 and II-2 were long enough to
complete switching toa point on the static 4d(f) curve of Core l, then _10T
could beevaluated transcendentally by using Eq. (82). This, however, is not
the case for two reasons: First the lower the value of V is the lower is
the amplitude of icL, and so the longer is the required pulse duration for
complete switching. Second, as explained in Fig. 28, lowering V s causes the
duration of Submode III-B, TIII_B, to shorten, and as a result the duration
of the i pulse becomes shorter. Fortunately, exact determination of @10I
for any value of V s can be achieved quite simply by adding a computation
run through preliminary Modes IV-1 and IV-2, to be referred to as Modes 0-1
and 0-2, before the computation of Modes I-IV is begun. Assuming that
initially (beginning of the preiiminary Mode 0-1) @1 = @r and @2 = -_r'
the time variables during Mode 0-1 and Mode 0-2 are computed; the final
values of _1 and _2, then, serve as the initial values, _i0I and 420I, of
Mode I.
After establishing the initial conditions of Mode I, computation
of the time variables vs. time proceeds along Modes I, If-l, II-2, III,
IV-I, and IV-2. The final @i and _2 values of one mode become the initial
@i and @2 values of the following mode. The time increment At is not con-
stant, but rather dependent on the convergence conditions. Generally, &t
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in Modes II and IV is longer than &t in Mode I, and the latter is longer
than &t in Mode III. Furthermore, At within a given mode may be changed
according to the convergence condition.
At each time increment ht, the time variables are solved for
by applying the computation methods of Eqs. (141) through (162) to the
basic circuit equations, Eqs. (134) through (140), and the device models,
Eqs. (79) through (108). This numerical solution is carried out within
a PROCEDURE called INCBEMENT, which may be regarded as the heart of the
entire program.
The main program includes the instructions for reading in the
input-data cards and setting the value of F s. It also includes the frame-
work for the computation in each mode, in which instructions are given for
establishing the initial conditions, establishing At, calling PBOCEDURE
INCHEMENT, printing circuit-failure messages, and switching to the next
mode.
The value of Vs, min for a given temperature and performance fea-
ture is determined by the computer in the following manner: a low value
of g s is set, and the computation for successive modes is performed. If
there is a failure in Mode III because the transistor either turns off in
Submode III-C or does not turn on at all, tile computation with the assumed
g s terminates, g s is increased by hg , and a new computation is performed
from the beginning. This computation is repeated until the transistor
stays on properly during Mode III, in which case the computation in
Modes IV-1 and IV-2 is completed; the corresponding V s value is regarded
as V A similar algorithm can be built into the program in order to• rain"
compute g s
am_X
b. Program Outline
The computer-analysis program of the core-diode-transistor
binary counter is given in Appendix G. The outline of this program is
as follows:
(1) Declare
(A)
(B)
the global identifiers
the lists:
LIST2 (temperature, V , IL, and T )
LIST3 (time variables).
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(2)
(C) the formats:
FMT2 (for LIST2);
FMT3 (for LIST3 ) ;
FMT4 (heading for output time variables);
FMT5 (" Mode") ;
FLAG1 ("spurious transistor turn-on");
FLAG2 ("spurious transistor turn-off");
FLAG3 ("Maximum collector-emitter voltage
exceeded") ;
FLAG4 ("No transistor turn-on in Mode3").
Declare the PROCEDUREs whose names and functions are as follows:
TRANSFER (N, A, B)
Transfer the values of N identifiers from
Array A to Array B.
PR I NT OUT
Print output variables (LIST3) every nth At.
At the end of a page, print computation time,
skip page, and print output heading (FMT4).
Fill PLOT arrays with the values of time
variables and time, each multiplied by its
own scale factor, every mth ht (m differs
among modes).
PRINTHEAD
On a new page print Mode number, output
heading (FMT4), and initial values of output
variables (LIST3
INTERPOL (POINTS l ICC BET, COEF)
Compute the coefficients of a third-degree
polynomial for every four experimental
points of fin vs. I c (or _i vs. I ), which
are to be used in the interpolation of _n
(or _).
BETA (IC, P, COEF, ICC, BET, POINTS)
Interpolate fin for given I c (or _i for
given I).
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PItIDOTE (F, FM1, EPS, PItlDOTEPB)
Compute _e = _ [F -F(_ 1)I/At and @'e = e/At.
PHIDOT (F, PHI, LI, LO, PHIFI, PHIS, HA, HQ, HTH, HN,
LAMBDAD, NUD, FDB, FOPP, LAMBDA, NU, FB, FO, BOP,
F12, F23, Vl, V2, PHIBOTPBIME)
For given F and _b (both of arbitrary sign),
compute _d [Eq..(82)]; qb'd [Eq. !156)];
qSp [E.q. (81);; qS; [Eq. (155)]; _+in_l [Eq. (30)];
and _binel [Eq .(i54)] If _ >__4_d, then
inel = 0 and qSinel = 0.
I (V, VL, II, IM1, IDOTM1, NPHIDOT, B1, LO, ICON, IDOT)
For a loop that includes a nonlinear inductance,
compute once (no iteration) L [Eq. (84)];
di/dt [Eq. (138)]; and i [Eq. (143)1. / cannot
be negative.
V (I, VJ_ VM1, VDOTM1, IS, THETAM, CJO, VCPOT, N, K,
BL, CJ, CD, ISF, VDOT, IPB)
For given current i and voltage V of a base-
emitt r (or base-collector) junction, compute
I e v/_'', C [Eq. (94) or E.q. (101)]', C d
[Eq. (93) or Eq. (100)]; V [Eq. (96) or v/o
Eq. (103)]. Correct V [Eq. (143)] and I e ",
and compute i' [Eq. (160) or Eq. (162)].
INCBEMENT*
Compute every time variable y and its derivative
at a given time increment from the values of
Y(-1) Y(-_) and Y(-21 and the circuit equations[Eqs.'(134 through (140)] by applying the device
models [Eqs. (79) through (108)], the predictor-
corrector integration method [Eqs. (141) through
(143)], and the Newton-Baphson iterative method
[Eqs. (146) through (151)].
(3) Proceed with the MAIN PROGRAM:
(A) Read in the deck of input-data cards correspond-
ing to given temperature and performance feature.
(Each card contains the data for one parameter:
The computation steps are outlined in Sec. II-E-3-c,_ p. 159.
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(B)
(c)
(D)
and
t@l 2 =
nominal value, maximum percentage deviation,
and worst-case differential sign.) Compute
the worst-case parameter value [Eq. (163)].
Print the above data in a table, and verify
by listing the corresponding global parameters
and their values.
Compute the following auxiliary parameters for
each of the two cores: H [Eq. (82e)]" H min
[Eq. (82d)]; f_ in [Eq. (82c)]; F23 = H_lnlo;
V 1 [Eq. (82a)]; V 2 [Eq. (82b)]; and
[Eq. (79a)].
For each specified value of Vs, perform the
following all-mode computation:
1. Determine Tr, IL, and the maximum slope
of im(t).
2. Compute average values for i and _1 in
Mode I, using the relations isee Report 4,
p. 62)
R2 + 0"6ppl (N_l s2
0.6pplNB2 [(Ns lNB2 + Ns 2NBI ) I s - (NB1 +NB2)F_] - 0.7NB1
°
NA
Establish a "negligible vaIue"
NV
for _1 and _2
= O. 001@12
Establish and print the values of the
time variables after the completion of
each of the modes:
(i) Subtract /x_e(F 1 ) from @1 and
A@E2(F 2 ) from @2' where, following
Eqs. (79a) and (82a) [see Eq. (30)
in Report 1 (p. 19)],
( Zo+ I 1): Fv + FIli
(164
(165
(166
(167
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.Make sure that final I+l I ! +rl
and final t+21 ! +r 2
(ii) Set Vc_ = -V = VC $
(iii) Set all other variables to zero.
Perform the computation steps outlined next
for each mode of operation in the following
order: Mode 0 (repeated twice); Mode I;
Mode II (repeated twice), Mode III; Mode IV
(repeated twice):
Mode 0
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
Mode I
(i
(ii
(iii
Set the initial flux levels 41 = 4 r
and 42 = -4 r for Mode 0-1 only.
Compute approximate switching time,
_ = 24_1NB1/0.7.
Set At = _/150.
Call PRINTHEAD PROCEDURE.
For every At until termination:
Set t = t(_l) + At.
Call INCREMENT PROCEDURE.
Call PRINTOUT PROCEDURE.
Terminate Mode 0 when i_,_; and _2
are negligible (i._. , I < NV
and 1¢2. < NV) for 30 At's or if
_l and 42 are negligible at least
once and 41 < -0.14rl
Compute approximate switching time,
=24 /$
s rl 12
Call PRINTHEAD PROCEDURE.
For every At until termination:.
f _/300 if t < T
T/60 if t >__T_
Set At = 1 11
v-s 30 otherwise
Set t = t(-1) + At
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(iv)
Mode I I
(i)
(ii
(iii
(iv
v
Mode III
(i
(ii
(iii
(iv
Call INCREMENT PROCEDURE.
If VCE > VCe,max print FLAG3.
Call PRINTOUT PROCEDURE.
If VCE < 1.0 volt, print FLAG1.
Terminate Mode I when @1 and @2
are negligible for 30 At's or
at least once
and +1 > -0.9+rl
Compute approximate switching time,
r = 2+r:N_:/'O.7.
Set At = rs/150
Call PRINTHEAD PROCEDURE.
For every At until termination:
Set t = t(_l) + At
Call INCREMENT PROCEDURE.
Call PRINTOUT PROCEDURE.
Terminate Mode II when _1 and $2
are negligible for 30 At's or at
least once
and +1 < -0"l+rl
Compute approximate switching time,
= 2+ /$
s rl 12
Call PROCEDURE INTERPOL twice,
once for fin vs. I c and once for
fli vs. I.
Call PRINTHEAD PROCEDURE.
For every At until termination:
Set At =
7-/300 if t < 2T or
(+l > +rl and +2 > 0"8_r2) or
(+1 > +rl and +2 < "_r2 )
%/100 otherwise.
Decrease At by a factor of, say,
2.5, if convergence may fail.
Set t = t(_l) + At
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(E)
Determine the time T when the tran-
sistor is on and the diode is off,
< -0 1 volt Whilee.g., when Vpn . .
the transistor is on (t > T_),
call |'BOCEI)UBE BETA twice, once for
/3 vs. i , and once for /3 vs i •
n c i " e
Compute 0_ = fin (1 + /3 n) and
Ca I I INCREMENT PBOCEDUBE.
Mode IV
(V
If ¢2 > 0 < ¢1 and Vce > 5V , then the
operation fails due to transistor
turn-off; print FLAG2 and terminate
the computation for the given V s value.
Call PRINTOUT PROCEDURE.
Terminate Mode Ill when (q_t and @2 are
negligible for 30 At's or at loast
once and ¢1 > 0 > 4 2 ) or
(q51 > _brl and q52 < -1.2_6r2) or
(_b 1 > qSrl and dp2 < -_b 2 and VCE > V ) or
(i c < 1 mA and _b1 > 0 > _b2)
If there is no transistor turn-on in
Mode III, print FLAG4 and terminate the
computation for the given V value.
(i
(ii
(iii
(iv
Compute approximate switching time,
r = 2_1N81/0.7.
$
Set At = 7/150
Call PBINTHEAD PROCEDURE.
For every At until termination:
Set t = t (-1) + At
Ca 11 INCREMENT PROCEDURE.
Call PRINTOUT PROCEDURE.
(v) Terminate Mode IV when @1 and _2 are
negligible for 30 At's or at least
once and _1 < -0"1@_1
Repeat the above all-mode computation in Step (D)
until four modes are executed without failure.
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c. Outline for PROCEDURE INCREMENT
As explained previously, the heart of the computer program is
the INCREMENT PROCEDURE, where the computation of the time variables is
carried out at each time increment, At. The outline of this PROCEDURE
is as follows:
(A) Lower the At index of the time variables:
B)
o Set y (-2), Y ( 1 )' and y (-1) [Eqs. (141)
through (143)_.equal to the values of
Y(-1), Y, and y, respectively, of the
previous At, where y = ¢1, ¢2, it (in
every mode); icr (in Modes 0, II, and IV);
i V e V (in Mode III, transistor on)
° Set Y(-2) equal to previous Y(-1) for
y = i d and i s and set Y(-1 )_equal to
previous y for y = id, ts, F1, and F 2.
GUESS :
c)
1. Using Eq. (141), predict the values of
Y = ¢1, ¢2 (in every mode); iCL (in
Modes 0, II, and IV); i , V , V c (in
Mode III, transistor one, i t (in every
mode except if t 2 T r in Mode I or III,
in which case compute i L from experi-
mental i L vs. t).
2. Using the approximation y = 2y(_1)-y(_2),
predict the values of y = i d and i s.
LOOP:
In each computation cycle, compute the following:
1. F 1 [Eq. (134)] and F2[ Eq. (135)].
and a¢ bY evaluation ¢(F 1)2, _q:l(_oa)] _1_t calling PROCEDUREs
PHIDOT and PHIDOTE for Core 1;
41 = _inel,1 + 4_1 ; and
_i = 4tine 1,1 + 4t¢1
_[_,q and ¢e2' by evaluating ¢(F 2)3. ._l(}9a)] and calling PROCEDUREs
PHIDOT and PHIDOTE for Core 2;
_2 = q_ine 1,2 + _e2 ; and
_t2 = _'ine t ,2 + _'E2
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°.
°
°
8.
i L (unless t < T in Mode I or II1), by
calling PROCE[)IJRE 1 [Eq. (138) and
Table IV].
ict (in Modes 0, II, and IV), by calling
PROCEDURE I [Eq. (138) and Table IV]
(if t > 4.6 #s, then V = 0)
$
i c (if the cransistor is on
by calling PROCEDURE I [Eq.
Table IV].
n Mode III),
138) and
@1 and q52, Eq. (143).
Unless the transistor is oil in Mode III:
Vpn [Eq. (145)] and V'p, [Eq. (157)]
assuming ideal reverse-bias characteristics.
If the transistor is on in Mode III:
(i
(ii
i = -i and i = i + i
b d e b c
V , by calling PROCEDURE V for the
emitter junction.
(iii
(iv
(v
(vi
(vii
(viii
(ix
V c, by calling PROCEDURE V for the
collector junction.
VBE [Eqs. (95) and (97)].
VCE [Eq. (106)].
di /dV [Eq. (159)].
dic/dV _ [Eq. (161)].
V' [Eq (158)]BE " "
Von = -VBE and V'p, = !BE
q. f and g [Eqs. (139) and (140)].
10. 3f/Bi a [Eq. (149)]; _g/_i s [Eq. (150)];
)f/3i [Eq. (151)]; 3g/3i a =-3f/3is;
D [Eq: (148)].
11. Si d [Eq. (146)]; 3i s [Eq. (147)].
12. Add _i d to i d of previous computation
cycle, but if the sign of f has changed,
add only 0.58id; add Si S to i s of previous
computation cycle, but if the sign of g
has changed, add only 0.58i s.
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(D) If Igid[ > 0.0001 lid] or ]_i ] > 0.0001 ]is [,
perform the computation cycle under (C) again,
provided no more than 19 cycles have been
computed.
(E) If Iq_t I < NV and I_ 2 I < NV and t > _s/2, then q51
02 are regarded as negligible (no switching).
4. Experimental and Computed Time-Variable Waveforms
a. Results
The three-stage binary counter (Fig. 25) was run experimentally
under a nominal condition of T = 25°C and V s = 28V, and under two extreme
conditions: T : -10°C and V = 15V (it was found that at T = -10°C
$ J
Vs , min = 14.9V) and T = 85°C and V : 50V (Vs. ma× was not reached', the
value of V s = 50V was limited by the specification of maximum collector-
emitter voltage). In each run, oscillograms of the following time
variables were photographed:
Mode I: iL' is _1" _2' V and i d
, pn_
Mode II-l: iCL' is, _1, _2 Vpn, and i d
Mode IIl: iL, is, _1, 42, Vp,, id, VCE , and i c
Mode IV-l: iCL' is @1' @2 V and i d
, pn_
For each of the above cases a computer program was run on a
Burroughs B-5500 digital computer, using the core and circuit parameters
in Table III and the scale factors of the recorded oscillograms. The
computed results, first written on a magnetic tape, were plotted on a
CalComp Model 570 plotter.
The above-listed experimental oscillograms and the corresponding
computed waveforms are compared in Figs. 59, 60, and 61 for the cases of
T = -10°C and V = 15V, T = 25°C and V = 28V and T = 85°C and V = 50V
s s _ s
respectively. In the case of T = -10°C and V = 15V the computation
s
could not be completed in the four modes of operation because of a tran-
sistor turn-off in Submode III-C. (Proper operation was computed for
T : -10°C at V s = 16.1V, as we shall see later.) In order to be able to
compare the experimental and computed waveforms for T = -10°C and
V s = 15V, the initial value of 02 in Mode 0-1 was raised from -_r2 to
-0.8_r2. A marker designating t = 0 was photographed together with each
oscillogram in Figs. 59, 60, and 61. In each oscillogram, one of the two
arrows designating the vertical scale touches the abscissa (time axis).
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b. Discussion
i. Comparing Experimental and Computed Besults
In general, the agreement between the computed and the ex-
perimental waveforms of the time variables in Figs. 59, 60, and 61 is
satisfactory. The main sources of disagreement are as follows:
(1 A difference between the temperature at
which the oscillograms were recorded and
the temperature at which the device pa-
rameters were measured
(2) Measurement errors
(3) Inaccuracy in the device models
(4) Computational errors.
Let us compare the computed and the experimental waveforms in each of
Figs. 59, 60, and 61 separately.
Figure 59 (T = -10°C; V s = 15V)--The disagreements in ij(t)
during Modes I, II, and IV are most noticeable. These are the result of
the forward characteristic of the diode (see Fig. 44): If Vv, is below
the "knee," an error in Vpn results in a magnified error in ia. For
example at T = -10°C V = 0 6, 0 7 and 0.8V correspond to i_ = 0.2, 2,
and 20 mA, respectively [see Fig. 44(b)]. An error of 14.3 percent in
Vpn is thus magnified to an error of 900 percent in i d.
The disagreement of @l(t) during 1 >s £ t g 2 /as in Mode III
stems from the inaccuracy in the initial value of 41 and from the inade-
quacy of our flux-switching model for switching from a partially set state.
(Since V s is low, _41 during Modes II-1 and II-2 is too small to clear
Core 1 close to -4r' as is shown in Figs. 27 and 28.) As a result of this
disagreement in @l(t), there is also a disagreement in _2(t) during
1 #s _ t g 2 /_s in Mode III. Consequently, the dip in the experimental
Vpn does not appear in the computed Vp .
Figure 60 (T = 25°C; V s = 28V)--The agreement is much better
than in Fig. 59. From the viewpoint of applying this computer-aided anal-
ysis to compute Vs,min, this is unfortunate: one would prefer a better
agreement for the low values of V s.
Note that the good agreement for the waveforms of icL in
Modes II-1 and IV-1 and i in Mode III is due to the nonlinearity of the
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inductor model [Eq. (84)]. For V s values around 15V, this nonlinearity
is insignificant because iCL and i c are low enough to assume that L _ L 0.
However, for V _ 28V, this nonlinearity is very effective.
Figure 61 (T = 85°C; V s = 50V)--The agreement is
not as good as in Fig. 60, but better than in Fig. 59.
, in general,
The main disagreement occurs during Mode IV for @l(t) and
This is caused by the error in the loading current of the clamping
The causes of this error are not adequately understood.
ii. All-Mode Variations of @I(F1) and @2(F2)
Machine-plotted variations of @I(F1) and @2(F2) during all
modes of operation, which were computed by the same computer run that com-
puted the waveforms of the time variables, are shown in Figs. 62, 63, and
64 for the cases of T = -10°C and V s = 15V, T = 25°C and V s = 28V, and
T = 85°C and V s = 50V, respectively. Static @(F) loops (dashed lines)
have been added manually in each case• Since the computed @2(F2) loop for
the case of T = -10°C and V = 15V does not close due to the incorrect
s
initial condition of 42 = -0.8_r2 in Mode I, a dashed line, similar to the
one computed for V = 16 1V is added in Fig. 62 in order to indicate how$ •
the loop would appear had the computed V been equal to or less than 15V
s,min
The variations of _l(Fl) and _2(F2 are very important in
understanding the operation of the binary counter and the causes of its
failures. For detailed explanation of this behavlor, see Sec. II-B and
compare Figs. 62 through 64 with Figs. 27 through 30.
5 Computed V for Various Worst-Case Conditions
• s,min
Although it is not feasible in practice to build a test circuit with
worst-case components, the probability of worst-case occurrence is not
zero. Consequently, the main function of the computer-aided analysis is
to compute the range of supply voltage using worst-case parameter values.
Since the specified maximum allowable VCE voltage (50V) was found to be
below V s the analysis is limited to computation of V below
,m ax_ S, min _
which the circuit fails to operate properly. (Only a minor change is
needed in order to compute V )
s,max'
The level of confidence in this type of worst-case analysis is based
on the agreement between the computed and the experimental waveforms of
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the time variables, Figs. 59 through 61, and on the agreement between
the computed and the measured V to be discussed next
s,min'
a. Computed V vs Measured V
s,min s,min
Using tile actual core and circuit parameter values at T=-10°C,
the computer program in Appendix G was run with V values starting from
s
13V and increasing in steps of one volt until a proper four-mode opera-
tion was achieved. The results of computation showed that for V s = 13V,
the operation fails because the transistor does not turn on in Mode III,
and that for Vs = 1% , 15 , and 16V, the operation fails because the tran-
sistor turns off spuriously in Submode III-C. A proper operation was
computed for V = 17V. A further search between V = 16V and V = I?V
s s
resulted in a proper operation for V = 16.1V. Limiting the accuracy to
0.IV, we conclude that the result of computation is V = 16.1V. In
s,min
comparison, it was found experimentally that at T = -10°C, V 15 0 V
s,min
(the transistor turned off spuriously at g s = 14.9V). For pessimistic
design criteria, this result is fortunate because it is safer to obtain
a computed V higher than the measured g than vice versa.
s,min s,min
In the computer runs described so far, the maximum percentage
deviation from the nominal parameter value d was set to zero The
' max'
results of computation with values of dma x larger than zero are de-
scribed next.
b. Computed Worst-Case V vs. d
s,min max
The program in Appendix G was run on a Burroughs B5500 digital
computer in order to compute V, min VS. dmax at T = -10°C. The value P
of each core and circuit parameter was determined by using Eq. (163):
P P 1 + S ma._______x
i00
where P is the nominal parameter value and S is the sign of a change
in P which increases V (in case P has no effect on V S = 0)
s,min s,min _ •
Tabulation of S for each parameter is given in Table III. For each dma x
value, a search for Vs,mi n was made in a way similar to the one described
above in computing V for d = 0
ssmin max "
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Using the values d .... : 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 percent, the re-
suits of computation were found to be V s mi = 16.8, 18.8, 19.8, 21.3
• n
and 23 3V, respectively These results and the result of V = 16 1V
• " _ , min "
for dma x = 0, are plotted in Fig. 65.
c . Discussion
i V vs. d
• s,min max
The plot of computed V vs d in Fig. 65 has an
,min " max
inflection point near dma × = 7.5 percent. In view of the comFlexity of
the composite effect of the core and circuit parameters on the transistor
turn-off, this result is possible.
The specification of the supply voltage is V = 28 ± 5.6V.
As shown in Fig. 65, the specified minimum supply voltage of 22.4V inter-
sects Vs,mi n at dma x = 23 _rcent. Hence, in order to assure proper
operation within the specified range of V s, the worst-case variation of
parameters should not exceed 23 percent. Considering a safety factor,
this parameter variation should be limited to a lower value than
23 percent.
ii. Sign S
The sign S of each of several parameters in Table III was
determined experimentally by changing the parameter value and observing
the effect of this change on V in' Such a test was performed for any
s , m
parameter whose value can be changed by simply inserting in series or in
parallel a similar component, e.g., a resistor, an inductor, a diode, a
winding, etc.
The sign S of each of the rest of the parameters could be
found by simulating a parameter change on the computer and observing its
effect on V This was not done because of the lack of sufficient
stmin °
funds• Instead, these signs were postulated on the basis of our under-
standing of the circuit operation and the causes of spurious transistor
turn-off in Mode III (see Figs. 27 and 28). It is possible, therefore,
that a few of these signs are erroneous.
iii. Flux Changes at V = V
s s,min
Tile computed flux changes at V = V were examined by
s s,min
inspecting the computer output (time variables vs. t) for all dma x values.
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It was found that for all the values of din, x (and, hence, also of 0 r ),
the initial value of 0 2 is equal to (0.%6 + 0.04) Or in Mode III (and
also in Mode II, since 25462i I _ 0 and is equal to -0_ in Mode I (and
also in Mode IV, since A_b2i v _ 0 No such correlation at V s = Vs.mi n
was found for the initial values of 01, except for the initial value
@] = @r in Mode IV.
It was also found that the final values of 01 and 02 in
Mode IV-2 were equal to the inittal values of q51 and _52, respectively,
in Mode I, as they should be. This validates the use of Modes 0-1 and
0-2 in computing the initial values of 01 and 0 2 in Mode I.
6. Conclusions
It is concluded from the agreement between the computed and experi-
mental results (waveforms of time variables and V for d = 0) that
s,min max
the results of the computer analysis are reliable. Thus, on the basis
of the computed V vs. d it is concluded that the binary counter
s,min max _
stages will operate properly within the specification of V = 28± 5.6 volts
if no parameter variation exceeds 23 percent. As a safety factor, the
parameter variation should be limited to a smaller value. These con-
clusions are based on the analysis of the second stage only. Since the
effects of variations of V and the core and circuit parameters on this
stage are the same as the effects on any other stage [except Stage (1)],
these conclusions hold for the entire binary counter, except for Stage (1)
and the driver of the binary counter (see Fig. 25).
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,4PPEND IX A
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR A VOLTAGE DRIVE
VOLTAGE DRIVE.
BEGIN REAL LIp LOp PHIRp PHISe HAp HGp HNe LAMBDAe FOPPp NUe ROPp FOp
FBf VIp V2o Fl2t F23p PHIDOTMAXp Tp OMEGA, PSI, ALPH. BETA, TAUS,
DELT, AF, PHIDPRIME. PHIDOTP, PHIDOTPPRIMEe FM2. FMI, FZ, F, PHID.
CAPTt PHIDOTCp PHIC;
INTEGER LINES. COUNT;
INTEGER CT;
LABEL 5TARTCORE. QUIT;
ALPHA CORENAME, TDIp TD2, TD3, TD4e TD5I
FILE FACT (3, 10}, LP 4 (3, 15}1
FORMAT COREPARAMETERS ("CORE "e A6, X4, "LI=", F8.5, X4, "LO=', F8.5,
X4, "PHIR=", F9.5, X4, "PHIS=", F9.5, X4. "HA='e F9.4, X4, "HG=".
F9.4, /, "HN=', F9.4, X4, "LAMBDA=" F7.W, X4. "FOPP="w F7.4, X4,
"NU=". F?.4, X4. "ROP="w F7.4, X4p "FO:", F7.4, X4, "FB="w F?.4 / / /
0000000
0000001
0000002
0000003
0000004
000O0O5
0000006
0000007
0000008
0000009
0000010
0000011
0000012
). CKTPARAMETERS (5 A6e X5, "PHIDOTMAX = ", F8.4, X5. "CAPT : ", F9.3 0000015
/ /). FMO (5 F20.6, I6), OUTPUTHEADING (X13. "T", X19, "PHIDOT", X14. "0000014
HI". X17, "F", X19o "PHID"t XTt "CT" /); 0000015
REAL PROCEDURE ARCCOS (Xl);
VALUE Xl;
REAL Xl;
BEGIN REAL PIC, MC, X, T, Z, PI2;
LABEL LI;
IF ABS (XI) K IQ-6 THEN
BEGIN ARCCOS * X1 + 1.57079632679;
GO TO L1
END;
PIC _ O;
MC • 1;
Z _ SIGN (X1);
X * ABS (XI);
IF X > 0.92387953231 THEN
BEGIN X * SGRT ((1 - X) / 2);
PIC * 1.57079632679;
MC * - 2
END ELSE
BEGIN IF X > 0.70710678119 THEN
BEGIN X * 2 x (X * 2) - 1;
PIC * 0.785398163397;
MC * 0,5
END;
END;
T * X * 2;
ARCCOS • ((0.364541120348 - 4.22649415434 / (T - 8.66648256098 -
6.1228848016 / (T - 5.2316720226 - 0.312873861283 / (T -
1.63902626905 - 0.0268477822258 / (T - 1.16535753774))))) x MC x X
+ PIC) x Z + 1.57079632679;
LI:
END ARCCOS (X1);
0000016
0000017
0000018
0000019
0000020
0000021
0000022
0000023
0000024
0000025
0000026
0000027
0000028
0000029
0000030
0000031
0000032
0000033
0000034
0000035
0000036
0000037
0000038
0000039
0000040
0000041
0000042
00000_3
0000044
00000_5
0000046
REAL PROCEDURE MMF (PHIDOT, PHI, AF. PHID);
VALUE PHIDOT. PHI, AF;
REAL PHIDOTp PHI, PHIDp AF;
BEGIN REAL G, GPRe Fp Plw P2;
LABEL LOOP;
F _ AF;
CT • O;
LOOP: CT * CT + 1;
COMMENT: COMPUTE PHID AND PHIDPRIME VS. F;
IF F _ F12 THEN
BEGIN PHIO * VI x F x LN ((F - HA x LO) / (F - HA x LI)) - PHIR;
0000047
0000048
0000049
00O005O
0000051
0000052
0000053
0000054
0000055
0000056
0000057
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PHIDPRIME * Vl x (LN ((F - HA x 401 / (F - HA x LI); + F x (1 /
(F - HA x LO) - 1 / (F - HA x LI)))
END;
IF F12 ( F AND F _ F23 THEN
BEGIN PHID * V2 x (F / HG - LI + F x (1 / HN - 1 / HG) x LN ((1 -
HN / HG) / (I - HN x LI / F))) - PHIR;
PHIDPRIME * V2 x (1 / HG + (1 / HN - I / HG) x (LN (F x (1 - HN
/ HQ) / (F - HN x LI)) - HN x LI / (F - HN x LI)))
END;
IF F23 < F THEN
BEGIN PHID * V2 x (LO - L; + F x (1 / HN - 1 / HQ) x LN ((F - HN x
LO) / (F - HN x LI))) - PHIR;
PHIDPRIME _ V2 x (1 / HN - 1 / HQ) x (LN ((F - HN x LO) / (F -
HN x LI)) + F x HN x (LO - LI) / ((F - HN x LO) x (F - HN x LI)
))
END;
COMMENT= COMPUTE PHIDOTP AND PHIDOTPPRIME VS. F;
IF F S FOPP THEN
BEGIN PHIDOTP * O;
PHIDOTPPRIME * 0
END;
IF FOPP ( F AND F _ FB THEN
BEGIN PHIDOTP * LAMBDA x (F - FOPP) * NU;
PHIDOTPPRIME * LAMBDA x NU x (F - FOPP) * (NU - 1)
END;
IF FB ( F THEN
BEGIN PHIDOTP •ROP x (F - FO);
PHIDOTPPRIME *ROP
END;
P1 * 2 x PHI + pHIS - PHID;
P2 * PHIS + PHID;
G * PHIDOTP x (1.0 - (P1 / P2) • 2) - PHIDOT;
GPR * PHIDOTPPRIME x (1°0 - (PI / P2) • 2) + _ x PHIDOTP x
PHIDPRIME x P1 x (PHI + PHIS) / (P2 • 3);
F • F - G / 6PR;
IF ABS (G / GPR) > ABS (o0001 x F} AND CT ( 20 THEN 60 TO LOOP;
MMF • F;
END MMF;
STARTCORE: READ (FACT, /, CORENAME, LI, LO, PHIR, PHISP HA, HG, HN,
LAMBDA_ FOPP, NU, ROP, FOe FB) [QUIT];
V1 * (PHIS - PHIR) / ((LO - LI) x HA);
V2 * (PHIS + PHIR) x HG / ((LO " LI) x HN);
FI2 • HQ x LI;
F23 _ HQ x LO;
BEGIN LABEL SWITCHING;
COMMENT INSERT VOLTAGE DRIVE PACKAGE HERE;
COMMENT PHIDOT = PHIDOTMAXxSIN(OMEGAxT);
REAL PROCEDURE PHIDOT (T);
VALUE T;
REAL T;
BEGIN REAL PHDT;
IF T S CAPT THEN PHDT * PHIDOTMAX x SIN (OMEGA x T) ELSE PHDT
0.0;
PHIDOT * PHDT;
END PHIDOT;
REAL PROCEDURE PHI (T);
VALUE T;
REAL T;
BEGIN REAL PH;
IF T _ CAPT THEN PH * - PHIR + PHIDOTMAX x (1.0 - COS (OMEGA x
T}) / OMEGA ELSE PH * PHI (CAPT);
PHI * PH;
END PHI;
TD1 * " SIN";
TO2 * "USOIDA";
0000058
0000059
0000060
0000061
0000062
0000063
000006_
00OOO65
0000066
0000067
0000068
0000069
0000070
0000071
0000072
0000073
000007_
0000075
0000076
0000077
0000078
0000079
0000080
0000081
0000082
0000083
000008_
0000085
0O00O86
0000087
0000088
0000089
0000090
0000091
0000092
0000093
0000094
0000095
0000096
0000097
0000098
0000099
0000100
0000101
0000102
0000103
000010_
0000105
0000106
0000107
0000108
0000109
0000110
0000111
0000112
0000113
000011_
0000115
00O0116
0000117
00O0118
0000119
0000120
0000121
0000122
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TD3 * "L VOLT";
TDW * "AGE DR";
TD5 • "IVE ";
FOR PHIOOTMAX • ,05 DO FOR CAPT * 3, x g-6 DO
BEGIN OMEGA * 3,1W159 / CAPT;
IF PHIDOTMAX _ PHIR x OMEGA THEN TAUS + CAPT ELSE TAUS * ARCCOS
(1,0 - 2 x PHIR x OMEGA / PHIDOTMAX) / OMEGA;
FZ * 1,01 x FOPP;
COMMENT END OF pACKAGE;
DELT + 0,002 x TAUS;
WRITE (LP [PA6E]);
WRITE (LPe CKTPARAMETERSp TDlp TO2, TD3p TO4e TD5p PHIDOTMAX,
CAPT x _6)!
WRITE (LPp COREPARAMETERSe CORENAME, LI x Q3p LO x Q3p PHIR x
Q8p PHIS x _8, HAp HQe HNp LAMBDAw FOPPp NUp ROPp FO, FB)!
WRITE (LPe OUTPUTHEADIN6)!
T _ 0,0;
COUNT • O!
PHID * PHIC * - PHIR;
FM2 * FM1 * F * FZ;
WRITE (LPe FMO, T x _6, PHIDOTC, PHIC x _8, F, PHID x _8);
LINES * 11;
SWITCHING: T * T + DELT!
COUNT * COUNT + 11
PHIDOTC * PHIDOT (T)!
PHIC * PHI (T)t
AF * 2 x FMI - FM2I
F * MMF (PHIDOTCp PHICp AFp PHID)I
FM2 * FMI;
FM1 * F!
IF PHIC > PHID OR F ) B x FOPP THEN PHIDOTC + 0,0!
IF COUNT MOO 10 = 0 OR PHIDOTC = 0,0 THEN
BEGIN IF LINES MOD 50 = 0 THEN
BEGIN WRITE (LP [PAGE]);
LINES * LINES + 2!
WRITE (LPe OUTPUTHEADIN6)!
END;
WRITE (LPp FMOp T x _Ge PHIDOTCp PHIC x _8e Fp PHID x _8w CT
);
LINES • LINES + 1;
END;
IF PHIDOTC ¢ 0,0 THEN GO TO SWITCHING!
END;
END;
60 TO STARTCORE;
GUIT: END,
0000123
000012_
0000125
0000126
0000127
0000128
0000129
0000130
0000131
0000132
0000133
000013_
0000135
0000136
0000137
0000138
0000139
00001_0
0000141
0000142
00001_3
0000144
0000145
0000146
0000147
0000148
0000149
0000150
0000151
000O152
0000153
0000154
0000155
0000156
0000157
0000158
0000159
0000160
0000161
0000162
0000163
000016_
0000165
0000166
0000167
0000168
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PRECEDINGPAGEBLANK NOT FILMED.
,tPPENI) IX B
COMPUTER PROGRAMFOR STATIC +(H) PARAMETERS
STATIC PHI(F) PARAMETERS,
BEGIN FILE IN BCR (2, 10)1
FILE OUT BP 4 (2, 15);
INTEGER N;
LABEL DONE, AGAIN;
AGAIN: READ (BCR, /, N) [DONE];
BEGIN REAL PHIS, PHIR, LO, LI, HA, HALO, HALl, LL, LOHALO, LIHALI,
LNHA, DIFTERM, ETERM, FN, FNPR, INITHA, ERR;
REAL HQ, HN, L, HN2, DR, DR2, DRH, LNH, FLI, FLOw LNF, FI, SQEI
INTEGER I, SI, $2, $3, $4, CTS, TEMPI
ALPHA CORE!
ARRAY F, FNQ, PHID, PHIDNQ, PHI, PHIDO, E [0 : N], PHIQ [0 : N, 0
: 2], DPH [0 : 2], COV [0 : 2, 0 : 211
LABEL QUIT, ITER8, ALL, ITERBZ;
LABEL SECOND!
0000000
0000001
0000O02
0000003
0O0OOO4
0000005
0000006
0000007
0O00OO8
0000009
0000010
0000011
0000012
0000013
FORMAT NEWT (4 E15,6, X20, I3), CORENAME (X25, "CALCULATION OF HAp H0000014
N AND HG FOR CORE", A6, " AT ", I4, " DEGREES CENTIGRADE" /), FMTA ( 0000015
xg, "PHIS", X14, "PHIR", X17' "LO", X16, "LI", Xll, "EST, HA", XlO 0000016
, "EST. HN", X9, "EST. HQ" /)' FMTB (/ / / /, "DATA INDEX", X7, 0000017
"F", X15, "PHID", Xll, "CALC. PHID", X14, "ERROR" /), FMTC (/ / / 0000018
/, XT, "HA", X12, "FN", X12, "FNPR", X12, "ERR", X27, "CTS" /), 0000019
FMTD (/ / /, X6, "HN", XIO, "HQ", xg, "CTS" /), FMTE (/ / /, XIO, "FO000020
", XI3, "PHI" /), DATA (2 E18.6, 2 F17.6, 3 F16.3), DATB (2 Et5.5, I2) 0000021
, DATC (I5, 3 E18.4, F18.2, "S")' TIMER (/ "RUN TIME =", F6.3, "SEC00000022
NDS, I/O TIME =", F6.3, "SECONDS"), SOLN2 (/ / /, X20, "THE BEST VALUES 0000023
FOUND ARE HN=", Fll.6' X5, "HQ=", Fll.6), SOLN (/ / / /, X20, "THE BEST 0000024
VALUE OF HA IS ", Fll.6); 0000025
COMMENT= LINEARSYSTEM II, B5500 VERSION, 5 / 19 / 65; 0000026
DEFINE LP = BP #t 0000027
COMMENT GLOBAL ARRAYS; 0000028
ARRAY PS, SCALES, RES, DXS [0 = 17]; 0000029
PROCEDURE DECOMPOSE (N, A); 0000030
VALUE NI 0000031
INTEGER N; 0000032
ARRAY A [0, 011 0000053
COMMENT SUBSCRIPTS FROM I TO N; 0000034
COMMENT USES GLOBAL ARRAYS PS AND SCALES; 0000035
COMMENT DECOMPOSES A INTO TRIANGULAR L AND U SO THAT LxU = A. STOREO000036
S L-I AND U OVER A. PS IS PIVOT VECTOR;
BEGIN INTEGER I, J, M, ,IV;
REAL SCALE, PIVOT, SIZE, MULTI
FORMAT FMTI2A (/, "*** SINGULAR MATRIX ***", /)1
PROCEDURE ELIM (dl, J2, MULT, AI, AM);
VALUE J1, J2, MULTI
INTEGER dl, d2I
REAL MULTI
REAL ARRAY AI, AM [011
COMMENT DOES ONE ROW"S WORTH OF GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION;
BEGIN INTEGER dI
FOR d ,- di STEP I UNTIL J2 DO AI [d] * AI [d] - MULT x AM [d
]I
END ELIM;
COMMENT FIND SCALE FACTORS AND INITIALIZE PIVOT VECTOR;
FOR I * 1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO
BEGIN PS[I] _" I;
SCALE ,- O;
FOR d ,- 1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO IF ABS (A If, d]) > SCALE THEN
SCALE ,, ABS (A[I, d]);
IF SCALE = 0 THEN WRITE (LP, FMTI2A);
SCALES [I] ',- 1 / SCALE;
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END)
COMMENT GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION WITH PARTIAL PIVOTING!
FOR M _" I STEP 1 UNTIL N DO
BEGIN PIVOT * O!
FOR I *" M STEP 1 UNTIL N DO
BEGIN SIZE 4. ABS (A rPS rile M]) x SCALES [PS rill!
IF SIZE > piVOT THEN
BEGIN PIVOT _" SIZE;
PIV 4" I
E ND;
END;
IF PIV ¢ M THEN
BEGIN J 4. PS EMil
PS [M] *" PS [PIV]!
PS EPIV] 4- ,J
END !
PIVOT 4. A [PS [M]e M]I
IF PIVOT ; 0 THEN WRITE (LPe FMTI2A)I
FOR I 4. M + I STEP 1 UNTIL N DO
BEGIN A rPS [I]p M] q- MULT 4. A [PS [I3p M] / PIVOTI
IF MULT ¢ 0 THEN ELIM (M + lp Ne MULTe A [PS [I]w *]p A £
PS [M]_ *])1
END I I
END M !
END DECOMPOSE !
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PROCEDURE SOLVE (Np LUp Be X)l
VALUE NI
INTEGER NI
REAL ARRAY LU [Ow 0]i
REAL ARRAY Bp X [0]I
COMMENT GLOBAL ARRAY PSI
COMMENT SOLVES AX = B USING LU FROM DECOMPOSEI
BEGIN INTEGER It
REAL PROCEDURE DOTPROD (dlp d2p Xp Y)I
VALUE dl_ d21
INTEGER dip d21
REAL ARRAY X_ Y [0]!
BEGIN INTEGER dl
REAL SUMI
SUM • Ol
FOR d * dl STEP 1 UNTIL J2 DO SUM * SUM + X [d] x Y [d]l
DOTPROD * SUMI
END DOTPROD!
FOR I * 1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO X [I]* B [PS [I33 " DOTPROD (le I
- le LU [PS [I]e *]e X)!
FOR I * N STEP - I UNTIL 1 DO X [I]* (X [I]- DOTPROD (I + le
Ne LU [PS [I]e *]e X)) / LU [PS [I]e I]l
END SOLVE!
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PROCEDURE FIT (Ne Me Ye Xe Be SQEe Ee COVe SINGULAR)I 0000107
VALUE Nt Me Xe Y! 0000108
INTEGER Np M; 0000109
REAL SQEi 0000110
ARRAY Y [O]e X COe O]e B COle E [O]e COV COp 0]! 0000111
LABEL SINGULAR! 0000112
BEGIN COMMENT LEAST SQUARE SOLUTION OF Y = XxB + Ee IF XEMeN] HAS RO000113
ANK M. M = NUMBER OF VARIABLES N = OBSERVATIONSI
INTEGER Ip dp Kw L!
REAL SI
ARRAY Ae XY [0 : M]e XT [0 : Me 0 : N]!
REAL PROCEDURE PRODUCT (Xe Yp N)!
VALUE Xe Ye N!
INTEGER N!
ARRAY Xe Y [0]1
BEGIN REAL S!
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INTEGER J;
S * 0.01
FOR J * I STEP 1 UNTIL N DO S * S + X Ed] x Y [J]l
PRODUCT * S;
END PRODUCT!
FOR I * 1 STEP I UNTIL M DO FOR J • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO XT [I,
J] * X [d, I];
FOR K * 1 STEP I UNTIL M DO FOR J • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL K DO COV CUp
K] * COV [K, J] • PRODUCT (XT [K, *], XT [J, .3, NIl
FOR K * 1 STEP I UNTIL M DO XY [K] * PRODUCT (XT [K, *], Y, N)t
DECOMPOSE (M, COV);
SOLVE (H, COV, XY, B)I
FOR d * I STEP I UNTIL N DO E [d] * Y [d] - PRODUCT (X [d, .3,
B, M)I
FOR K * I STEP I UNTIL M DO XY [K] * PRODUCT (XT [K, *]* E, N)I
SOLVE (M, COVe XY, A);
FOR d * I STEP I UNTIL M DO B [J] • B £J3 + A £J]l
SeE * 0.01
FOR d * 1 STEP I UNTIL N DO
BEGIN E [d] * E [d] - PRODUCT (X [J, *], A, M);
SGE * SQE + E CJ] * 21
END;
END FITI
$2 _ 80;
READ (BCR* /, CORE, TEMPI;
READ (BCR, /, PHIS, PHIR, LO, LI, HAIl
FOR I * I STEP I WHILE I < $2 DO
BEGIN READ (BCR, /, F[I], PHID [I]);
IF F [I] = 0 THEN 52 * I;
F [I] * - F [I] x 2 x g-W;
PHID [I] • - PHID Ill x 5 x g-ll;
END;
FOR I • I STEP I UNTIL N DO
BEGIN READ (BCR, /, FNQ [I], PHIDNQ If]) [ALL];
FNG [I] * 2 x FNG [I] x g-_;
PHIDN¢ El] • PHIDNG El] x 5 x g-11;
END;
ALL: N * I - 1;
HQ * FNQ [1] / LI;
HN • ,85 x He;
CTS * O;
WRITE (BP [DBL], CORENAME, CORE, TEMPI;
WRITE (BP, FMTA);
WRITE (BPe DATA, PHIS, PHIR, LO, LIp HAP HN, HQ);
LL * (PHIS - PHIR) / (LO - LI);
L _ (PHIS + PHIR) / (LO - LI);
$1 * 1;
S_ * N;
FOR I * I STEP I WHILE FNG If] < FNQ [1] x LO / L; DO $3 * I;
IF 52 < I THEN 60 TO SECOND;
WRITE (BPP FMTC);
ITER8: FN * O;
FNPR * O;
ERR * O;
IF CTS = 20 THEN
BEGIN CTS * O;
60 TO ITER82;
END;
CTS * CTS + I;
FOR I * $1 STEP I UNTIL 52 DO
BEGIN HALO • F[I] - HA x LO;
HALI* F[I] - HA x LI;
LOHALO * LO / HALO;
LIHALI • L; / HALl;
LNHA * LN (HALO / HALl);
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DIFTERM _. LIHALI - LOHALO - LNHA / HAl
ETERM q- F [I] x (LL x F [I] x LNHA / HA - PHIR - PHID [I])!
FN _. FN + ETERM x DIFTERM!
FNPR _. FNPR + ETERM x (LIHALI * 2 - LOHALO * 2 - DIFTERM / HA)
+ LL x FEI] * 2 x DIFTERM * 2 / HAl
ERR q. ERR + (LL x F[I] x LNHA / HA - PHIR - PHID [I]) * 21
PHI [I] _. LL x FEI] x LNHA / HA - PHIR!
END SUMFN !
HA 4. HA - FN / FNPR!
ERR 4. SGRT (ERR)!
WRITE (BPp NEWTp HAp FNp FNPR_ ERRp CTS)!
IF ABS (FN / FNPR) > .001 x ABS (HA) THEN GO TO ITER8!
WRITE (BP r DBL 3, SOLN p HA ) !
WRITE (BPp FMTB)!
FOR I t. I STEP 1 UNTIL $2 DO WRITE (BP_ DATCp Ip F [I]p PHID [I3p
PHI [I], 100.0 x (PHID [I] - PHI [I]) / PHID [I])!
SECOND: WRITE (BPw FMTD)!
CTS q" OI
ITER82: CTS _" CTS + 11
FOR I q" I STEP I UNTIL $4 DO IF FN(} [I] < H(} x LO THEN S3 '," I I
DR q. 1 / HN - I / H(}I
HN2 t. HN x HN!
DR2 4. I / H(} - 2 / HN!
DRH _" 1 - HN / H(}!
FOR I 4. I STEP 1 UNTIL $4 DO
BEGIN FI _" FN(} [I]!
FLI _" FI - HN x LI!
FLO _" FI - HN x LO!
IF I S $3 THEN
BEGIN LNH 4. LN (DRH / (1 - HN X LI / FI})!
PHIDO [I] q" - L x H(} x (FI / H(} - LI + FIx DR x LNH) / HN +
PHIR + PHIDN(} [I]!
PHI(} [Ip 1] 4- L x (FI / H(} - LI + FIx LNH / HN) / HNI
PHI(} [Ip 2] _" L x H(} x [LI + FI x (- I / H(} + DR2 x LNH - ((
FI - H(} x LI) / FLI) / H(})) / HN2!
END !
IF $3 < I AND I $ $4 THEN
BEGIN LNF 4. LN (FLO / FLI}I
PHIDO [I] 4.. L x H(} x [LO - LI + FIx DR x LNF) / HN + PHIR
+ PHIDN(} [Ill
PHI(} lip 1] 4. L x (LO - LI + FI x LNF / HN) / HN!
PHI(} rI, 2] _" L x H(} x ((LI - LO) x (1 + FI * 2 x DRH / (FLI
x FLO)) + F I x DR2 x LNF] / HN2!
END;
END;
FIT (S4p 2w PHIDOp PHI(}p DPHp S(}Ep Ep COVp (}UIT)I
H(} 4. HQ + DPH [111
HN q- HN + DPH [211
WRITE (BPp DATBp HN, H(}p CTS]I
IF (ABS (DPH [1]) > .001 x H(} OR ABS [DPH [2]) > .001 x HN) AND
CTS < 20 THEN GO TO ITER821
DR 4. I / HN - I / H(}t
FOR I *. I STEP I UNTIL $4 DO
BEGIN FI _. FN(} rI]l
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IF I _ $3 THEN PHI [I3 • L x H(} x (FI / H(} - LI + FIx DR x LN ( 0000242
(1 - HN / H(}) / (1 - HN x LI / FI))) / HN - PHIR ELSE PHI [I]
L x HG x (LO - LI + FIx DR x LN ((FI - HN x LO) / (FI - HN x
LI))) / HN - PHIR!
END!
WRITE (BPp SOLN2w HNp H(})I
WRITE (BPp FMTB)!
FOR I * I STEP I UNTIL N DO WRITE (BPp DATCt Ip FN(} [I]p PHIDN(} [I
], PHI [I]p 100.0 x (PHIDN(} [I] - PHI [I])/ PHIDN(} [I]]!
(}UIT: WRITE (BPP TIMERp TIME (2) / 60p TIME (3) / 60)1
WRITE (BP [PAGE])I
END!
(}0 TO AGAINI
DONE: END.
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.4t)PENll IX C
COMPUTER PROGRAMFOR/r)(F ) PARAMETERS
PHIDOTP(F) PARAMETERS,
BEGIN REAL DIFFe LAMBDAe FOPPe NUe DIFFNUe SGEe FOe ROPe Ae Le AAe FF
p LL;
BOOLEAN BI2e B23e B3I
REAL Te Tle T2e Be 6PRe FBe We BBe Pe NUDe FDBe LAMBDADe FOe FB2e FB1
l
REAL AFe HAw HGe HNe PHIRe PHISe Lie HSe HTHI
INTEGER CTe Ne le Mp Mle Qe 01e IQ, TEMPI
ALPHA COREe REGION;
ARRAY Fw PHIDOTPp NPHIDOTPe Ye DELPHp E [0 : 50]e B [0 : 3]e X [0 :
50p 0 : 33e COY [0 : 3e 0 : 331
LABEL LOOP, SINGe DONE;
LABEL TOPe GROUPe EXITe LAST;
LABEL AGAIN, EOFI
FORMAT FMT (7 FlO,_e IlOp X_e A6) e FI (X2_e "F't X15e "EXP, PHIDOTP"e
0000000
0000001
0000002
0000003
0000004
0000005
0000006
0000007
0000008
0000009
0000010
0000011
0000012
0000013
X9, "CALC, PHIDOTP", Xll, "DEL PHIDOTP" /), F2 (X13, F16,W, 3 F22,6, " O00001W
S"), F5 (" LAMBDAD", X6e "NUD", X7, "FDB"e X5e "LAMBDA"e X6 "FOPP"p 0000015
X6, "NU", X8e "FB", X11, "CT", X5p "REGION" /)e FW (X32p "DETERMINATIONO000016
OF PHIDOTP VS, F PARAMETERS OF CORE "e A6 / /), F6 (/ / / xwg, "C 0 M P0000017
U T A T I 0 N " /)e PARAM (/ / X17e "MAIN INELASTIC SWITCHING PARAMETERO000018
S OF CORE "e A6e " TEMPERATURE ="e IW, " (CENTIGRADE)" / / X39e "(L = 0000019
", F7,_, " MM A = ", F7,_e "SQ,MM)"p / / XSO, "LAMBDAD= ", 0000020
F7,_ / X50p "FDMIN = "e F7,W / X50, "NUD = "e F7,W / XSOe "FDB =0000021
"p F7,_ /p X50e "LAMBDA = "e F7,We /e X50e "FOPP = "e F7,We /t XSOe "0000022
U = "e F7,We /P X50e "FB = ", FT,Wt /e X50e "ROP = "e F7,We 0000023
/p X50e "FO = "p F7,W / /)p F7 (/ / / X26e "M E A S U R E D D A T0000024
A A N D C 0 M P U T E D "e "R E S U L T S " /)I 0000025
FORMAT TIMER ("PROCESS TIME ="p F8,Wp " I/O TIME =", F8,_)! 0000026
FILE CRB (2e lO)I 0000027:
FILE LP _ (2, 15); 0000028
ARRAY PSe SCALESe RESt DXS [0 : 331 0000029
PBOCEDUREs
DECOMPOSE (N,A),
SOLVE (N,LU,B,X), and
FIT (N,M,Y,X,B,SQE,E,COV,SINGULAB),
APPENDIX B
AGAIN: READ (CRBw /e CORE, TEMPe Ne L, Ae FDB, NUp FOPPe FBe AFe HAw
HGp HNe PHIRp PHISp LI) [EOF];
READ (CRBe /e FOR I * 1 STEP I UNTIL N DO EF [I]e PHIDOTP EI]])l
FOR I * 1 STEP I UNTIL N DO
BEGIN F [I] * 2,06 x F [I];
PHIDOTP [I] * PHIDOTP [I] / 2;
END;
WRITE (LP, FW, CORE);
WRITE (LPe F6);
HS * HA + HG + HN + PHIR x (HA + HG - HN) / PHIS;
HTH * (HS - SGRT (HS * 2 - 8 x (1 + PHIR / PHIS) x HA x HG)) / Wt
FD * HTH x LI;
FDB * FDB x (1 + AF x (TEMP - 25))I
FOPP * FOPP x (1 + AF x (TEMP - 25))1
LAMBDA * 3000,0 x A / (L * NU);
CT * O;
WRITE (LPe F3);
WRITE (LPe FMT_ LAMBDADe NUDe FDB, LAMBDAe FOPP, NUe FBe CT)I
GROUP: FOR I * I STEP 1 WHILE F [I] _ FDB AND I _ N DO Q * I;
IF Q = 1 THEN _ * O I
QI* Q+l;
FOR I * el STEP 1 WHILE F [I] _ FB AND I _ N DO M * I;
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IF Q = N THEN M _ N;
IF M1 = M + 1 THEN GO TO LAST;
M1 _ M + I;
REGION * " II ";
WRITE (LP);
LOOP: CT * CT ÷ 1;
FOR I _ QI STEP 1 UNTIL M DO
BEGIN Ie * I - Q;
IF F [I] - FOPP > 0 THEN
BEGIN DIFF * F [I] - FOPP;
DIFFNU * DIFF * NU;
W * 1,0;
Y [IQ] * (PHIDOTP [I] - LAMBDA x DIFFNU) x W;
X [IQ, 1] * DIFFNU x W;
X [IO, 2] * - LAMBDA x NU x DIFF * (NU - 1.0) x W;
X [IO, 3] * LAMBDA x LN (DIFF) x DIFFNU x W;
END ELSE X [IG, 1] * X [IQ, 2] * X JIG, 3] • 0.0;
END;
FIT (M - Q, 3, Y, X, B, SGE, E, COVp SING);
LAMBDA • LAMBDA + B [1];
FOPP * FOPP + B [2];
NU _ NU + B [3];
FDB _ 1.15 x FOPP;
WRITE (LP, FMT, LAMBDAD, NUD, FDB, LAMBDA, FOPP, NU, FB, CT, REGION);
IF CT Z 50 THEN GO TO EXIT;
IF ABS (B [1]) > ,001 x ABS (LAMBDA) OR ABS (B [2]) > ,001 x ABS (
FOPP) OR ABS (8 [3]) > ,001 x ABS (NU) THEN GO TO LOOP ELSE GO TO
DONE;
SING: WRITE (LP, < "COy IS SINGULAR" >);
DONE: IF B3 THEN GO TO GROUP;
REGION * " Ill";
WRITE (LP);
B23 * FALSE;
FB2 * FB1;
FB1 * FB;
TOP: CT * CT + i;
T _ LAMBDA x (FB - FOPP) * NU;
TI * LAMBDA x NU x (FB - FOPP) * (NU - 1,0);
T2 * LAMBDA x NU x (NU - 1,0) x (FB - FOPP) * (NU - 2,0);
G * GPR * 0,0;
FOR I * MI STEP 1 UNTIL N DO
BEGIN W * 1.0;
G * G + (T1 x (F [I] - FB) + T - PHIDOTP [I]) x (F [I] - FB) x W;
GPR _ GPR + (T2 x (F [I] - FB) • 2 - TI x (F[I] - FB) - T +
PHIDOTP [I]) x W;
END;
IF GPR = 0 THEN
BEGIN B3 * TRUE;
GO TO GROUP;
END;
FB _ FB - G / GPR;
WRITE (LP, FMT, LAMBDAD, NUD, FDB, LAMBDA, FOPP, NU, FB, CT, REGION);
IF FB S FOPP THEN
BEGIN FB _ (FB + G / GPR + FOPP) / 2;
GO TO GROUP;
END;
IF CT Z 50 THEN GO TO EXIT;
IF ABS (G / GPR) > .001 x FB THEN GO TO TOP;
IF ABS (FB - FB2) < g-5 THEN
BEGIN CT _ 50;
FB * (FB + FBI) 1 2;
END;
GO TO GROUP;
LAST: EXIT: REGION * " I ";
WRITE (LP);
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CT * CT + 11
AA * LN (LAMBDA) + NU x LN (FDB - FOPP)!
BB * LN (FDB - FD)I
T1 * 0,0!
T2 * 0o0!
FOR I * 1 STEP I UNTIL G DO
BEGIN LL * LN (F[I] - FD) - BB!
P * LN (PHIDOTP [I]) - AA!
T1 * TI + LL x PI
T2 * T2 + LL x LL!
ENDt
NUD * TI / T21
LAMBDAD * LAMBDA x (FDB - FOPP) * NU / ((FDB - FD) * NUD)I
WRITE (LPt FMTt LAMBOAOe NUDe FDBt LAMBOAt FOPP_ NUt FBe CTt REGION)I
WRITE (LP [PA6E])I
IF M < N THEN
BEGIN FO * (F8 x (NU - lo0) + FOPP) / NU!
ROP * LAMBDA x NU x (FB - FOPP) * (NU - 1,0)!
END ELSE FO * ROP * _201
WRITE (LPp PARAMt COREp TEMPe L x Q3p A x _6p LAMBDADt FDe NUDp FDBp
LAMBDA_ FOPPp NUt FBt ROPp FO)I
FOR I * 1 STEP 1 UNTIL G DO NPHIDOTP [I]* LAMBDAD x (F[I] - FD) *
NUDI
FOR I * G1 STEP 1 UNTIL M DO NPHIDOTP [Z] * LAMBDA x (F[I] - FOPP) *
NUi
FOR I * M1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO NPHIDOTP [I] _ ROP x (F [I] - FO)I
FOR I * 1 STEP I UNTIL N DO DELPH [I] * (1.0 - PHIDOTP [I]/ NPHIDOTP
[I]) x 100,01
WRITE (LPp FT)I
WRITE (LPe F1)I
FOR I • 1 STEP I UNTIL N DO WRITE (LPt F2t F [I]p PHIOOTP EI]e
NPHIDOTP [I]t DELPH [I])I
WRITE (LP COBL])I
M1 * 01
LAHBDAD * NUD * 0°0!
B3 * FALSEI
WRITE (LPw TIMERt TIME (2) / 60t TIME (3) / 60)i
WRITE (LP [PAGE])!
GO TO AGAIN!
EOF: END°
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FIL_,IED.
APf>ENI)IX I)
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR NONLINEAR INDUCTOR PARAMETERS
NONLINEAR INDUCTOR PARAMETERS.
BEGIN REAL A, B, EIB, SQE! 0000000
INTEGER TEMP, N, K, CT! 0000001
ALPHA COREI 0000002
ARRAY PSI, I, PSS, Ep PSIC, LE, LC [0 : 50], COV [0 : 2, 0 : 2]e DPS C 0000003
0 : 50, 0 : 2], DE CO : 231
ARRAY PSIN, INNe DI, DPSI [0 : 5031
LABEL MORE, LOOP, EXIT, EOF!
FORMAT FI (XlO, 3 E20o5, IlO)p F2 (9 E12.3, Fll.2, "_"), F3 ("CORE:",
A6, "TEMP=", I5 / / / X24, "PSISAT", X15, "ISAT", X16, "LO", X11,
"CT" /), F4 (XS, "RAW I", XT, "RAW PSI", XS, "DELI", X7, "DEL PSI",
XS, "I", X11, "PSI EXP", X4, "PSI CALC", X5, "L EXP", X7, "L CALC",
X6, "L ERROR" /), TIMER (/ / "PROCESS TIME =", F9o2, " I/O TIME =",
F9.2);
FILE CR "UFO" (1, 10), LP 4 (2, 15)!
ARRAY PS, SCALES, RES, DXS [0 : 4]!
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PROCEDUREs
DECOMPOSE (N,A),
SOLVE (N,LU,B,X), and
FIT (N,M,Y,X,B,SQE,E,COV,SINGULAB),
APPENDIX B
PSIN [0] * INN [01 _" 0.0!
PSI CO] 4. I [0] * 0.0!
MORE: READ (CR, /, N, CORE, TEMP) [EOF]I
WRITE (LP, FS, CORE, TEMP)!
FOR K 4. I STEP I UNTIL N DO READ (CR, /, I CK], PSI [K])I
FOR K * I STEP I UNTIL N DO
BEGIN INN CK] * (I [K] - 100) x _'3!
0000119
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PSIN [K] * ((10.26 + .005 x K) x PSI [K] - 14 x K x INN [K]) x g-8 0000126
!
DICK] * I CK] - I CK - 13!
DPSI CK] * PSI [K] - PSI [K - 13!
END!
A * (PSIN C2] - PSIN [1]) / (INN C2] - INN [1])I
B * INN CN] / 2!
CT + O!
LOOP: CT * CT ÷ 11
FOR K * 1 STEP I UNTIL N DO
BEGIN EIB * EXP (- INN CK] / B)I
DPS CK, 1] * 1.0 - EIB!
DPS CK, 2] * - A x EIB x INN CK] / (B * 2)1
PSS CK] * PSIN CK] - A x (1.0 - EIB)!
END!
FIT (Np 2, PSSp DPS, DE, SQE, E, COV, EXIT)!
A * A + DE C131
B * B + DE [231
WRITE (LP, F1, A, B, A / Bt CT)!
IF (ABS (DE [1]) > .001 x ABS (A) OR ABS (DE [2]) > .001 x ABS (B))
AND CT < 20 THEN GO TO LOOP!
WRITE (LP CDBL])!
WRITE (LP, F4)!
FOR K * 1 STEP I UNTIL N DO PSIC [K] * A x (1o0 - EXP (- INN [K] / B)
)1
FOR K * I STEP I UNTIL N DO WRITE (LP, F2, I [K], PSI [K], DI [K],
0O0O127
0000128
0000129
0000130
0000131
0000132
0000133
0000134
0000135
0000136
0000137
0000138
0000139
0000140
0000141
0000142
0000143
0000144
0000145
0000146
0000147
0000148
0000149
0000150
0000151
DPSI [K], INN [K], PSIN [K], PSIC [K], LE [K] '=" (PSIN [K] - PSIN'EK - 0000152
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1]) / (INN [K] - INN [K - 1]), LC [K] * (PSIC [K] - PSIC [K - 1]) / (
INN [K] - INN [K - I]), IF LE [K] ¢ 0 THEN 100 x (LC [K] - LE [K]) /
LE [K] ELSE 100.0)l
EXIT: WRITE (LP, TIMER, TIME (2) / 60, TIME (3) / 60);
WRITE (LP [PAGE]);
GO TO MOREl
EOF: END.
0000153
000015_
0000155
0000156
0000157
0000158
0000159
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APPENDIX E
COMPUTER PROGRAMFOR DIODE PARAMETERS
DIODE PARAMETERS,
BEGIN REAL EKt I0p RDt Idt Lt SGEI
INTEGER dp CTe Np TEMPI
ARRAY Ie Ye Et V [0 : 20]e X [0 : 20e 0 : _]t B [0 : _]e COV [0 : _e
0 : _31
ALPHA IDt
FILE CR "PGANDE" (2, 10), LP ; (3, 15)I
FORMAT FMT (X15t "RD"p X18t "EK"t X18t "IO_9"p XIOt "CT" /)l
0000000
0000001
0O0OO02
0000003
000000_
0000005
0000006
FORMAT IDENT (/ / / X3;, "DIODE:"e A6p XlOp "TEMP ="t It_t " (CENTI6RADO000007
E)" / / / "PARAMETERS"t X;t "RD ="e F8.5, " OHM"e X;, "EK ="t F8.6, " VO0000008
LT"P X_, "IO =", F8,6t " Q'9 AMP")I 0000009
FORMAT FI (3 E20°5, IlO)t F2 (/ / Xl;e "I(AMP)"p X1;, "EXP. V", X13, "C0000010
ALC° V", X13t "ERROR" /)w F3 (3 F20.St F17.2t "_;")t F5 ("PROCESSOR TIME 0000011
="t F6°2t " I/O TIME ="e F6°2)1 0000012
LABEL EOFt SINGe MORE LOOPI 0000013
ARRAY PSi SCALESt RES DXS [0 : _]1 000001_
PBOCEDUBE s
DECOMPOSE (N, A) ,
SOLVE (N,LU,B,X), and
FIT (N,M,Y,X,B, SQE,E,COV,SINGULAB),
APPENDIX B
MORE: READ (CRe /t Ne RDt EKe IOt TEMP, ID) [EOF]I
FOR ,J * 1 STEP I UNTIL N DO READ (CRt /t I [J]t V [,J])l
CT * Ol
FOR ,J '," I STEP I UNTIL N DO I [,J] _" I [,J] x _-31
WRITE (LPt FMT}I
WRITE (LP, F1, RDt EKt I0 X g6t CT)I
FOR d * 1 STEP I UNTIL N DO X [d* 1] * I [J]I
LOOP: CT _" CT + 1l
FOR d * 1 STEP I UNTIL N DO
BEGIN I,J * I [d]l
L ." LN (1.0 + Id / IOll
Y [,J] * V [d] - RD x I,J - EK x Lt
X [Jp 2] 4- LI
X [Jt 3] * - EK x IJ / (IO x (IO + IJ))l
ENDI
FIT (Nt 3t Yt Xe Bt SGEe Ep COVt SING)t
RD ,,. RD + B [111
EK 4. EK + B [2]1
IO * IO + B [3]1
IF EK < 0 THEN EK _. (EK - B [2]) / 21
IF IO < 0 THEN I0 ,,. (IO - B [3]) / 21
WRITE (LPt Fit RDt EKt IO x Qgt CT)I
IF (ABS (B [1]) > .001 x ABS (RD) OR ABS (B [2]) > .001 x ABS (EK) OR
ABS (B [3]) > .001 x ABS (IO)) AND CT < 20 THEN 60 TO LOOP;
WRITE (LPt IDENT_ IDe TEMPt RD, EK, IO x _9) I
WRITE (LPt F2)l
FOR d q. I STEP I UNTIL N DO Y [d] * I [J] x RD + EK x LN (1 + (I [J])
/ IO)l
FOR ,J q- 1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO IF V [J] = 0 THEN WRITE (LPt F3t I [O]t V
[,J]t Y [O]) ELSE WRITE (LPt F3p I [d]t V [,J]t Y [J]t 100 x (V [d] - Y
[d]) / V [d])I
WRITE (LP, F5t TIME (2) / 60p TIME (3) / 60)I
SING: WRITE (LP [PAGE])I
GO TO MOREl
EOF: END,
0000119
0000120
0000121
0000122
0000123
000012;
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0000129
0O0O13O
0000131
0000132
0000133
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0000136
0000137
0000138
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.
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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR TRANSISTOR PARAMETERS
TRANSISTOR PARAMETERS,
BEGIN REAL Id, ICde L, RBCp THETAM, ISCp RB, SOEp VCp Mp RS;
INTEGER K, d, Ne CTt TEMPe De SCTI
ALPHA WHICHP IDI
ARRAY Ip ICe Ve Yt E [0 : 20]e X [0 : 20t 0 : W]p COY EO : 4t 0 : 4]t
B [0 : 4];
LABEL MOREp EOFt SINGP LOOPt CASEBI
FILE LP 4 (3e 15)p CR "RADIO" (2e 10);
LIST LIO (RBCp THETAMt ISC x _9t CT)P Lll (RBCe Op THETAMt ISC x _ge
CT)p L12 (RBP RBCf THETAMp ISC x _ge CT + SCT)p L20 (RBC, THETAMf ISC
x Qg), L21 (RBC, O, THETAM, ISC x 89), L22 (RB, RBC, O, THETAM, ISC x
_9), L30 ((ICJ * IC[d]), (IJ * I [J]), ICJ I IJ, V [d], (VC * Id x
RBC + THETAM x LN (I,0 + (Id + ICJ) / ISC)), (IF V [J] = 0 THEN I00,0
0000000
0000001
0000002
0000003
0000004
0000005
0000006
0000007
0000008
0000009
O000010
0000011
ELSE I00,0 x (V [J] - VC) I V [d])), L32 ((ICJ + IC [J]), (IJ * I [J] 0000012
), ICJ / Id, V [d], (VC * Id x RB + (Id + ICJ) x RBC + THETAM x LN ( 0000013
1,0 + (IJ + ICJ) / ISC)), (IF V [J] = 0 THEN 100,0 ELSE 100,0 x (V [J 0000014
] - VC) / V [d]))t 0000015
SWITCH LIST LI * LIO, L11, L121 0000016
SWITCH LIST L2 * L20, L21, L22l 0000017
SWITCH LIST L3 * L30, L30, L32; 0000018
SWITCH FORMAT FI * (X37, "REVERSE CHARACTERISTICS OF TRANSISTOR ", A6 0000019
/ / X47t "TEMPERATURE = ", I3, " DEG, C" / /), (X37e "FORWARD CHARACTERO000020
ISTICS OF TRANSISTOR "e A6 / / X47e "TEMPERATURE = "t I3t " DEG, C" / 0000021
/); 0000022
SWITCH FORMAT F2 _ (X13t "RBC"e X17t "THETAMC"t XI3t "ISC=9"t X15, 0000023
"CT" /)p (X13, "RB", Xl8, "RE", Xl8t "THETAME", X13t "ISE@9", X15, 0000024
"CT" /)e (X13t "RB"t X18e "RE"t X18t "THETAME", X13, "ISE_9", X15p 0000025
"CT" /); 0000026
SWITCH FORMAT F3 * (/ / / X55e "RBC = "t Fg,5t " OHM" / X51, "THETAMC =0000027
"e F8,5, " VOLT" / X55, "ISC = ", F12,5, " _-9 AMP" / / / / X15e "IE" 0000028
, X18, "IB", X18t "BETAI", X12p "EXP, VBC"p Xll, "CALC, VBC", XI4, "ERRO000029
OR" /)e (/ / / X56e "RB = ", F9,5, " OHM" / X56, "RE = "e F9,5, " OHM" 0000030
/ X51, "THETAME = ", F8,5, " VOLT" / X55, "ISE = ", F12,St " _-9 AMP" 0000031
/ / / / X15, "IC", X18, "IB", X18, "BETAN", X12e "EXP, VBE"e Xll, "CALCO000032
• VBE", X14, "ERROR" /), (/ / / X56e "RB = "p F9,5, " OHM" / X56t "RE = 0000033
"t Fg,5e " OHM" / X56e "RC = ", Fg,5t " OHM" / X51e "THETAME = "p F8,5 0000034
, " VOLT" / X55, "ISE = "e F12,5p " _-9 AMP" / / / / X15e "IC"e X18, "I0000035
B", X18t "BETAN", X12, "EXP, VBE"p X11, "CALC, VBE", X14p "ERROR" /)l 0000036
SWITCH FORMAT F4 * (3 E20,6, I17)t (4 E20,6P 117), (4 E20,6, I17)l 0000037
FORMAT F5 (5 F20,8, F19,2e "_"); 0000038
ARRAY PSe SCALES, RES, DXS [0 : 4]l 0000039
PIIOCEDIilRE s
DECOMPOSE (N, A),
SOLVE (N,LU,B,X), and
FIT (N,M,Y,X, B, SQE,E,COV, SINGULM3),
APPENDIX B
M * 2,0;
MORE: READ (CRt /, N, RBCp ISC, IDt TEMPe WHICH) EEOF]I
IF WHICH = "R" THEN K * 0 ELSE K * 1l
D + 3;
RB * 0,0;
WRITE (LPt F1 [K]t IDt TEMP);
WRITE (LP, F2 [K]);
FOR d * 1 STEP I UNTIL N DO READ (CR, /, V [d], I[d], IC[d]);
FOR d * 1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO I[d] * I[d] x =-3;
FOR d * 1 STEP I UNTIL N DO IC[d] * IC[d] x =-3;
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CASEB: CT * O!
THETAM * O,B6 x M x (273 + TEMP) x _-4!
IF K S I THEN FOR J * I STEP I UNTIL N DO X [Jp I] * I [J] ELSE FOR J
+ I STEP I UNTIL N DO X Cdt I] _ I [J] + IC [d]!
LOOP: CT * CT + II
FOR J * I STEP I UNTIL N DO
BEGIN IJ * I CJ]!
ICJ * IC [J]!
L * LN (I,0 + (Id + ICJ) / ISC)!
X [J, 2] _ - THETAM x (IJ ÷ ICJ) / (ISC x (ISC ÷ IJ ÷ ICJ))!
IF D > 2 THEN X CJt 3] * L!
Y [J] * V CJ] - RBC x IJ - THETAM x L!
IF K > I THEN Y CJ] * Y [J] - RBC x ICJ - RB x Id!
END;
FIT (Np Dt Yp Xp Bp SQEp Ep COVp SING)!
RBC * RBC ÷ B [I]I
ISC * ISC + B C2]!
IF ISC < 0 THEN ISC * (ISC - B 12]) 1 21
THETAM * THETAM + B [3]!
WRITE (LP, FW [KIp LI [K])I
IF (ABS (B [1]) > 0,001 x AB5 (RBC) OR ABS (B [2]) > 0,001 x ABS (ISC
) OR (IF D > 2 THEN ABS (B [3]) > 0,001 x ABS (THETAM) ELSE FALSE))
AND CT < 20 THEN GO TO LOOP!
IF K = I AND RS < RBC THEN
BEGIN K * 2t
RB 4. RSI
SCT _" CT!
GO TO CASEBI
ENDI
WRITE (LPp F3 [KIp L2 [K])I
FOR d * I STEP I UNTIL N DO WRITE (LPw F5p L3 £K])l
IF K = 0 THEN RS 4. RBCI
SING: WRITE (LP [PAGE])!
GO TO MOREl
EOF ," END,
0000154
0000155
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0000157
0000158
0000159
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.4PIV?NI)I._ (,
COMPUTER PROGRAM FORACORE-BIODE-TRANSISTOR BINARY COUNTER
BINARY COUNTER, USING SIMPLE INTEGRATION METHOD TO COMPUTE CURRENTS 0000000
AND VOLTAGES VS, TIME AND VSMIN FOR NOMINAL AND WORST-CASE CONDITIONS, 0000001
BEGIN COMMENT * * * * • IMPORTANT * • * DO NOT CHANGE THIS DECLARATIONO000002
• * _t 0000003
REAL LII, LOI, PHIRI, PHISI, HAlt HGI, HN1, LAMBDADI, NUOlt FDBI, 000000_
FOPPI, LAMBDA1, NUI, FBI, F01, ROPI, LI2, L02, PHIR2, PHIS2p HA2, 0000005
HG2, HN2t LAMBDAD2, NUD2, FDB2, FOPP2, LAMBDA2, NU2, FB2, F02, 0000006
ROP2, NSI, NS2, NBI, NB2, NCI, NC2, NCL, R10, Rtl, RI2, R2, R3, R4 0000007
, LOOe ICONO, LOI, ICON;, L02, ICON2, ISD, THETAMD, cgoo, VCPOTD, 0000008
ND, KD, RLD, RD, ISE, THETAME, CJOE, VCPOTEP NE, KE, RLE, RE, ISC, 0000009
THETAMC, CJOC, VCPOTC, NC, KC, RLCp RC, RBI 0000010
COMMENT * * * * * * DO NOT CHANGE THE DECLARATION ABOVE * * * * * *0000011
; 0000012
ARRAY ALP, DELTEMP, DI, U, D2, G [0 : 4031 0000013
REAL IL, ILMI, ILM2, ILDOT, ILDOTMI, IC, ICMI, ICM2, ICDOT, 000001_
ICDOTMI, ICL, ICLMI, ICLM2, ICLDOT, ICLDOTMI, IS, ISMI, ISM2, ID, 0000015
IDMI, IDM2, IB, IEe Flp FIMIe F2, F2MI, PHIl, PHI1MIe PHIIM2, 0000016
PHIDOTIp PHIDOT1MI, PHIDOTPRIe PHI2, PHI2M1, PHI2M2e PHIDOT2, 0000017
PHIDOT2MIe PHIDOTPR2, PHIDOTEle PHIDOTEPR1, PHIDOTMA1, PHIDOTMAPRI 0000018
, PHIDOTE2, PHIDOTEPR2, PHIDOTMA2, PHIDOTMAPR2, VD, VDM1, VDM2, 0000019
IDPR, VDDOTe VDDOTM1, VPN, VPNPR, ISFDe VE, VEM1, VEM2, IEPR, 0000020
VEDOT, VEDOTM1, VBE, VBEPR, ISFEe DIEDVEP VC, VCM1, VCM2, ICPR, 0000021
VCDOT, VCDOTMI, VCE, ISFC, DICDVEI 0000022
REAL HSI, HTHI, F121, F231, Vll, V21, EPS1, HS2p HTH2, F122, F232, 0000023
V12, V22, EPS2, T, TAUS, DELT, TR, TI, T2, T3, T4, PHIIFI, PHIIF2, 000002_
PHIIF3, PHIIF_, PHI2F1, PHI2F2, PHI2F3e PHI2F4; 0000025
REAL CJD, CDD, CdEe CDE, CdC, CDC, BETAI, BETAN, ALPHAI, ALPHAN; 0000026
REAL Fd, FJM1, GJ, GJMle FPRID, 6PRIS, FPRIS, GPRIDe D, DELID, 0000027
DELIS, S, CONFAC, CAPIS, CAPIL, TAUC, TV, TIN, VS, PHIDOT12, NV, Q 0000028
, SL, TSL, TEMP; 0000029
INTEGER NP, IP, NA, IA; 0000030
BOOLEAN TRANS, NOSW, FAILURE, BOOL; 0000031
INTEGER LINES, COUNT, CTS, CF, MODE, CNV, CNVS, K, CQ, J; 0000032
REAL ARRAY ICN, BETN, IEI, BET; [0 : 30], NCOEF, ICOEF [0 : 3, 0 : 0000033
50]; 000003_
ARRAY VAL, NONUp WCVAL [0 : 100]; 0000035
ALPHA ARRAY GROUPIe GROUP2, NAME, NAM2, WCSIGN [0 : 100]; 0000036
INTEGER ARRAY SDIFF [0 : i00]; 0000037
FILE OWT 4 (2, 15), CR "MARS" (2, lO); 0000038
LIST LIST2 (TEMP, VS, CAPIL, TR x lgG); 0000039
LIST LIST3 (T x _6, IL, IC, ICL, IS, FI, PHIl x _8, PHIDOT1, F2, 0000040
PHI2 x _8, PHIDOT2, ID, VPNe VCE, PHIDOTE1, PHIDOTE2, CTS); 0000041
LABEL SWITCHINGO, SWITCHING1, SWITCHING2, SWITCHING3, SWITCHING4, 0000042
MODEO, MODE1, MODE2, MODE3, MODE_, EXITO, EXITI, EXIT2, EXIT3, 0000043
EXIT_, MODES, EXIT, READMORE, EOF; 0000044
FORMAT FMT2 (XIO, "TEMP(DEGREES C)=", F5.1, X8, "VS(VOLTS)=", F5.1 0000045
' X8, "CAPIL(AMP)=", F6,3, X8, "TR(MICROSECOND)=", F6,3 /); 0000046
FORMAT FMT3 (6 F6.3, 2 FB._, F6,3, 3 F8.4, 2 F7.3, 2 FB.4, I3, I4) O0000W?
; 0000048
FORMAT FMT4 (" T", X4, niL", X_, "IC", X_, "ICL", X3e HIS", X4, "F0000049
1", XW, "PHIl", X3, "PHIDOTI", X2, "F2", X_, "PHI2", X3, "PHIDOT2", X3 0000050
, "ID", XG, "VPN", XWe "VCE", X4, "PHIDTEt", X1, "PHIDTE2", X1, "CTSO000051
" /), HEAD (X45, "OUTPUT: MINIMUM SUPPLY VOLTAGE" / / X_5, "TEMPERATUREO000052
=", IW, " DEGREES C" / / / XW5e "C 0 R E P A R A M E T E R S" /), 0000053
FF1 ("DEVICES PARAMETER NOMINAL VALUE AT T=", I3e " DEG.C He "0000054
ONUNIFORMITY WORST-CASE DIFFERENTIAL SIGN WORST-CASE VALUE"), DATA 0000055
(/ 2W (AGe A_e XI, AGe A2e X5, EI8.W, X14t F6.2, "S"e X19, Ale X18 0000056
, E14.4 /)), FF2 (X42t "C I R C U I T P A R A M E T E R S " /)P 0000057
FMT5 (/ X57, "MODE m , I2 / /); 0000058
FORMAT FLAG1 ("SPURIOUS TRANSISTOR TURN-ON."); 0000059
FORMAT FLAG2 ("SPURIOUS TRANSISTOR TURN-OFF"D; 0000060
201
FORMAT FLAG3 ("MAXIMUM COLLECTOR-EMITTER VOLTAGE EXCEEDED")!
FORMAT FLAG_ ("NO TRANSISTOR TURN-ON IN MODE 3")1
FORMAT TIMER ("PROCESS TIME =", F8,W, " I/O TIME =", F8,W);
BOOLEAN NEWVS;
DEFINE LP = OWT #1
STREAM PROCEDURE TRANSFER (N, Ap B);
VALUE N;
BEGIN LOCAL T;
SI • LOC N;
DI _ LOC T;
DI * DI + 11
DS • 7 CHR;
SI • A;
DI * B;
T (DS * 32 WDS;
DS * 32 WDS);
DS * N WDS
END TRANSFER;
PROCEDURE PRINTOUT;
BEGIN REAL X;
IF COUNT MOD 10 = 0 THEN
BEGIN IF LINES NOD 50 = 0 THEN
BEGIN WRITE (OWT, TIMER, TIME (2) / 60, TIME (3) / 60)1
WRITE (OWT [PAGE]};
WRITE (OWTp FMTR);
END;
WRITE (OWT, FMTS, LISTS);
LINES * LINES + I;
CF • O;
END;
END PRINTOUT;
PROCEDURE PRINTHEAD;
BEGIN WRITE (OWT [PAGE]};
IF NEWVS THEN WRITE (OWT, FMT2p LIST2);
WRITE (OWTw FNT5, MODE);
WRITE (OWT_ FMTR);
WRITE (OWT, FMT3, LIST3)t
LINES • I11
END PRINTHEAD;
PROCEDURE INTERPOL (POINTS, ICC, BET, COEF);
ARRAY COEF [0, 0], ICC, BET [0];
INTEGER POINTS;
BEGIN INTEGER d, K, L;
REAL ARRAY C [0 • 3, 0 : 3];
FOR L: = 1 STEP 1 UNTIL POINTS DO
BEGIN FOR d: = O, I, 2p 3 DO C [dp O] : = BET EL + d - I];
FOR K: = 1, 2, 3 DO FOR d; = K STEP I UNTIL 3 DO C EJ, K] :
= (C [,J, K - 1] - C [d - 1, K - 1]) / (ICC [d + L - 1] - ICC
[d + L - 1 - K]);
FOR d: = Op 1, 2p 3 DO COEF [J, L} : = C [d, J}
END
END INTERPOL;
REAL PROCEDURE BETA (ICp P, COEF, ICC, BET, POINTS);
INTEGER P, POINTS;
ARRAY COEF [Op O]w ICCp BET [011
REAL IC;
BEGIN INTEGER d;
REAL B;
LABEL EX, PX;
IF IC > ICC [POINTS] THEN
BEGIN B: = BET [pOINTS];
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0000061
0000062
0000063
000006_
0000065
0000066
0000067
0000068
0000069
0000070
0000071
0000072
0000073
000007_
0000075
0000076
0000077
0000078
0000079
0000080
0000081
0000082
0000083
0000084
0000085
0000086
0000087
0000088
0000089
0000090
0000091
0000092
0000093
000009;
0000095
0000096
0000097
O00OO98
0000099
0000100
0000101
0000102
0000103
000010;
0000105
0000106
0000107
0000108
0000109
0000110
0000111
0000112
0000113
000011;
0000115
0000116
0000117
0000118
0000119
0000120
0000121
GO TO EX
END ;
IF IC < ICC [1] THEN
BEGIN B " BET [I];
GO TO EX;
END ;
PX: IF IC > ICC [P + 1] THEN
BEGIN P: = P + 1;
GO TO PX
END;
IF IC < ICC [P] THEN
BEGIN P: = P - I;
GO TO PX
END;
B: = COEF [3p P];
FOR d" = 3e 2, 1 DO B" = B x (IC - ICC [d + P - 2]) + COEF [d -
1, P];
EX: BETA: = B;
END BETA;
REAL PROCEDURE PHIDOTE (F, FM1, EPS, PHIDOTEPR);
VALUE F_ FMlp EPS;
REAL F, FMlp PHIDOTEPRp EPS;
BEGIN PHIDOTEPR * EPS / DELT;
PHIDOTE * (F - FMI) x PHIDOTEPR;
END PHIDOTE;
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REAL PROCEDURE PHIDOT (F, PHI, LI, LO, PHIRe PHIS, HA, He, HTH, HN 0000147
, LAMBDAD, NUD, FDB, FOPP, LAMBDA, NU, FB, FO, ROP, F12, F23, Vl,
V2, PHIDOTPRIME) ;
VALUE F, PHI, LI, LO, PHIR, PHIS, HA, HQe HTH, HN, LAMBDAD, NUD,
FDB, FOPP, LAMBDA, NUp FB, FO, ROP, F12, F23, V1, V2;
REAL F, PHI, LI, LO, PHIR, PHIS, HA, HQ, HTH, HN, LAMBDAD, NUD,
FDB, FOPP, LAMBDA, NU, FB, FO, ROP, F12, F23, V1, V2, PHIDOTPRIME;
BEGIN REAL PHIDPRIME, PHID, PHIDOTP, PHIDOTPPRIME, S;
S 4- SIGN (F);
F _- SxF;
PHI 4. S x PHIl
IF F _ F12 THEN
BEGIN PHID * V1 x F x LN ((F - HA x LO) / (F - HA x LI)) - PHIR
PHIDPRIME * Vl x (LN ((F - HA x LO) / (F - HA x LI)) + F x (
I / (F - HA x LO] - 1 / (F - HA x LI))]
END ;
IF F12 < F AND F $ F23 THEN
BEGIN PHID *" V2 x (F / HTH - LI + F x (1 / HN - 1 / He] x LN ((
I - HN / HTH) / (1 - HN x LI / F)]) - PHIR;
PHIDPRIME 4. V2 _( (1 / HTH + (1 / HN - 1 / He] x (LN (F x (1
- HN / HTH) / (F - HN x LI)) - HN x LI / (F - HN x LI]])
END ;
IF F23 < F THEN
BEGIN PHID ,- V2 x (LO - LI + F x (1 / HN - 1 / He] x LN ((F -
HN x LO) / (F - HN x LI))] - PHIR;
PHIDPRIME * V2 x (1 / HN - I / HQ) x (LN ((F - HN x LO] / (F
- HN x LI]) + F x HN x (LO - LI) / ((F - HN x LO) x (F - HN
x LI)))
END;
IF 0 < F < F12 THEN PHIDOTP _" PHIDOTPPRIME _- 0,0;
IF F12 < F < FDB THEN
BEGIN PHIDOTP " LAMBDAD x (F - F12) '_ NUD;
PHIDOTPPRIME • LAMBDAD x NUD x (F - F12) '_ (NUD - 1,0);
END ;
IF FDB < F < FB THEN
BEGIN PHIDOTP q- LAMBDA x (F - FOPP) ,_ NU;
PHIDOTPPRIME 4. LAMBDA x NU x (F - FOPP] '_ [NU - 1]
END;
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IF FB < F THEN
BEGIN PHIDOTP *ROP x (F - FO];
PHIDOTPPRIME •ROP
END;
IF PHI <PHID THEN
BEGIN PHIDOT * S x (PHIDOTP x (I - ((2 x PHI +PHIS -PHID) / (
PHIS+ PHID))• 2));
PHIDOTPRIME * (1 - ((2 x PHI +PHIS -PHID) /(PHIS +PHID))
• 2) x PHIDOTPPRIME + 4 x PHIDOTP x (2 x PHI +PHIS - PHIO)
x (PHI +PHIS) x PHIDPRIME /(PHIS +PHID) * 3;
END ELSE PHIDOT • PHIDOTPRIME * Ol
END PHIDOT;
REAL PROCEDURE I (Vp VL, II, IMI, IDOTMI, NPHIDOT, Rlm LO, ICON,
IDOT);
VALUE V, VL, II, IMlp IDOTMIp NPHIDOT, RI, LO, ICON!
REAL V, VL, IIe IM1, IDOTMIe NPHIDOTe Rim LOt ICON, IDOTI
BEGIN REAL L;
L * LO x EXP (- II / ICON)!
IDOT * (V - NPHIDOT - RI x II - VL) / L;
II * IMI + DELT x (IDOT ÷ IDOTMI) / 21
IF II < 0 THEN IDOT * II * Ol
I * II;
END IS
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REAL PROCEDURE V (Ip Vd, VMIp VDOTMlp IS, THETAM, CdOp VCPOT_ Np K
, RL, CJ, CD, ISF, VDOT, IPR)I
VALUE I, VJ, VM1, VDOTMI, IS, THETAM, CJO, VCPOTp N, K, RLI
REAL I, VJ, VM1, VDOTMI, IS, THETAM, CJO, VCPOT, N, K, RL, CJ, CD,
ISF, VDOT, IPRI
BEGIN ISF * IS x EXP (VJ / THETAM)I
IF VJ > VCPOT THEN VJ * ,9999 x VCPOT;
CJ * CJO / ((1 - VJ / VCPOT) * N)I
CD * K x ISF + Cdl
VDOT * (I - ISF + IS - VJ / RL) / CDI
VJ * VMI + 0,5 x DELT x (VDOTM1 + VDOT)I
ISF * IS x EXP (VJ / THETAM);
IF VDOT ¢ 0 THEN IPR * ISF / THETAM ÷ I / RL + CD x (1 - VDOTM1
/ VDOT) / DELT + VDOT x (K x ISF / THETAM + N x Cd / (VCPOT -
VJ)) ELSE IPR * ISF / THETAM + I / RL;
V * VJl
END V;
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PROCEDURE INCREMENT!
BEGIN LABEL GUESS, LOOP!
CTS _ O;
PHIIM2 * PHIIMlt
PHIIMI • PHIl;
PHIDOTIM1 * PHIDOT1;
PHI2M2 * PHI2M1;
PHI2MI * PHI2;
PHIDOT2M1 _ PHIDOT2;
ILM2 * ILM1;
ILM1 * IL;
ILDOTM1 * ILDOT;
IDM2 * IDM1;
IDM1 _ ID;
ISM2 * ISM1;
ISM1 * IS;
FIM1 * F1;
F2MI * F2;
IF MODE = 2 OR MODE = 4 OR MODE = 0 THEN
BEGIN ICLM2 * ICLMI;
ICLMI * ICL;
ICLDOTMI * ICLDOT;
END;
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IF TRANS THEN
BEGIN ICM2 • ICMI!
ICM1 • IC!
ICDOTMI • ICDOT!
VEM2 * VEMI!
VEMI • VE!
VEDOTM1 * VEDOT!
VCM2 • VCMI;
VCM1 • VC!
VCDOTM1 • VCDOT!
END;
GUESS: PHI1 * PHIIM2 + 2,0 x DELT x PHIDOTIMI!
PHI2 • PHI2M2 ÷ 2,0 x DELT x PHIDOT2MI;
IF T > TR OR MODE = 2 OR MODE = 4 OR MODE = 0 THEN IL * ILM2 +
2 x DELT x ILDOTM1 ELSE IL * IF T S TSL THEN SL x T ELSE CAPIL
x (1,0 - 1,89 x (1,0 - T / TR) * 2,61)!
IO * 2.0 x IDM1 - IDM2!
IS * 2,0 x ISM1 - ISM2;
IF MODE = 2 OR MODE = 4 OR MODE = 0 THEN ICL * ICLM2 ÷ 2,0 x
DELT x ICLDOTMI!
IF TRANS THEN
BEGIN IC • ICM2 + 2,0 x DELT x ICDOTMI!
VE _ VEM2 ÷ 2.0 x DELT x VEDOTMI!
VC • VCM2 ÷ 2,0 x DELT x VCDOTMI;
END;
LOOP: FJM1 _ FJ;
GJM1 _ GJ!
CTS _ CTS + 1!
FZ * NS1 x IS + NB1 x ID + NCl x IC - NCL x ICL;
F2 _ NS2 x IS - NB2 x ID - NC2 x IC!
PHIDOTMA1 * PHIDOT (Flp PHIlp LIlp LOlp PHIRlp PHISlp HAI_ HQlt
HTH1, HNlp LAMBDADlp NUDlp FDBlw FOPPlt LAMBDAlp NUlt FBlp FOlp
ROPIp F121t F231p V11w V21p PHIDOTMAPR1)I
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EPS1 * Vll x (ABS (F1) x (1.0 / (ABS (FI) + HA1 x L01) - 1.0 / ( 0000282
ABS (F1) + HA1 x LI1)) + LN ((ABS (F1) + HA1 x LOI) / (ABS (F1) 0000283
+ HA1 x LI1)))! 0000284
PHIDOTE1 * PHIDOTE (F1, FIM1, EPSlp PHIDOTEPR1); 0000285
PHIDOT1 * PHIDOTMA1 + PHIDOTE1; 0000286
PHIDOTPR1 • PHIDOTMAPR1 ÷ PHIDOTEPR1; 0000287
PHIDOTMA2 * PHIDOT (F2, PHI2, LI2, L02, PHIR2w PHIS2p HA2, HQ2t 0000288
HTH2, HN2p LAMBDAD2p NUD2, FDB2, FOPP2w LAMBDA2p NU2, FB2p F02, 0000289
ROP2, F122p F232, V12, V22p PHIDOTMAPR2)! 0000290
EPS2 _ V12 x (ABS (F2) x (1.0 / (ABS (F2) + HA2 x L02) - 1.0 / ( 0000291
ABS (F2) + HA2 x LI2)) + LN ((ABS (F2) + HA2 x L02) / (ABS (F2)
+ HA2 x LI2)))!
PHIDOTE2 * PHIDOTE (F2, F2M1, EPS2, PHIDOTEPR2)t
PHIDOT2 • PHIDOTMA2 + PHIDOTE2;
PHIDOTPR2 * PHIDOTMAPR2 + PHIDOTEPR21
IF T > TR OR MODE = 2 OR MODE = 4 OR MODE = 0 THEN IL • I (0,
IS x R3 + O,Gp IL, ILMI, ILDOTM1, NSI x PHIDOTI + NS2 x PHIDOT2
, Rll + RDp LOlp ICONI, ILDOT)I
IF MODE = 2 OR MODE = 4 OR MODE = 0 THEN IF T _ 4°6@-6 THEN ICL
I (VS, 1,0p ICLp ICLMlp ICLDOTM1, - NCL x PHIDOTIt RIOp LOOp
ICONO, ICLDOT) ELSE ICL • I (0, 3,Op ICL, ICLMlp ICLDOTMlp -
NCL x PHIDOT1, RlOw LO0, ICONO, ICLDOT);
IF TRANS THEN IC * I (VSp VCE, ICp ICM1, ICDOTMIp NCl x PHIDOT1
- NC2 x PHIDOT2, R12t L02, ICON2, ICDOT)I
PHI1 * PHIIMI + 0,5 x DELT x (PHIDOTIM1 + PHIDOT1)!
PHI2 * PHI2M1 + 0,5 x DELT x (PHIDOT2M1 + PHIDOT2)I
IF MODE ¢ 3 OR NOT TRANS THEN
BEGIN IF ID _ 0 THEN
BEGIN VPN * ID x RD + THETAMD x LN (1 + ID / ISD)!
VPNPR * RD + THETAMD / (ISD + ID);
END ELSE
BEGIN ID • O;
VPN * NB2 x PHIDOT2 - NB1 x PHIDOT1;
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VPNPR * O;
END;
END ELSE
BEGIN IB * - ID_
IE * IB ÷ IC_
VE * V (IE + ALPHAI x (ISFC - ISC), VE, VEM1, VEDOTM1, ISE,
THETAME, CJOE, VCPOTE, NE, KE, RLE, CJE, CDE, ISFE, VEDOT,
IEPR);
VC * V (- IC + ALPHAN x (ISFE - ISE), VC, VCM1, VCDOTM1, ISC
, THETAMC, CdOC, VCPOTC, NC, KC, RLC, CdC, CDC, ISFC, VCDOT,
ICPR ) ;
VBE _ IB x RB + VE + IE x RE;
VCE _ IE x RE + VE - VC + IC x RC;
IF VE = VEM1 THEN
BEGIN WRITE (LP' < "VE : VEMI" >);
DIEDVE * IEPR - ALPHAI x ISFC / THETAMC;
DICDVE * ALPHAN x ISFE / THETAME - ICPR;
END ELSE
BEGIN DIEDVE * IEPR - ALPHAI x ISFC x (VC - VCMI) / ((VE -
VEM1) x THETAMC);
OICDVE * ALPHAN x ISFE / THETAME - ICPR x (VC - VCMI) / (
VE - VEM1};
END;
IF DIEDVE ¢ DICDVE THEN VBEPR * RB + (1 + R£ x DIEDVE) / (
DIEDVE - DICDVE) ELSE VBEPR • RB;
VPN * - VBE;
VPNPR _ VBEPR;
END;
FJ • NB2 x PHIDOT2 - NB1 x PHIOOT1 - VPN - ID x R4;
6d * NS2 x PHIDOT2 + NS1 x PHIDOT1 + IS x R3 - R2 x (IL - IS);
FPRID • - (NB2 * 2 x PHIDOTPR2 + NB1 * 2 x PHIDOTPR1 + R4 +
VPNPR);
GPRIS • NS2 • 2 x PHIDOTPR2 + NS1 • 2 x PHIDOTPR1 + R2 + RS;
IF FJ = 0 THEN FpRIS • 0 ELSE FPRIS * NS2 x NB2 x PHIDOTPR2 -
NS1 x NB1 x PHIDOTPR1;
6PRID _ - FPRIS;
D * FPRID x GPRIS - FPRIS x GPRID;
IF D ¢ 0 THEN
BEGIN DELID • (- FJ x GPRIS + Gd x FPRIS) / D;
DELIS • (Fd x 6PRID - 6d x FPRID) / D;
END ELSE DELID * DELIS • O;
IO _ ID + DELID;
IS _ IS + DELIS;
IF SIGN (FJ) ¢ SIGN (FdM1) THEN ID • ID - 0.5 x DELID;
IF SIGN (Gd) ¢ SIGN (6dM1) THEN IS * IS - 0.5 x DELIS;
IF (ABS (DELID) > 0,0001 x ABS (ID) OR ABS (DELIS) >0,0001 x
ABS (IS)) AND CTS < 20 THEN GO TO LOOP;
IF CTS = 20 THEN CF * CF + 1;
IF ABS (PHIDOT2) < NV > ABS (PHIDOT1) AND i > TAUS / 2 THEN
BEGIN CNV * 1;
NOSW • TRUE;
END ELSE
BEGIN CNV * O;
NOSW * FALSE;
END;
END INCREMENT;
DEFINE IROP1 = 15 #, ILl2 = 16 #, IROP2 = 31 #, INS1 = 32 #, INCL
= 38 #, IRIO = 39 #, IR4 = 44 #, ILO0 = 45 #, IISAT2 = 50 #p IISD
= 51 #, IRD = 58 #, IISE = 59 #, IRB = 75 #;
BEGIN REAL X;
FOR d • 0 STEP I UNTIL 82 DO GROUP1 [d] • GROUP2 [d] • NAM2 [d]
GROUP1 [0] * "CORE1 ";
GROUP1 [ILI2] _ "CORE2 ";
GROUP1EINS1] _ "WINDIN';
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0000315
0000316
0000317
0000318
0000319
0000320
0000321
0000322
0000323
000032_
0000325
0000526
0000327
0000328
0000329
0000330
0000331
0000332
0000333
0000334
0000335
0000336
0O00337
0000338
0000339
0000340
0000341
0000342
00003_3
0000344
0000345
0000346
0000347
0000348
0000349
0000350
0000351
0000352
0000353
0000354
0000355
0000356
0000357
0000358
0000359
0000360
0000361
0000362
0000363
0000364
0000365
0000366
0000367
0000368
0000369
0000370
0000371
0000372
0000373
0000374
0000375
0000576
0000377
0000378
0000379
GROUP2 [INS1] _" " GS "!
GROUP1 [IRIO] _" "RESIST"I
GROUP2 [IRIO] 4- ,, ORS "!
GROUPI [ILO0] 4- "INDUCT"I
GROUP2 [ILO0] 4. - ORS el
GROUP1 [IISD] 4- "DIODE "!
GROUP1 [IISE] _" "TRANSI"!
GROUP2 [IISE] _" " STORe!
FILL NAME £*] WITH "LII
", "HQ1 ", "HN1
", eL01
"P "LAMBDA"p "NUDI
", "PHIR1 ", "PHIS1 ", "HAl
", "FDB1 ", "FOPP1 ",
0000380
0000581
0000382
0000585
000058;
0000385
0000386
0000587
0000388
0000589
"LAMBDA", "NU1 ", "FBI "p "FOI "p "ROP1 ", "LI2 ", "L02 0000390
"P "PHIR2 ", "PHIS2 ", "HA2 ", "HG2 ", "HN2 ", "LAMBDA", "NUD2 0000591
", "FDB2 "p "FOPP2 "p "LAMBDA"p "NU2 "P "FB2 ", "F02 ", 0000592
"ROP2 "p "NSI ", "NS2 "p "NB1 "p "NB2 ", "NCI "p "NC2 0000593
", "NCL ", "RIO ", "Rl1 ", "R12 "e "R2 "w "R5 ", "R_ 000059_
"p "LO0 "e "ICONO "e "L01 "e "ICON1 ", "L02 "e "ICON2 "e 0000595
"ISD "p "THETAM"e "CJOD "e "VCPOTD", "NO "t "KD "P "RLD 0000396
"p "RD ", "ISE "_ "THETAM", "CJOE "e "VCPOTE"p "NE "p "KE 0000597
"p "RLE ", eRE "_ "ISC "e "THETAM", "CJOC "e "VCPOTC"p 0000398
"NC "e "KC "P "RLC "e "RC "p "RB "I 0000399
NAM2 [7] _ "DI"! 0000400
NAM2 [11] • "1 "! 0000401
NAM2 [25] * "D2"! 0000402
NAM2 [27] * "2 "! 0000_03
NAM2 [52] _ "D "! 000040;
NAM2 [60] _ "E "! 0000_05
NAM2 [68] _ "C "; 0000_06
END X! 0000_07
COMMENT: INITIALIZE CORE PARAMETERS,! O000W08
READMORE: READ (CRp /, TEMP) [EOF]I 0000409
BEGIN REAL PSEUDOI O000WtO
LABEL DUMPLABEL! 0000W11
DUMP LP (LIIp LOt, PHIRIe PHISIp HA1, HGlp HNIp LAMBDADlp NUDIp 0000W12
FDBIe FOPPIp LAMBDAIp NUIe FBIe FOle ROPlp LI2p LO2p PHIR2p 0000W15
PHIS2p HA2_ HG2e HN2e LAMBDAD2e NUD2e FDB2w FOPP2e LAMBDA2e NU2 O000W1W
FB2e FO2e ROP2w NSI, NS2e NBle NB2e NCle NC2e NCLe RlOe Rile 0000W15
R12, R2, RSe RWe LOOe ICONO, L01_ ICONle LO2e ICON2e ISDe 0000W16
THETAMDw CJOD_ VCPOTD, NDe KDe RLDe RD, ISE, THETAMEe CJOE, 0000W17
VCPOTEe NEe KE, RLEe REe ISCw THETAMCe CJOCe VCPOTCe NCe KCe 0000W18
RLC, RCe RBe BETNe ICNe BETI, IEI) DUMPLABEL: 1! 0000419
FOR J • 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 75 DO READ (CRw /e VAL [d]e NONU [d], O000W20
SDIFF [d])! 0000_21
FOR d * 0 STEP 1 UNTIL 75 DO IF SDIFF [J] = 1 THEN WCSIGN £d] * "0000W22
" ELSE IF SDIFF [d] = 0 THEN WCSIGN [d] * "0" ELSE WCSIGN [d] * "-"! 0000_23
FOR d * 0 STEP I UNTIL 75 DO NONU [J] • 5 x NONU [d]! 0000_2_
FOR d • 0 STEP I UNTIL 75 DO WCVAL [d] * VAL [J] x (1 + SDIFF £ 0000_25
d] x NONU [d] / 100)! 0000_26
WRITE (LP_ HEAD_ TEMP)! 0000_27
WRITE (LPe FFI_ TEMP)! 0000_28
WRITE (LP, DATA_ FOR d * 0 STEP I UNTIL IROP1 DO [GROUP1 [J]e 0000_29
GROUP2 [d], NAME [d], NAM2 [d], VAL[d], NONU Ed], WCSIGN [J], 0000_30
WCVAL [d]])! 0000451
WRITE (LPe DATA_ FOR d • ILI2 STEP 1 UNTIL IROP2 DO [GROUP1 [J] 0000_32
GROUP2 [d]_ NAME Idle NAM2 [die VAL [die NONU [d]e WCSIGN [d] 0000;55
e WCVAL [d]])! 0000_3_
WRITE (LPe DATA, FOR d * INS1 STEP I UNTIL INCL DO [GROUP1 [J], 0000_35
GROUP2 [J]e NAME [J], NAM2 [J]w VAL Idle NONU [J], WCSIGN [J]_ 0000456
WCVAL [d]])! 0000457
WRITE (LP [PAGE])! 0000W58
WRITE (LP, FF2); 0000_39
WRITE (LPe FFI, TEMP]! 0000_0
WRITE (LPe DATA, FOR d • IRIO STEP I UNTIL IRK DO [_ROUP1 [d]_ 0000_1
GROUP2 [d]e NAME [J], NAM2 [J], VAL Idle NONU [J]e WCSIGN [J], 0000_2
WCVAL [d]])! 0000_3
WRITE (LP, DATAe FOR J • ILO0 STEP I UNTIL IISAT2 DO [GROUP1 [J 0000;;;
], GROUP2 [J]e NAME Idle NAN2 [J]e VAL [J]e NONU [d]_ WCSIGN [J 0000;;5
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], WCVAL [d]]};
WRITE (LP £PAGE]);
WRITE (LP, FF2);
WRITE (LP, FF1, TEMP);
WRITE (LP, DATA, FOR d * IISD STEP 1 UNTIL IRD DO [GROUP1 [J],
GROUP2 [d], NAME [J], NAM2 [dJ, VAL[d], NONU £J], WCSIGN [J],
WCVAL [J]]);
WRITE (LP, DATA, FOR d * IISE STEP I UNTIL IRB DO [GROUPI EJ],
GROUP2 [J], NAME [J], NAM2 [J], VAL[d], NONU [J], WCSIGN [J],
WCVAL [J]]);
WRITE (LP [PAGE]);
TRANSFER (76, WCVAL, LI1);
WRITE (LP [PAGE]);
READ (CRp /, NP, FOR J * 0 STEP 1 UNTIL NP + 1 DO EICN [J],
BETN [J]]);
READ (CRp /, IP, FOR J • 0 STEP 1 UNTIL IP + 1 DO [IEI [J],
BETI [J]]);
FOR J • 0 STEP I UNTIL NP + I DO ICN [J] • ICN [J] x _-31
FOR J • 0 STEP I UNTIL IP + I DO IEI [J] • IEI [J] x Q-5!
DUMPLABEL: HS1 • HAl + HGI + HNI + PHIRI x (HAt + HGI - HNI} /
PHISI;
HS2 * HA2 + H@2 + HN2 + PHIR2 x (HA2 + HQ2 - HN2I / PHIS2;
HTH1 _ (HS1 - SQRT (HS1 * 2 - 8 x HA1 x H@I x (1 + PHIR1 /
PHISI}}I / 4;
HTH2 • (HS2 - SeRT (HS2 * 2 - 8 x HA2 x H@2 x (1 + PHIR2 /
PHIS2)}) / 4;
F121 * HTH1 x LII;
F122 • HTH2 x LI2;
F231 * HTH1 x LOll
F232 * HTH2 x L02;
Vll _ (PHIS1 - PHIR1) / ((L01 - LI1) X HA1);
VI2 • (PHIS2 - PHIR2) / ((L02 - LI2) x HA2);
V21 • (PHIS1 + PHIR1) x HQ1 / ((L01 - LI1) x HN1);
V22 * (PHIS2 + PHIR2) x HQ2 / ((L02 - LI2) x HN2);
RLE * RLE x RLD / (RLE + RLD);
END PSEUDO;
FOR VS * 25.2 STEP 0.1 UNTIL 23,5 DO
BEGIN COMMENT -10 DEGREES;
BOOL * TRUE;
CONFAC • 2,50;
TRANS • FAILURE • FALSE;
TR _ (0.11 + 0.0025077 x (VS - 28.0)) x _-6;
CAPIL • 0.152 - 0,004 x (28.0 - VS);
TSL _ 0.545454 x TR;
SL • 1.39 x CAPIL / TR;
CAPIS • VS / Rll x R2 / (R2 + 0.6 x ROP1 x (NS1 * 2 + NS2 * 2))
PHIDOTI2 • ABS (NB2 x 0.6 x ROP1 x ((NS1 x NB2 + NS2 x NB1) x
CAPIS - (NB1 + NB2) x FOPP1) - NB1 x 0.7) / (NB1 * 2 + NB2 * 2)
NV • 0.001 x PHIDOT12;
NEWVS • TRUE;
MODES: IF MODE _ O AND NOT NEWVS THEN PRINTOUT;
PHI1 • PHI1 - F1 x Vll x LN ((HA1 x LO1 ÷ ABS (F1)) / (HA1 x
LI1 + ABS (F1)));
IF ABS (PHI1) > PHIR1 THEN PHI1 * PHIR1 x SIGN (PHI1);
PHI2 * PHI2 - F2 x V12 x LN ((HA2 x L02 + ABS (F2)) / (HA2 x
LI2 + ABS (F2)));
IF ABS (PHI2) > PHIR2 THEN PHI2 • PHIR2 x SIGN (PHI2);
VCE • VS;
VC • - VS;
IL _ ILM1 • ILM2 + ILDOT * ILDOTM1 * IC • ICM1 • ICM2 * ICDOT •
ICDOTM1 • 0,0;
ICL • ICLM1 _ ICLM2 • ICLDOT • ICLDOTM1 • IS • ISM1 • ISM2 • ID
• IDM1 • IDM2 * 0,0;
IB • IE • F1 • FIM1 • F2 * F2M1 * 0,0;
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0000_63
0000_64
0000_65
0000_66
0000_67
0000468
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0000475
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0000_77
0000_78
0000_79
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0000_81
0000_82
0000483
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0000486
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0000_89
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0000_95
0000496
0000497
0000_98
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0000502
0000503
000050_
0000505
0O0O5O6
0000507
0000508
0000509
0000510
0000511
PHIDOT1 • PHIDOTIM1 • PHIDOTPR1 * 0,0;
PHIDOT2 • PHIDOT2M1 • PHIDOTPR2 * 0,0;
PHIDOTE1 • PHIDOTEPR1 • PHIDOTMA1 • PHIDOTMAPR1 • 0°0;
PHIDOTE2 * PHIDOTEPR2 • PHIDOTMA2 • PHIDOTMAPR2 • 0°0;
VD • VDM1 • VDM2 • IDPR • VDDOT * VDDOTM1 • VPN • VPNPR * ISFD
• 0*0;
VE • VEM1 • VEM2 * IEPR • VEDOT * VEDOTM1 • VBE * VBEPR * ISFE
• DIEDVE • 0,0;
VCM1 • VCM2 * ICPR • VCDOT * VCDOTM1 * ISFC _ DICDVE * 0,01
FJ • FJM1 • GJ * GJM1 _ FPRID • 6PRIS • FPRIS • GPRID * D
DELID • DELIS • DELT • 0,01
T • I_201
WRITE (OWT [DBL], FMT3, LIST3);
WRITE (OWT, TIMER, TIME (2) / 60, TIME (3) / 60);
CTS • CF • COUNT • CNVS * CNV • O;
TRAMS • FALSE;
T * 0,0;
IF NEWVS THEN GO TO MODEO;
IF BOOL THEN
BEGIN 800L • FALSE;
IF MODE = 0 THEN GO TO MODEO ELSE IF MODE = 2 THEN GO TO
MODE2 ELSE IF MODE = W THEN GO TO MODE_;
END;
BOOL * TRUE;
IF MODE = 0 THEN GO TO MODE1;
IF MODE = I THEN GO TO MODE2;
IF MODE = 2 THEN GO TO MODE3;
IF MODE = 3 THEN GO TO MODEW;
IF MODE = W THEN
BEGIN PHIIFW • PHI1;
PHI2FW • PHI2;
GO TO EOF;
END;
MODEO: MODE • O;
IF BOOL THEN
BEGIN PHI1 • PHIR1;
PHI2 • - PHIR2;
END;
PHIIM2 • PHIIM1 • PHI1;
PHI2M2 • PHI2M1 • PHI2;
TAUS • 2 x PHIR1 x NBI / 0,71
DELT • TAUS / 1501
PRINTHEAD;
NEWVS • FALSE;
SWITCHINGO: T • T + DELT;
COUNT • COUNT + 1;
INCREMENT;
CNVS * CNVS + CNV;
PRINTOUT;
IF NOT NOSW AND (CNVS _ 30 OR PHI1 < - 0,1 x PHIRI) THEN GO TO
SWITCHINGO;
GO TO MODES;
MODEl: MODE • 1;
TAUS • 2 x PHIR1 / PHIDOT12;
PRINTHEAD;
SWITCHING1: IF T < TR THEN DELT • TAUS / 300 ELSE IF MAX (ABS (
PHIDOTMA1), ABS (PHIDOTMA2)) > 20 x NV THEN DELT • TAUS / 60
ELSE DELT • TAUS / 30;
DELT • DELT / CONFAC;
T • T + DELT;
COUNT • COUNT + 1;
INCREMENT;
IF VCE > 60 THEN WRITE (LP, FLAG3);
CNVS • CNVS + CNV;
PRINTOUT;
IF VCE < 1°0 THEN WRITE (OWT, FLAG1);
0000512
0000513
000051_
0000515
0000516
0000517
0000518
0000519
O0OO520
0000521
0000522
0000523
000052_
0000525
0000526
0000527
0000528
0000529
0000530
0000531
0000532
0000533
0000534
0000535
0000536
0000537
0000538
0000539
00005_0
00005_1
00005_2
00005_3
00005_
00005_5
00005_6
00005_7
00005_8
00005_9
0000550
0000551
0000552
0000553
000055_
0000555
0000556
0000557
000O558
0000559
0000560
0000561
0000562
0000563
000056_
0000565
0000566
0000567
0000568
0000569
0000570
0000571
0000572
0000573
000057_
0000575
0000576
0000577
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IF NOSW AND (CNVS > 30 OR PHI1 ) - 0,9 x PHIR1) THEN
BEGIN T1 * T;
GO TO MODES;
END ELSE GO TO SWITCHING1;
MODE2: MODE * 2;
PHIIM2 _ PHIIM1 * PHIIF1 * PHIl;
PHI2M2 * PHI2M1 * PHI2FI * PHI2;
TAUS * 2,0 x PHIRI x NB1 / 0,7;
DELT _ TAUS / 150;
PRINTHEAD!
SWITCHING2: T * T + DELT!
COUNT * COUNT + 1;
INCREMENTS
CNVS * CNVS + CNV;
PRINTOUT;
IF NOSW AND (CNVS) 30 OR PHIl < - 0,1 x PHIR1) THEN
BEGIN T2 _ T!
GO TO MODES;
END ELSE GO TO SWITCHING2;
NODE3: NODE * 31
PHIIM2 * PHIIM1 • PHI1F2 * PHIII
PHI2M2 * PHI2M1 * PHI2F2 * PHI2I
TAUS * 2 x PHIR1 / PHIDOT121
NA * 1l
IA * II
INTERPOL (NPp ICNe BETNt NCOEF);
INTERPOL (IPe IEIp BETIp ICOEF)!
PRINTHEAD!
SWITCHING3: IF T < 2 x TR OR (PHI1 > PHIRI AND PHI2 > 0,8 x
PHIR2) OR (PHI1 > PHIR2 AND PHI2 < - PHIR2) THEN DELT * TAUS /
300 ELSE DELT * TAUS / 100;
DELT * DELT / CONFAC;
T * T + DELT;
COUNT * COUNT + 1;
IF VPN < - 0,1 AND NOT TRANS THEN
BEGIN TRANS * TRUE;
TV * T;
WRITE (LP, < "TV=", F10,6 >, TV x Q6);
END;
IF TRANS THEN
BEGIN BETAN * BETA (IC, NA, NCOEF, ICN, BETN, NP);
BETAI * BETA (IE, IA, ICOEFe IEIe BETIp IP);
ALPHAI _ BETAI / (1 + BETAI);
ALPHAN * BETAN / (1 + BETAN);
END;
INCREMENT;
CNVS • CNVS + CNV;
IF PHI2 > 0 < PHIl AND VCE > 5 x VS THEN
BEGIN FAILURE * TRUE;
WRITE (OWT, FLAG2);
GO TO EXIT;
END;
PRINTOUT;
IF (NOSW AND (CNVS > 30 OR PHI1 > 0 AND PHI2 (0)) OR (PHI1 >
PHIRI AND PHI2 < - 1,20 x PHIR2) OR (PHI1Z PHIR1 AND PHI2 < -
PHIR2 AND VCE > VS) OR (IC _ 0o001 AND PHI1 > 0 > PHI2) THEN
BEGIN T3 * T;
IF NOT TRANS THEN
BEGIN WRITE (LPe FLAG_);
GO TO EXIT;
END ELSE GO TO MODES;
END ELSE GO TO SWITCHING3;
MODE_: NODE * _l
PHIIM2 * PHIIM1 * PHIIF3 _ PHIII
PHI2M2 * PHI2M1 * PHI2F3 * PHI2;
TAUS * 2 x PHIR1 x NB1 / 0°7l
0000578
0000579
0000580
OO00581
0000582
0000583
000058_
0OOO585
0000586
0000587
0000588
0OOO589
O00O59O
0000591
0000592
0000593
0000594
O00O595
0000596
0000597
0000598
0000599
0000600
0000601
0000602
0000603
000060_
0000605
0000606
0000607
0000608
0000609
0000610
0000611
0000612
0000613
000061_
0000615
0000616
0000617
0000618
0000619
0000620
0000621
0000622
0000625
000062_
0000625
0000626
0000627
0000628
0000629
0000630
0000631
0000632
0000633
000063_
0000635
0000636
0000637
0000638
0000639
00006_0
00006_1
00006;2
00006_3
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DELT * TAUS / 150;
PRINTHEAD;
SWITCHING_ T * T + DELT;
COUNT * COUNT + 1;
INCRENENT;
CNVS • CNVS + CNV;
PRINTOUT;
IF NOSW AND (CNVS > 30 OR PHI1 < - 0.1 x PHIRI) THEN
BEGIN T_ * T;
60 TO NODES;
END ELSE GO TO SWITCHING_;
EXIT¢
END;
EOF: WRITE (LPP < 2 F20.2 >, TINE (2) / 60, TINE (5) / 60);
END.
000064_
00006_5
00006_6
00006_7
00006_8
00006_9
0000650
0000651
0000652
0000655
000065_
0000655
0000656
0000657
0000658
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INDEX
Active-region of transistor, experiment, 121
Air flux, 18, 33
Analysis of binary counter, 140, 143-161
worst case, 175, 179-182
Anisotropy constant, 40
Beta vs. I of a transistor:
C
inverse, 127, 130
normal, 127, 129
Binary counter, core-diode-transistor:
circuit, 68-69
computer analysis, 140,143-211
circuit equations, 140, 143-144
computation methods, 144-150
computer program, 150-161, 201-211
modes of operation, 68, 70-71
plots of _I(F1) and _2(F2), 175-178
T = -10°C; V s = 15 V, 176
T = 25°C; V s = 28 V, 177
T = 85°C; V = 50 V, 178
S
propagation of COUNT states, 71-73
t'able of core and circuit parameters, 141-142
V factors, 78-80
s,max
flow chart, 80
Vs,mi n factors, 74-77
flow chart, 76
waveforms of flux and drive currents, 68, 70
waveforms of time variables, exp. vs. comp, 161-175
discussion, 174-175
T = -10°C; Vs = i5 V, 162-165
T = 25°C; V = 28 V, 160-169
$
T = 85°C; V = 50 V, 170-173
S
worst-case Vs,min, 175, 179-182
computation method, 152, 179
conclusions, 182
for d = 0, 179
max
initial 41 and _2 at each mode, 180, 182
sign S determination, 180
Vs,mi n vs. dmax, i79-181
Capacitance, diode modei, 86-87, 120
Capacitances, transistor model:
diffusion, 88-89, 133-139
junction, 88-89, 130-134
Circuit, binary counter, 68-69
Circuit parameters, binary counter, table of, 141-142
CLEAR MMF:
binary counter, 68-73
flux-switching experiment, 15-17
Coaxial transmission line--See Transmission line
Collector-base equations in transistor model, 89
Complex permeability, 19, 41-43
Computation of:
binary-counter analysis, 140, 143-161
binary-counter, worst case, 175, 179-182
core parameters, dynamic, 102,105
core parameters, static, 97, 100
diode parameters, ll6
F(t) for voltage drive, 47-49
inductor parameters, 109
transistor parameters, diffusion
capacitances, 134, 136-139
transistor parameters, junction
capacitances, 131, 133
transistor parameters, static, 126-127
Computer program:
binary counter, 150-161, 201-21i
diode parameters, 116, 197
inductor parameters, 109, 195
static _(f) parameters, 97, 100, 187-190
transistor parameters, 127, i99-200
voltage drive, 48-49, i83-185
_(F) parameters, i05, 191-193
Constant:
anisotropy, 40
viscous, 40
Core parameters:
E-6, 36
Lockheed 100SC1, 141
Core holder, 53
Core model 81-83
elastic ftux switching, 81-82
inelastic flux switching, 82
parameters, 83
static _(f), 82-83
Core-model parameters, 91-107
dimensions, 91
dynamic, _p(F), 100-107
computation, 102, 105
discussion, 105
measurement, 100, 102
results, exp. vs. comp., 102-105
temperature effect on, 105-107
static _(f!, 91-100
computation, 97, 100
discussion, i00
measurement, 91-97
results, exp vs. comp., 97-99
temperature effect on, 100-101
Core parameters, table of, 141
COUNT, propagation of in a binary counter, 71-73
Counter, binary--See binary counter, core-diode-
transistor
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Cut-off region of transistor, experiment, 123
Damped precession of magnetization, 9-10
Damping coefficient {:
definition, 12
rotational, 37
wall motion, 37
Damping, viscous--See Viscous damping
Decaying inelastic flux-switching component, 21-24
disappearance in high F, 44-45
effect in partial-set switching, 63
Delay line in mercury-relay pulser, 30-32
Delta noise, 23-24
Demagnetized state, 51
Dimensions of core, 9i, 141
Diode model, 85-87
dynamic characteristics, 86-87
parameters, 87
static characteristics, 85-86
Diode-model parameters, 109, 114-i20
dynamic, 120
static, forward, 109, 114-i16
computation, 116
measurement, 109
results, exp. vs. comp., 114-116
temperature effect on, ll6-117
static, reverse, 116, 118-119
measurement, 116
temperature effect on, 116, ll9
Disappearance of _ component:
_iin high F, 44-45
&ew in high transverse field, 18
Dispersion of magnetic spectrum, 19
Displacement, wall--See Domain-wall displacement
Distribution of Hth, 6-7
Domain-wall displacement:
effect on partial-set switching, 57,63
elastic, 4
equation of motion, 7-8
inelastic, 4
irreversible, 5
reversible, 5
Domain-wall motion:
disappearance in high transverse field, 18-19
elastac_ 4, 19-20
equation, 7-8
irreversible, 5
mass, 7
reversible, 5
stiffness, 7
types, 4-5
viscous damping, 7
Domain-wall position, effect on:
energy, 2
ener_ gradient, 3
Duration:
between pulses, 51, 52
of pulses, 51
Dynamic properties of:
core, 100-107
diode, 120
transistor, 127-139
Ebers-Moll model, 90
Elastic flux-switching model:
components, evidence for, 18-19
experimental verification, 33-36
rotational component, 20
total, 20-21
wall-motion component, 19-20
Elastic switching parameters, 33-34
Elastic wall displacement:
condition, 4
definition, 4
equation of motion, 7-8
Emitter-base equations in transistor mod_l 87-88
Energy gradient vs. wall position, 3
Energy vs. wall position, 2, 63
Equation of motion of elastic wall
displacement, 7-8
Experiment:
diode static parameters, 109, 116
flux switching, 15-18, 26, 29-33
flux switching from partially set states, 51, 53
inductor parameters, 108
static ¢(F) parameters, 91-97
transistor parameters:
dynamic, 130-131, 133, 135
static, I21-123
Co(F) parameters, 100, 102
Experimental verification for flux-switching models:
T = 65 ns, 26-27
r
T r = 13 ns, 26, 28
T r = 0.4 ns, 33-40
elastic ¢ only, 33-36.
elastic and inelastic ¢, 34-40
Fail time of PARTIAI.-SET pulse, 51
Ferrite:
copper-manganese, 57
dispersion of magnetization, 11,44
grains, 63
magnesium-manganese-zinc, 40
Failure of binary counter operation, 74-81
Vs,ma x , 78-80
Vs,mi n , 74-77
Flow chart for spurious transistor turn-off:
V s 80
,max'
Vs,mi n , 76
Flux, air See Air flux
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Flux-switcbin_ experiment:
from partially-set states, 51, 53
general, 15-18
with short Tr, 26, 29-33
Flux-switching experimental results--See
Experimental verification for flux-switching models
Flux switching from partially switched state, 81-66
Flux-switching model, 81-83
elastic, 81,82
inelastic, 82
parameters, 83
static _(F), 82-83
Flux-switching model components:
elastic, 18-21
rotational, 20
total, 20-21
wall-motion, 19-20
inelastic, 21-28
decaying _i' 21-24
main _ma' 24-28
Flux-switching parameters:
core E-6, 36
core 100SC1, 141
Forward characteristics of:
diode, 109, 114-116
transistor, 121-127
Gilbert equation:
coefficients, 12-14
in rectangular coordinates, 8
in spherical coordinates, 9
solution for M along applied H,
Grains, ferrite, 63
i0-ii
ltistory effect on flux switching, 51
Holder, core, 53
INCREMENT PROCEDURE, 152, 154, 159-161
Inductor model, 83-85
parameters, 8
Inductor-model parameters, 108-114
computation, 109
measurement, 108
results, exp. vs. comp., 108-113
temperature effect on, 109, 114
Inelastic flux-switching model:
decaying _ component, 21-24
experimenthl verification, 26-28, 34-40
main
_ma component, 24-28
Inelastic wall displacement, 4
Inertial terms in _e model:
rotation of magnetization, ll, 20
wall motion, 7, 19
Inverse-region of transistor, experiment, 122-123
Irreversible wall displacement, 5
Landau-Lifshitz equation:
coefficients, 12-14
in rectangular coordinates, 8
in spherical coordinates, 9
solution for M along applied H, i0-11
Listing of computer programs:
binary counter, core-diode-transistor, 201-211
diode parameters, 197
inductor parameters, 195
static _(f) parameters, 187-190
transistor parameters, 199-200
voltage drive, 183-185
(F) parameters, 191-193
p
Magnetic spectrum, 41-43
Magnetization:
damped precession, 9-10
remanent, 5
rotation, 8-15
Main inelastic flux-swltching component, 24-28
Maximum supply voltage of binary counter, 78-80
Measurement of parameters:
core model:.
dynamic, _p(F), 100, 102
static _(f), 91-97
diode model, static, 121-123
inductor model, 108
transistor model:
diffusion capacitances, 133,135
junction capacitances, 130-131
static, 121-123
Mercury-relay pulser, 29-33, 53
Minimum supply voltage of binary counter, 74-??
MMF vs. _ and _, iterative computation of, 45-46
Model of:
core, 81..83
elastic flux switching, 81-82
inelastic flux switching, 82
parameters, 83
static @(F) curve, 82-83
diode, 85-87
dynamic characteristic, 86-87
parameters, 8?
static characteristic, 85-86
inductor, nonlinear, 83-85
parameters, 83
transistor, 8?-90
parameters, 90
static and dynamic 8?-89
static (Ebers-Moll), 90
Models for flux-switching components:
elastic:
experimental verification, 33-36
rotational, 20
total, 20-21
wall motion, i9-20
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Models for flux-switching components: continued
inelastic: .
decaying &i' 21-24
experimental verification, 26-28, 34-37
_ma' 24-28, 52, 58, 60,main 65
Modes of operation, binary counter, 68, 70-71
Modification of parabolic model, 58, 60
Mounting, core, 53
Newton-Baphson method, 140-150
Noise, delta--See Delta noise
Nonuniformity of parameters, 150-151, 179-182
Operation, binary counter 68-73
Oscillograms of waveforms_%e Waveforms of
Oscilloscope:
overshoot, 53
response time, 32, 34, 53
Outline of computer programs:
binary counter, INCREMENT PROCEDURE, 159-161
binary counter, main, 152-158
voltage drive, 48-49
Parabolic model for _(_), 24-25, 58, 60, 63, 65, 82
Parameter determination for:
core model, 91-107
dimensions, 91
dynamic & (F), 100-107
p
static _(F), 91-100
diode model, 109, 114-120
dynamic, 120
static, forward, 109, 11_-116
static, reverse, 1!6,118-119
inductor model, 108-114
transistor model, 120-139
dynamic, 127-139
static, 121-127
Parameter determination method, 90
Parameters of binary-counter device model,
table of, 141-142
Parameters of Core E-6, 33-34, 36
Parameters of model of:
Core, 83
diode, 87
inductor, 83
transistor, 90
Parameter nonuniformity, 150-151, 179-182
PARTIAL-SET pulse, 51-65
Partial setting effects, 51-52, 54, 57, 65
Partially set flux switching, 51-66
Peak _ vs. F:
determination, 100-107
model, 86-87
Peak of _(t), 52, 60, 63
Peaking time of _(t), 51, 52, 65
Permeability:
complex, 19, 41-43
resonance, 42-43
Precession of magnetization, damped, 9-10
Predictor-corrector method, 145
Program, binary counter:
features, 150-152
initial conditions, 151
listing, 201-211
modes, 151-152
outline, 152-161
Program, voltage drive:
listing, 183-185
outline, 48-49
Propagation of COUNT states in a binary
counter, 71-73
Pulse, current, 26-36, 51-52, 54
Pulser, mercury-relay, 29-33, 53
Rectangular voltage drive, 47, 49-50
F(t) waveform, computed, 50
Re-entrant M(H) loop, 5-6
Relaxation effects, 5i, 54, 57, 65
Relaxation of magnetization, 51-52
Remanent magnetization, 5
Resonance:
frequency, 42-43
value, 43
Response time of oscilloscope, 32, 34, 53
Reverse characteristics of:
diode, 116,118-119
transistor, 119, 127
Reversible wall displacement, 5
Rise time, effect on C i, 23
Rise time effect on _e differential equation, 19-21
Rise-time in flux-switching experiment:
T r = 65 ns, 26-27
T r = 13 ns, 26, 28
T r = 0.4 ns, 18, 26, 29-33
Rise time of oscilloscope, 32, 34, 53
Rotation of magnetization, component along
applied field vs. t:
Landau-Lifshitz or Gilbert eq., 10-11
relationship among coefficients, 12-14
second-order diff. eq., ll-12
Rotation of magnetization, equation of motion, 8-15
Gilbert equation, 8
in spherical coordinates, 8-9
Landau-Lifshitz equation, 8
Rotation of magnetization, model for, 20
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Second-order differential equation for elastic _:
domain-wall motion, 7, 19
rotation of magnetization, 11, 20
Sense winding, 29-30, 53
Short-rise time experiment, 26, 29-33
Shuttle switching, 17
Sinusoidal voltage drive, 47-50
F(t) waveform, computed, 50
Slope of:
energy hill, 3-5, 63
_p(F), 54, 5851,
Spectrum, magnetic--See Magnetic spectrum
Spurious transistor turn-off in binary counter, 74-81
Vs,ma x , 78-80
Vs, mi n , 74-77
Squareness ratio 4r/_s, 44
States of COUNT in a binary counter, 71-73
Static M(H), 5-7
Static &(F):
computation, 97, 100
discussion, 100
measurement, 91-97
results, exp. vs. comp., 97-99
temperature effect on, 100-101
Susceptibility:
rotational, 14-15
wall-motion, 8
Switching--See Flux switching
Switching parameters See Flux-switching parameters
Table of core and circuit parameters of binary
counter, 141-142
Table of COUNT propagation in binary counter, 72
Temperature effect on:
core static parameters @(F), 100-101
core @p(F) parameters, 105-107
diode parameters, 116-117, 119
inductor parameters, 109,114
transistor capacitance parameters, 133-134, 139
transistor static parameters, 127-130
TEST pulse, 29-32, 51-63
Thermodynamics:
first law, 2
of magnetization, 2-3
Thin core, 36, 52
Threshold of:
H, 4-6
static &(F), 57, 63, 82-83
_i' 21-23
_p(F), 25, 51, 54, 57-58, 82
Time duration Tb, 51
Transistor model, 87-90
parameters, 90
static and dynamic, 87-89
static (Ebers-Moll), 90
Transistor-model parameters, 120-139
diffusion capacitances, 133-139
computation, 134, 136-i39
measurement, 133, 135
oscillograms of ic(t), 137-t38
results, exp. vs. comp., ]30
temperature effects on, 139
junction capacitances, i30-134
computation, 131, 133
measurement, 130-131
results, exp. vs. comp., 131-133
temperature effect on, 133-134
static parameters, 121-127
computation, 126-127
measurement, 121-123
results, exp. vs. comp., 123-127
R@.; /_c' 119, 127
temperature effect on, 127-130
_i vs. I c, 127, 130
_. vs. I c, 127, 129
Transistor turn-off, spurious, in binary
counter, 74-81
s,max' 78-80
s,mln' 74-77
Transmission line, 29-33, 53
Transverse field effect on _ew' 18-19
Turns of binary-counter winding, 141
Variation in core and circuit parameters, effect
on gs min' 175, 179-i82
Viscous damping:
constant, 8, 40
rotation of magnetization, 8
wall motion, 7
Voltage drive, 45-51
computer program, 48-49
E(t) waveforms for rectangular and sinusoidal
_(t), 50
iterative computation of F(_,_), 45-46
rectangular _(t), 47, 49-50
sinusoidal _(t), 47-50
Voltage reference, 53
V in a binary counter, 78-80
s,max
Vs,mi n in a binary counter:
computed, worst case, 175, 179-182
factors, 74-77
Wall of domain--See Domain wall
Waveforms of:
current and flux linkage of nonlinear inductor, 109
drive currents and flux in binary counter, 70
ic(t) in response to &ib, 138
F(t) for rectangular and sinusoidal _(t), 50
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Waveforms of: continued
F(t) and _(t) in flux-switching experiment, 16
F(t) and _¢(t) in saturation, Tr = 0.4 ns, 35-36
time variables of a binary counter:
T = -10°C; V = 15 V, 162-165
s
T = 25°C; Vs = 28 V, 166-169
T = 85°C ; Vs = 50 V, 170-173
_(t) in the beginning of switching:
T r = 65 ns, 27
Tr = 13 ns, 28
Tr = 0.4 ns, 38-40
_(t) for two F values and two T values, 64
ps
_(t) for two T values, 62
_(t) for %s ps= 6 r , 65
_(t) with F as a parameter, 62
_¢(t) components, 17
6¢(t) without and with magnet transverse field, 18
Windings:
binary counter, 69, 141
core, 53
Worst,case analysis of binary counter, 175, 179-182
computation method, 152, 179
conclusions, 182
dma x = 0, 179
initial 61 and 62 in each mode for
V s = Vs,mi n, 180, 182
sign S determination, 180
Vs,minVS., dmax, 179-181
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